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SCOUTING REPORT
Tigers, Aggies In Must-Win Situation
Simply put, tonight's University of the Pacific-Utah State game is
a must-win for both teams.
The visiting Aggies, who put themselves back in the PCAA Con
ference title chase with a win at home last week over Fresno
State, must win to stay alive and keep pace with frontrunning Cal
State Fullerton and San Jose State.
On the other hand, Bob Cope and his Tigers desperately need a
win not only to snap a four-game losing streak, but to give them
selves any chance of eeking out a .500 or winning season.
If tonight's contest is anything like past Tiger-Aggie confron
tations, make sure you don't leave your seat until the final gun
goes off.
Let's take a look at some past games.
Last season, the Tigers led the game for 59:25 only to lose in
Logan 14-12. James Samuels and Doug Samuels hooked up on a
35-yard aerial with :35 left in the game for the win when it looked
for all intent and purposes that the Tigers had the victory.
In 1981, the Tigers were again dealt a cruel blow when Dale Money
booted a 25-yard field goal with seven seconds left in the game. UOP
dominated virtually every statistical category and held the Ags to
57 yards total offense in the first half only to lose 17-14.
After losing 21-7 in 1980, the Tigers lost at home in 1979 by one
point (15-14) when Craig Bradshaw hit James Murphy with a 5-yard
TD pass with 2:14 left in the game for still another Aggie win.
Add it up. In three of the last four games, the Tigers have three
defeats by a total of six points combined.
If the Tigers are to turn around things tonight, they must stop
beating themselves with penalties and turnovers and figure out a
way to penetrate a stingy Utah State defense.
"I look at the films and see our kids playing hard, but, if we don't
stop shooting ourselves in the foot, we're going to keep losing,"
said Tiger Head Coach Bob Cope, referring to the rash of
penalties, turnovers and mistakes of late. "I'm not discouraged
with this football team, if we keep our heads up, we'll turn it
around. I still believe this team is good enough to win."
Tonight's game seems to be a contrast of strengths—the
Tigers have shown primarily via senior tailback Kirby Warren, who
went into the Fullerton game as the nation's 17th ranked rusher
and tops in the PCAA, that they can run the ball while the Aggies
have proven that they're pretty good at stopping the run.
Utah State has allowed an average of 31TO yards per game, a
credible stat when you consider that two of the games were
against Arizona State and Missouri. They are very stingy against
the run as they allow only 140 yards per game. Top stop troops for
USU are defensive tackle Greg Kragen, linebacker Hal Garner and
cornerback Patrick Allen.
Other than Warren, who rushed for 191 yards on 34 carries his
last time in Pacific Memorial Stadium, the Tigers have had trouble
mounting a consistent offense. Freshman quarterbacks Rich
Pelletier and Mike Pitz have displayed potential at times and
seniors Lionel Manuel and Bob Hordecky (each have 12 recep
tions) lead the receiving corps.
The Tigers strength has been a solid, hard hitting defense. Ex
cept for select big plays, the Tiger defense has kept Cope and
company in a lot of games. Linebackers Kevin Einck and Nick Holt,
defensive ends Michael Greer and Thomas Cowling and strong
safety Anthony Freeman are the top tacklers on the squad thus
far.
They will have their work cut out for them this week as USU,
doesn't roll up a lot of yards, but seems to come up with the big
play.
The Aggies have had a change of the guard at quarterback as
BYU transfer Gym Kimball has been beaten out by senior Chico

Redshirt freshman James Mackey, a pleasant surprise in 1983, will see a lot of
action tonight against USU.

Canales, not a powerful prototype passer, but a solid leader who
doesn't make the crucial mistake.
Canales has some speed to work with in wide outs Fred Fer
nandez and tough Solomon Miller, who catches the ball well in a
crowd. Marc White, a teammate of Anthony Freeman, Michael
Greer and Tom Leong at Laney JC, is the leading rusher with 227
yards on 70 carries. White was one of, if not the most heavily
recruited JC running back in the Northern California area last
season.
Tonight's game will be a hard fought game. . .Like the other
games, the Tigers go into the game with a legitimate chance to
win the game, if they give themselves a chance to win it by
eliminating turnovers and penalties.
Next week, the Tigers return home to face Todd Dillon and the
Long Beach State 49ers. Kickoff is 7:30 p.m.

STATISTICS

1983 SCHEDULES, RESULTS
OREGON (1-3)
Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Pacific
at Ohio State
Houston
at San Jose State ...
"California
"at Arizona
"Washington
"at Washington State
"UCLA
"at Stanford
"Oregon State

15-21
6-31
15-14
34-44

CAL STATE FULLERTON (4-1)
Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12

at Boise State
13-10
"Long Beach State ... 25-19
"at Utah State
25-24
at Arizona
10-37
"Pacific
31-14
at Nevada-Reno
"at San Jose State
"at Fresno State
at Idaho State
at Utah
"Nevada-Las Vegas

WEST VIRGINIA (5-0)

NEVADA-LAS VEGAS (3-2)

FRESNO STATE (2-2)

Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 13
Nov. 19

Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Ohio University
55-3
Pacific
48-7
at Maryland
31-21
at Boston College .... 27-17
Pittsburgh
24-21
Virginia Tech
at Penn State
at Miami (Florida)
Temple
Rutgers
at Syracuse

UTAH STATE (1-3)
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 25

at Arizona State .... 12-39
"Cal State Fullerton .. 24-25
at Missouri
10-17
"Fresno State
20-12
"at Pacific
Boise State
"at Nevada-Las Vegas
at Brigham Young
"San Jose State
Utah
"at Long Beach State

Nevada-Reno
28-18
"at San Jose State ... 26-31
"Pacific
28-7
at Washington State. 28-41
at Oregon State .... 35-21
Hawaii
"Utah State
San Diego State
"at Fresno State
"at Cal State Fullerton
"Long Beach State

Bowling Green
Nevada-Reno
"at Pacific
"at Utah State
"San Jose State
at Montana State
"Cal State Fullerton
Cal Poly SLO
"Nevada-Las Vegas
"at Long Beach State
Northern Arizona

LONG BEACH STATE (3-1)

NORTHERN ARIZONA (2-2)

Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19
Nov. 25

Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

at Kansas State .... 28-20
"at Cal State Fullerton . 19-25
at Hawaii
23-21
Texas A&l
46-10
at San Diego State
"at Pacific
"San Jose State
at E. Washington
at Montana
"Fresno State
"at Nevada-Las Vegas
"Utah State

Southern Utah State.. 50-3
"at Weber State
13-26
"Montana State
33-16
"Montana
17-21
Eastern Washington
"at Idaho State
"at Pacific
"Nevada-Reno
"Idaho
"at Boise State
at Fresno State

IDAHO (4-1)

NEVADA -RENO (2-2)
Sept. 3
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Montana Tech
36-23
Southern Colorado .. 43-28
"at Montana State .... 23-0
"at Idaho State
31-41
Eastern Washington. 38-24
at Portland State
"at Weber State
"Montana
at Pacific
"at Northern Arizona
"Nevada-Reno
"Boise State

RUSHING

18-28
22-24
38-20
37-16

Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19
Nov. 26

"Nevada-Las Vegas.
at Cal
at Stanford
Oregon
"Fresno State
"Cal State Fullerton
"at Long Beach State
"at Utah State
"Pacific
at Arizona State
Southwest Louisiana

ATT GAIN LOSS

NET

AVG

TD

LG

RUSHING

442
138
27

11
24
0

431
114
27

4.6
2.9
3.4

6
0
1

17
17
15

Marc White
Andre Bynum
Trae Gates

ATT CO MP

INT

PCT

YDS

TD

LG

PASSING

78
41

40
14

4
5

.512
.341

410
168

0
1

49
29

Chico Canales
Gym Kimball

NO.

YDS

AVG

TD

LG

PASS RECEIVING

12
12
11
11
6

160
129
147
118
52

13.3
10.7
13.4
10.7
8.7

2
0
0
0
0

41
24
49
20
14

Fred Fernandes
Solomon Miller
Andre Bynum
Paul Jones

NO.

YDS

AVG

LG

PUNTING

18

694

38.5

51

Russell Griffith

NO.

YDS

AVG

TD

93
39
8

Kirby Warren
James Mackey
Tom Leong

PASSING
Rich Pelletier
Mike Pitz

PASS RECEIVING
Lionel Manuel
Bob Horodecky
Bill Wolsky
Ron Woods
Jeff Carter

PUNTING

HAWAII (1-2-1)

SAN JOSE STATE (3-1)

atUNLV
at Fresno State
"Boise State
"Idaho State
Cal State Fullerton
"at Montana
"Weber State
"at Northern Arizona
Pacific
"at Idaho
"Montana State

(Thru Oct. 1)

(Thru Oct. 1)

Scott Kinney
Sept. 3
Sept. 11
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

UTAH

UOP

27-35
24-2;
34-V
12-20

31-26
9-30
23-10
44-34

Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 19
Nov. 26
Dec. 3

"Colorado State
34-0
Long Beach State... 21-23
"at Utah
25-28
"San Diego State .... 27-27
at Nevada-Las Vegas
"New Mexico
"Texas-El Paso
"at Air Force
Pacific
"Wyoming
Oklahoma

KICKOFF RETURNS
Lionel Manuel
Gary Stenlund

PUNT RETURNS
Lionel Manuel

SOURDOUGH PIZZA
$1.00 OFF ANY SMALL PIZZA •$1.50 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
$2.00 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA

2708 COUNTRY CLUB BLVD., STOCKTON
Country Club Blvd. and 1-5 next to Safeway

Call: 462-9404

TD

LG

253
131
45

26
2
2

227
129
43

3.2
4.3
4.8

2
1
0

21
26
19

ATT COMP

INT

PCT

YDS

TD

LG

48
36

26
16

0
3

.542
.444

348
174

1
0

30
51

NO.

YDS

AVG

TD

LG

10
8
8
5

175
122
39
37

17.5
15.3
4.9
7.4

1
0
0
0

51
22
10
12

NO.

YDS

AVG

LG

30 1236

41.2

55

YDS

AVG

TD

LG
62

70
30
9

NO.

168

24.0

PUNT RETURNS

NO.

YDS

AVG

TD

LG

Fred Fernandes

11

121

11.0

0

20

17.8
13.0

0
0

43
15

Paul Jones

NO.

YDS

AVG

TD

LG

7

20

2.8

0

12

TEAM TOTALS

TEAM TOTALS
UOP

OPP

63/12.6
530/106.0
685/137.0
131/62/9
1215/243.0
75
46/386
15/6

156/31.2
750/150.0
1064/212.8
148/81/0
1814/362.8
104
42/407
7/4

usu
Points/Avg. per game
Rushing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing (Att./Comp/lnt.)
Total Offense/Avg. per game
First Downs
Penalties/Yards
Fumbles/Lost

66/16.5
377/94.3
611/152.8
101/49/5
988/247.0
61
34/321
10/5

OPP
93/23.2
574/143.5
681/170.2
105/50/6
1244/311.0
67
37/317
13/6

Before every game listen to Pacific Preview
and after every game listen to Pacific Pressbox
on KJOY

1280 AM

Brought to you by:
California State Automobile Assn. (AAA) • J.F. Donaldson & Sons
Midas Muffler • Delta Rubber

Hours: Mon.-Sat.: 11 AM to 11 PM • Sun.: 11AM to 10 PM
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AVG

7

178
39

Points/Avg. per game
Rushing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing (Att./Comp/lnt.)
Total Offense/Avg. per game
First Downs
Penalties/Yards
Fumbles/Lost

NET

0

10
3

"Conference Game

f
49er

KICKOFF RETURNS

LG

ATT GAIN LOSS

5

HEAD COACH BOB COPE

THE SPA1VOS SPORTS QUIZ
Here's a chance to test your knowledge of UOP football, and have a little
fun, too. All material is taken from the 1983 UOP Press Guide.
1. Who holds the Tiger record for the most rushing yards in one game?
Here's a clue: was the first and only UOP rusher to rush for over 300
yards in one game.
2. Who holds the freshman record for the most yards rushing in one
season?
3. When was the last time a UOP football team played in a post-season
bowl game?
4. Name the three schools where Head Coach Bob Cope coached at
prior to coming to UOP.
/4.

SftCUtCC 0OH4faUCtiO*L, Inc.

"NUMBER ONE in Rental Housing Construction in the United States."

1341 Robinhood Drive
478-7954
(Answers can be found in centerspread section, pages 20-21)
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"If you go to
my grandpa's place
he'll save you
a lot of money."

Fred Tozi
Keeping it
local
with. . .

New Coach Looking To Restore Old Tradition
Forty-six-year-old Bob Cope, who
became University of the Pacific's
14th head football coach last
December, brings a wealth of ex
perience from some of the top foot
ball programs in the country with
him to his new job. But he also
brings an outlook fitting the
uniqueness of Pacific's private
small school environment.
Cope spent four years in the early
'70's (1972-75) as an assistant coach
at Pacific under Chester Caddas and
is intimately familiar with the
University's role in the community
and its station as the only private in
stitution in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association. He's been at
some of the biggest schools in the
country but was genuinely excited
about returning to Stockton for his
first head coaching position.
"I've always said that this was a
head coaching job I'd want if I could
get it," says Cope. "I'm excited
about the opportunities here and
don't think they've ever been
greater.
"As much as I love this University,
if I didn't think we could win, I wouldn't
have come back." He learned
something about winning during his
first stint at Pacific.
While he was assistant head
coach and defensive coordinator
under Caddas, the Tigers compiled a
26-16-2 record and had back-to-back
seasons of 8-3 and 7-2-1 in 1972 and
'73. The foundation of those teams
was Cope's defensive unit, which
ranked fifth nationally against the

run in 1972 and seventh in scoring
defense a year later.
A 1961 graduate of CarsonNewman College (Jefferson City,
TN), Cope was the defensive coor
dinator at Purdue in 1982, where he
also handled the secondary. He
spent the 1981 season as the defen
sive coordinator at Mississippi after
working with the defensive backs
for four years (1977-80) at Arkansas
under Lou Holtz.
While Cope was at Arkansas, the
Razorbacks put together a 37-10-2
ledger and went to four bowl games,
including the 1977 Sugar Bowl,
where they defeated Oklahoma to
cap an 11-1 campaign.
Between his four-year stays at
Pacific and Arkansas, Cope was the
defensive line coach for Ron Meyer
(now head coach of the New
England Patriots of the NFL) at
Southern Methodist.
A coach at the collegiate level for
19 years, he started at Vanderbilt in
1964 and spent eight years at the
Southeastern Conference school in
a variety of roles before joining
Caddas at Pacific.
Cope got his start in the coaching
ranks at Hammond High School (VA)
in 1961 and that team registered a 91 record. The next two years were
spent as defensive coordinator at
Morristown High School (TN).
Morristown rolled up a 19-1-2 record
while winning a pair of league titles.
Cope enjoyed a successful
playing career as well at CarsonNewman as he was a four-year let-

DAILY SPORTS UPDATES
6:08 a.m
6:35 a.m.
7:08 a.m.
7:35 a.m.
8:08 a.m.
8:35 a.m.

4:35 p.m.
5:08 p.m.
5:35 p.m.

Eric Halvorson

PROSPECT MOTORS, INC.
JACKSON, CA
(209) 223-1740

CALL-IN
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BEST PRICE
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Head Coach Bob Cope

terwinner as a two-way player (cen
ter and linebacker) and a Small
College Ail-American in 1960. In
high school (Chattanooga Central),
he played on three state champion
ship teams before earning All-Mid
South honors at Notre Dame Prep
School prior to attending CarsonNewman.
Fiery and intense in his approach
to the game of football and a firm
believer in a hardnosed, aggressive
style of play, Cope is a popular cam
pus figure and a witty speaker.
He received his Masters from
George Peabody College (Nashville,
TN) in 1965. He and his wife, Jimmie
Ruth, have a 10-year-old daughter,
Susan.

ASSISTANT COACHES

PLAYERS
-mm

Tiger Staff One of the Country's Finest
Assistant coaches are the lifeblood of a coaching staff. While the head coach is always more visible, makes the final decisions and
ultimately bears the responsibility for the success of a program, it's the assistants who lay the groundwork.
Among Coach Bob Cope's staff's duties are recruiting, watching and analyzing film, administrative work, public relations appea ances, keeping tabs on the academic and personal well-being of their players and, of course, on-the-field coaching.
There are extremely long hours during the season and hard work throughout the year in preparation and planning. Cope s 1983
Tiger staff, pictured below, ranks with the best anywhere in both dedication and performance.

59 MARTIN ALEJOS
Defensive End

95 JIM BANNOWSKY
Defensive Tackle

2 STEVE BARHAM
Wide Receiver

58 DAN BARNES
Defensive Tackle

48 DON BATISTE
Defensive Back

12 PAUL BERNER
Quarterback

43 MARK CABOT
Placekicker

85 TONY CAMP
Tight End

87 JEFF CARTER
Tight End

37 THOMAS COWLING
Defensive End

61 TROY CUNNINGHAM
Linebacker

33 GREGG DANIEL
Wide Reciever

83 KEN DeSHANO
Nose Guard/Defensive Tackle

3 DARRELL DIVINITY
Defensive Back

38 KEVIN EINCK
Linebacker

45 EUGENE FERRER
Linebacker

64 RANDY FRANCK
Center

27 ANTHONY FREEMAN
Defensive Back

84 KEVIN FREUDENTHAL
Tight End

62 LAMONT GIBSON
Guard

1983 UOP FOOTBALL COACHING STAFF: Top Row (l-r) Bill Williams (defensive ends); Steve Towne (running backs); Mike Avriett
(scout team, defense); Brad Seely (offensive line); Jim Morris (defensive line); Ed Donatell (defensive backs); Tom Nolen (asst. defense);
Cliff Dochterman (asst. offensive line). Bottom Row (l-r): Larry Heller (statistics); Bill McQueary (linebackers, defensive coordinator),
Bob Cope (head coach); Pete Carroll (asst. head coach, quarterbacks, offensive coordinator); Gary Scott (wide receivers, tight ends).

Quality Dining at Yesterday's Prices
OPEN FOR LUNCH OR DINNER • BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE
2659 W. March Lane & 1-5, Stockton, CA • 209-957-SS71

$1.00 OFF WITH THIS COUPON
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PLAYERS

PLAYERS

92 HENRY GONZALES
Linebacker

42 KEVIN GREENE
Defensive Back

9 MICHAEL GREER
Defensive End

32 DEREK GRIFFITHS
Wide Receiver

56 CARL HANCOCK
Nose Guard

5 JAMES MACKEY
Running Back

17 LIONEL MANUEL
Wide Receiver

11 JIM McCAHILL
Quarterback

60 SEAMUS MEAGHER
Defensive Tackle

34 STEVE MICHAELS
Running Back

55 JIM HEARN
Center

1 KURT HEINRICH
Wide Receiver

20 MIKE HOLFORD
Defensive Back

68 NICK HOLT
Linebacker

86 BOBHORODECKY
Wide Receiver

30 BRAD OSBORN
Running Back

50 ROBERT OVIEDO
Defensive End

73 GREG PACOS
Guard/Center

21 GARRY PARCELLS
Defensive Back

6 RICH PELLETIER
Quarterback

23 FRED HURT
Wide Receiver

78 DAN JOHNSON
Nose Guard

19 SCOTT KINNEY
Placekicker/Punter

Punter

24 BRAD LANE
Defensive Back

4 MIKE PITZ
Quarterback

14 MARK ROBERTS
Defensive Back

74 NEIL ROSS
Defensive Tackle

10 BOB SHOLLIN
Defensive Back

71 WES SIBOLE
Offensive Tackle

96 DAMON LANIER
Defensive End

79 FLOYD LAYHER
Guard

69 RICHARD LEE
Linebacker

39 TOM LEONG
Running Back

31 SHELDON MacKENZIE
Linebacker

52 JON SILVIUS
Defensive End

15 BRENT SMITH
Quarterback

75 CARY SMITH
Offensive Tackle

76 STEVE SMITH
Offensive Tackle

81 GARY STENLUND
Wide Receiver

10

Menley & James, 198

1 EVERY
12 HOURS
28 ANDRE STOCKTON
Defensive Back

8 GEOFF STOREY
Placekicker

36 JOE TAYLOR
Defensive End

89 GREG THOMAS
Wide Receiver

47 KEVIN THOMPSON
Defensive End

25 KIRBY WARREN
Running Back

51 STUART WEIMERS
Offensive Tackle

88 HOWARD WILLIAMS
Tight End

77 MARVIN WILLIAMS
Defensive End

35 BILL WOLSKY
Wide Receiver

82 RON WOODS
Wide Receiver

18 MICHAEL YOUNG
Defensive Back

72 EDUARDO YAQUES
Guard

CONT

53 ROBERT ZOLG
Guard/Center

1983 QUARTERBACK CLUB FILM MEETINGS
The UOP Quarterback Club will hold a weekly meeting each Thursday afternoon during the football
season at noon in the Pacific Club (east rim of Pacific Memorial Stadium) at which Tiger head coach
Bob Cope will talk and show films of Saturday's game. Lunch will also be available.
All club members and those interested in joining are invited to attend. The Quarterback Club is the
sponsor of the annual football awards banquet. The 36th Annual Awards Banquet site and date will
be announced at a later date.
For additional information regarding the Quarterback Club or the Awards Banquet, call the UOP
Sports Information Office at 946-2472.
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Contac keeps you going

The legend of The Pendleton Shirt
It all
began in
the Pacific
Northwest. At the turn of
the century, a pioneer family
began weaving blankets,
robes and shawls of excep
tional quality in Pendleton,
Oregon. Many designs were
inspired by the motifs of the
nearby Nez Perce Indian
Nation.
It was an ideal place for
such a beginning. Rich
grasslands nurtured bands
of sheep that grew wool of
the highest quality. Soft,
pure water was abundant for
scouring and dyeing. And
the family brought to the
task a heritage of weaving
which began generations be
fore in England.

set those many years ago.
We continue to use only
pure, virgin wools, selected
and graded by hand each
shearing season.
We design the patterns,
dye the wool, spin the yarn,
weave the fabrics.
And then, in over 60
careful steps, these pure vir
gin wool fabrics are cut and
sewn into Pendleton Shirts.

Through the years, Pen
dleton blankets and robes
came to be considered a
standard of value among
settlers and Indians through
out the West.
And so the legend of
excellence began.
The family then applied
its skills to the creation of
100% virgin wool clothing
fabrics. Fine, beautiful fab
rics which were then tailored
into shirts that loggers, ran
chers and sportsmen of the
region could wear a lifetime.
Each shirt was "war
ranted to be a Pendleton"
to assure the buyer that the
company stood behind its
products, in quality and
workmanship.
And the legend grew.
Today, four generations
later, the family is still mak
ing shirts warranted to be
Pendletons, to the same
standards our forefathers

THE SHORT YARL
SITUATION

by Bill Free, The Baltimore

It is this commitment to
quality and value in 100%
virgin wool, this attention
to detail every step, every
stitch of the way, that makes
a Pendleton Shirt different
from every shirt in the world.
It is the commitment we
have always made to a Pen
dleton Shirt. And always
will.
The legend deserves no
less.

J

ust line up and blow them off the
line for a yard. That was the simple
strategy for college football
coaches in past years when they faced the
crucial third or fourth down short yard
age situations.
Why get fancy? The old line thinking
was that if your offensive line couldn't
clear out the defense for a yard or even a

few inches, you didn't deserve to win.
With college football players getting
bigger, stronger and faster, and the de
fenses becoming more sophisticated ev
ery year, the realization has come to
coaches that they need more than the old
"bread and butter" plays to survive.
A team is not always going to be able to
beat the other team's brains out on a play,

regardless of how good it is. There are
just too many great defensive players
around who can react quickly to any
given play. Sometimes a coach has to re
sort to the unexpected.
Most of the guessing game for the de
fense comes on third and short yardage
situations. These are the plays that make
continued

Short Yardage Situation
continued

or break a team in most games. They keep
drives going, help teams gain a psycho
logical edge, and weigh heavily in the time
of possession statistic that most coaches
feel is vital to winning games.
And the critical third down decisions
are made on the spur of the moment,
based on a complicated system of factors.
They don't come out of a pre-planned
package like most of the fourth down and
short yardage calls do. Every team has a
group of plays for fourth and inches that
it can toss into most situations.
On third and short late in the game,
coaches like to check out nearly every
thing from the wind to the hash mark on
the field. They'll analyze what has
worked for them in past short yardage sit
uations, what has been working in gen
eral, and how the other team has reacted
to the run, the pass, the draw, play action,
misdirection or the screen.
They'll take into account the overall
strength of the opponent, what players
are available for special pass-run calls,
and key factors like the score and field
position.

Naturally, teams that are behind and
deeper in their own territory are going to
be forced to gamble more, possibly going
against what has proved to be best for
them earlier in the game.
When faced with a third down and
short yardage decision near the goal line,
coaches will often try to stick to the old
adage of remembering what got them
there.
"You have to do what's been good for
you," said a coach from the Big Eight. "The
mistake we ail make sometimes is forget
ting where our success has been."
Teams that are locked into goal-line de
fenses make it necessary for a coach to
open up his offense in short yardage situ
ations. He can show motion to confuse the
defense, and then go with the pass or run
depending on what his team can execute
best. Of course, having a great runner or
passer on your side makes any call easier
at any time in a game.
A team that has a great passer can sur
prise the defense in short yardage situ
ations with a trap for five yards or more
when the linemen are coming hard and

looking for a sack. This is the one thing
that a passing team can do that a running
team wouldn't have much of a chance of
pulling off.
The pass is becoming more and more of
a weapon for college coaches, to prevent
defenses from ganging up to stop the run
which has been so good to many schools
for many years. One coach, for example,
from a Midwest school that has tradi
tionally been of the three yards and a
cloud of dust philosophy, said, "I hope to
be a throwing team this year."
While the pass can open up many ave
nues in short yardage plays, most coaches
still like to have an equal balance between
the pass and run to throw at opponents.
That makes it easier to toss the unpredict
able element at a team in any situation at
any time of the game.
Although the fourth down and short
yardage plays are mapped out before the
"game, there is still a lot of pressure facing
a coach when a fourth-and-inches occurs
within decent field goal range.
Then comes the inevitable guesses and
second guesses about whether to settle
for three points or go for six points. Over
the years the percentages have proven
that it is wiser to go for the near-certain
field goal instead of gambling for the first
down.
continued

If Shelby's name is onthe car,
ours is on the tires.
Carroll Shelby and Goodyear go a long way back.
When Carroll built his first car — the now-legendary Cobra — it was
on Goodyear performance tires.
Likewise for every Shelby Mustang GT-350 and GT-500.
And when Shelby helped Ford win LeMans and major international
racing titles several times over, those world-beating cars were on our
world-beating racing tires.
Now there's a new chapter in the Shelby saga. With the new Chrysler
Corporation.
,
Times have changed. Cars have, too. But one thing s for certain.
Every Shelby Charger — and every Shelby-inspired car to follow —
will wear two names: His.
And ours.

Critical decisions are made on third-and-short.

GOODpYEAR
QUALITY AND V INNOVATION

Short Yardage Situation
continued

Some of the decisions that are made in
those fourth-and-inches situations are in
fluenced by the kind of field goal kicker a
team has standing on the sidelines.
But the people who pay their way into
the games would much rather see their
team throw percentages and logic to the
wind and go boldly for the first down, in
stead of having a guy come on the field
and kick the ball through the goal posts.
Players also prefer going for the first
down instead of kicking, and some
coaches have allowed themselves to be in
fluenced by a pleading quarterback or a
confident running back who says he
wants the ball in "that situation." There is
the emotional factor to consider in going
for the first down and making it, as op
posed to the supreme letdown if the field
goal fails.
Mostly it all comes down to what kind of
philosophy a coach believes in when the
moment comes to decide whether to kick
a field goal or go for the first down. More
and more of the younger coaches coming
into the game are going for first downs as
opposed to the more conservative style of
the older breed. Gambling on fourth
down and passing the ball more often,
they feel, are two sure ways of helping
the recruiting effort.

The more skilled athletes available to a
coach, the more specialized he can be,
sending in a player for a short pass or an
other who is capable of sweeping the end
for a few critical yards. It all depends on
the need of the moment, and more
coaches are making sure they have the
talent on hand for specific plays.
While the headaches and gray hairs are
acquired from making the third-andshort and fourth-and-short decisions
over the years, the fun begins when a
coach has a second-and-short play to call.
That's the one time in a game when the
man calling the play has all the cards in
his hands. It's the call that everybody
likes to get involved in because the sky is
the limit as to what can happen and it's
hard to go wrong.
Most coaches refer to second-and-short
as a "waste down," a play that they can
afford to waste in an attempt to go for a
bundle of yards or a touchdown.
"Our philosophy is to go for a touch
down off of play action if we're in our ter
ritory," said the ACC coach. "But there are
some times when we wouldn't do it. If it
was second and two with three minutes
left in the game and we were up by two
TDs, we'd be more inclined to run the
ball."

The pass can open up many avenues in short yardage plays.
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There are some coaches who can't even
afford to waste a down on second and
short. They have to be satisfied to go for
the first down right away for fear they
may not be able to make it on third and
short.
"We've been so weak out here for a
while," said one coach, "that we'd line up
strong on second and one, and give it our
best shot for a first down. I guess that
proves you can never take any down for
granted in this game."
This same coach said that his team
would most likely stick to its traditional
"bread and butter" plays on third-andshort yardage early in the game. The
thinking is that the less chances taken, the
better off his team is. Save the gambles
for the final minutes when all else has
failed.
The conservative approach for most
coaches applies all the way down the line
to fourth and short where the ball is
punted away or a field goal is kicked.
Even the most liberal of coaches are
sometimes forced to become conser
vative when they don't have the talent
available.
But for the most part, there are always
certain plays to expect on second and
short, third and short, and fourth and
inches.
On second and short, most coaches
have a tendency to go for the long pass,
call a draw, or unravel some wild and
fancy razzle-dazzle play that they've been
waiting to try out in a game situation.
Then it's definitely time to "waste" a
down. If a coach doesn't try out his pet
playat this point,he'll rarelyhaveanother
chance to experiment without it being
very costly.
On third and short, the play that still
pays the bills most of the time is the dive
up the middle. There isn't too much that
can go wrong on this play, and the first
down is an enticing reward for such little
risk. If a coach can throw just enough pas
ses or call just enough sweeps to keep the
defense honest in these situations, the
plunge can work time after time.
On fourth and short, there are very few
surprises from anybody. It's usually line
up and punt or kick a field goal, unless a
team desperately needs a touchdown to
stay in the game or win it. This isn't a time
to be attempting anything fancy. When
fourth and short fails, there is no chance
to kick the ball away.
Field position, the score, and time all
weigh more heavily in fourth and short
calls than any other short yardage situ
ations in a game. If a team is ahead late in a
game and isn't inside the opponent's
25-yard line, it will usually take the safe
way out and kick (punt or try for a field
goal if within range of its kicker).
(£
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HORM EL CHI LI.
ALLTHL MARIN'S OL HOMEMADE
Good lean Hormel beet. Rich tomato sauce. P l u m p chili beans.
And a secret blend ot spices to make it taste just like home.
1 iearty and delicious. Serve it. And don't be surprised if they ask
"Is it homemade or 1 iormel?"
Because sometimes it's really hard to tell.

South Carolina's Mark Fleetwood needs
one more FG to break the school record.

by Arnie Burdick,
Syracuse (M.Y.) Herald-Journal

last year were soccer stylists, who were
66.4 percent accurate with their boots,
compared with only 52.4 percent for the
conventional kickers.
Not surprisingly, extra-point kicking set
another mark for accuracy at 94.6 per
cent, and punters also were swept up in
the fever. For they weighed in with a
record-high average of 39.8 yards, and

he NCAA football record book
needed a giant eraser after last
year's college pigskin performers
smashed the standards for passing, total
offense, scoring and a host of other
marks.
And a group doing more than its share
of the damage was the kickers—punters
and placekickers alike.
Now get this: All national I-A records for
field-goal accuracy, total field goals and

T

PUNT
AND WtSSKI
W JffrCU ON HDS3
Oh, the disappointment when you find
you're not booked on your favourite airline.
There are no disappointments on British Airways. After all, our Super Club® seats are wider
than Pan Am's or TWA's*; they're the widest business class seats in the air. You always have the
comfort of a window or an aisle. And British Airways flies non-stop to London from more U.S.
cities than any other airline.
If you're a member of the American Airlines A Advantage® Program, listen to this. All the miles
you fly on British Airways between the U.S. and London will be credited to your travel award plan.
Looking for more comfort? Step up to our Crown First Class® with its luxurious sleeperseats
and a first class feeling that can't be duplicated. More convenience? Try our unbeatable
Concorde — the only way to reach London at supersonic speed.
Once you've flown British Airways, you'll find no one else will do. It's no wonder that British
Airways fly more people to more countries than anyone else. That's why we're called the World's
Favourite Airline. Call your travel agent or corporate travel department.
•British Airways Super Club Seat 24" TWA's Ambassador Class Seat 20%" Pan Am's Clipper Class Seat I8I/2"
British Airways Super Club has a few seats 22" wide because of structural requirements.
However, all Super Club seats are wider than our competitors'. Measurement is inside armrest to inside armrest.

British
airways

The World's Favourite Airline"

Northwestern's John Kidd was fifth in the
nation in 1982.

punting average were smashed in 1982.
And among some of the more prominent
who stuck their educated toes in the
record book were underclassmen.
So it should come as no shock to any
veteran football buff that a set of new
booting marks will probably be achieved
again this fall. Due to the amazing accu
racy and power of the new breed, kickers
will be playing an even more prominent
role in winning football games this fall.
Just remember that the continuing field
goal explosion played an integral part in
lifting the NCAA's major scoring average
to an all-time high of 43.8 points per game,
both teams.
Field goal accuracy jumped to a record
63.9 percent (vs. 61.1 for the same 97 I-A
teams in the previous year). That pushed
field goals per game over the two mark
(2.04 to be exact) for the first time in
NCAA history. That's up from 1.81.
If you happen to be from the old school,
when kickers booted 'em conventionally,
or straight ahead, just pause for a few sec
onds and chew on these side-saddle mor
sels: 80.1 percent, or 105 of 130 kickers

Fuad Fleveiz of Tennessee established a
NCAA record in 1982.
that's measured from the line of
scrimmage.
Kickers were especially proficient at
Tennessee, where two Vols—punter
Jimmy Colquitt and placekicker Fuad
Reveiz—made huge waves. Both return
for big junior seasons, with Colquitt aver
aging better than 45 yards with each of
his punts over two seasons, and the
Bogota-born Reveiz already etching his
name in the NCAA book by making the
most field goals over 50 yards (eight of
ten).
Since the late General Bob Neyland built
solid defenses and emphasized punting
and placekicking proficiency, Tennessee
has always been known for having a solid
kicking game. And we're sure that it
continued
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would bring a smile to the 01' General's
face if he knew that these two great ju
niors were being tutored by one of his
former proteges, All-America George
Cafego.
Now 67, Cafego still teaches the Volun
teer kickers under Johnny Majors, the
fifth head coach at his alma mater that
Cafego has served. George doesn't teach
just kicking, he toughens players, too, by
making them practice open-field tack
ling, plus working on unusual situations
—high or low or even bouncing snaps.
Cafego's kickers work alone, getting to
practice 90 minutes ahead of the rest of
the squad so that they can concentrate on
their kicking without any distractions.
Colquitt, whose Uncle Craig booted for
the Pittsburgh Steelers, enjoyed a final
punting average of 46.9 last fall, to break
his uncle's school mark. It left Jimmy
second on the NCAA log, first of those
returning.
Reveiz, who's never missed a PAT in 45
attempts, hit 27 of 31 field goals last fall,
including five out of five in two games last
fall. However, as sensational as he was,
Fuad still had to take a back seat to West
Virginia's walk-on, Paul Woodside.
The loose Mountaineer junior from
Falls Church, Va., established an all-time
NCAA high of 28 field goals last season, in
just 31 attempts, to pace the highly effi
cient and improving crop of three-pointmakers. Both Woodside and Reveiz broke
the former FG accuracy standard, but so
did Washington's Chuck Nelson (25 out of
26 for 96.2 percent). However, Nelson
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UCLA's John Lee became the No. 1 kickerscorer in school history last season.
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A starting TE for TCU, James Gargus was
15th in the nation in punting in '82.

graduated.
If there's a top kicking family in Amer
ica, it has to be the Zendejases of Chino,
Calif. They're the offspring of Joaquin
and Requel, who have spawned such top
side-winders as Arizona State junior Luis
and Arizona soph Max, who ranked third
and 13th, respectively, on the NCAA lad
der last fall. A cousin, Tony, booted an
NCAA Division I-AA record five field
goals twice, against Northern Arizona
and Weber State, for Nevada-Reno.
And if that's not enough, Joaquin Jr.
kicked last season for Laverne, a Division
III team. Max Zendejas'most famous FG as
a frosh last fall was, of course, his
48-yarder, with no time showing on the
clock. It scuttled Notre Dame, and
dropped them from the undefeated list,
16-13.
In this age of specialization, few han
dle both the punting and placekicking
chores. There is a considerable differ
ence in the leg and foot action, especially
for a side-saddle artist.
Still, there are some exceptions, includ
ing Michigan State's Ralf Mojsiejenko,
Harvard's Jim Villenueva, Vanderbilt's
Ricky Anderson, Western Michigan's
Mike Prindle and Pacific's Scott Kinney.
Ralf is a rare jewel, for he ranks high in
both, eighth in punting with a 44.6 aver
age, and 19th in field goal work.
The Harvard senior carries a name
that's well-recognized, for his dad Danny
booted for the Rams and Cowboys, and
his Uncle Primo starred at UCLA. Young
Jim hit eight of 11 of his field goals, aver
aged better than 40 yards with his punts,
and set an all-time Harvard record when
he averaged 48.8 yards with eight punts

against Army.
Today, not many kickers also play a pos
ition. That's why Notre Dame's Blair Kiel
and Nevada-Las Vegas' Randall Cunning
ham are so unusual. Both quarterback
their elevens when they're not busy
punting.
The senior Kiel, who ranked 19th last
fall on the NCAA punting sheet, has han
dled the Irish punting for three seasons,
so it's no surprise that he's already punted
more thanany other player inND history.
Last fall, he punted 77 times, 216 overall.
In addition, barring injury, Kiel will also
have completed more passes than any
other Irish player. One non-punt still
sticks out in Kiel's mind. That's when he
went in deep formation against Arizona,
his frosh year, faked a punt, then ran 80
yards for a touchdown.
Cunningham, kid brother of the more
celebrated ex-USC and New England
Patriot fullback, Slam-Bam, averaged 45.7
last fall after beingpressed into service at
mid-year. In addition, the sturdy junior
completed 52.5 percent of his passes and
had a total offense output of 2,847yards.
As with placekickers, there are good
punters in every section of the nation.
Here are just a few who have made head
lines in the past, and figure to boot up a
storm this fall, too.
In the East, check West Point senior Joe
Sartiano. He's punted for three seasons,
averaging better than 40yards. He set an
NCAA record in the '81 Navy game with a
57.6 average. Also, Brown has a brother
act. Soph Pete Bogdanovich, with a strong
leg, will take over the punting chores
from'brother Pete, All-Ivy for the past
two falls.
Down South, Florida sophomore Ray
Criswell, who had a 73-yarder against
LSU, just might be the best in the land this
fall. He averaged 42.8 as a frosh, but he's
proudest of these facts: In his first six
games, foes only returned seven punts for
just 13yards, and three others went out of
bounds inside Auburn's 10.
Alabama senior Malcolm Simmons, a
left-footed punter, ranked third in the
SEC and seventh in the nation with a 43.3
average. The 6-4, 215-pounder was a
walk-on for the Crimson Tide.
A few others for Dixie fans to check are
LSU's Clay Parker, a bare-footed junior
booter, who also is a fine right-hander on
the Tigers'baseball team; Kentucky's Paul
Callahan, who averaged better than 41,
and may also start for Jerry Claiborne's
Cats as this year's free safety; North Caro
lina State's Marty Martinussen, a soph
who averaged almost 40 yards with his 63
punts last fall; Virginia's Jeff Walker, who
had the amazing mark of punting 74 times
for a 40.8 average, without having even
continued
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one blocked; and Wake Forest's Harry
Newsome, with a 42.6 average.
In the Midwest, the best returning
punter is Northwestern's John Kidd,
who'll be serving the Wildcats for his
fourth straight year. He ranked fifth na
tionally a year ago, with his 45.6 average,
and over 41 for his career.
West Germany-born Ralf Mojsiejenko
of Michigan State might be the most con
sistent, for he averaged at least 43 yards
per punt in 10 of 11 games. Illinois senior
Chris Sigourney is a left-footed kicker,
who led the Big Ten in net average. He
plans to speed up his motion, and will go
from a three-step to a two-step approach.
Michigan's Don Bracken has enjoyed
great hang time and consistency, while
Wisconsin soph George Winslow was one
of the key factors in last year's Indepen
dence Bowl victory over Kansas State.
A walk-on, DougMyers came through a
campus-wide search at Iowa State, after
the regular hooter had fractured a leg.
Doug outkicked 12 to 15 candidates to
win the job, then averaged 42.7 yards in
the pressure-cooker of competition.
Northern Illinois' Todd Van Keppel has
consistently averaged better than 40
yards in his first two seasons, getting in
excellent hang time, too; Kent State is
proud of junior Tony DeLeone, nephew of
the Cleveland Browns' center, Tom. Tony
hasn't had a punt blocked and averaged
42.3 to lead the Mid-American Confer
ence. Bowling Green's All-Mid-American
punter Jim Phelps returns, too.
TCU's James Gargus might be the best

Northern Illinois' Todd Van Keppel has aver
aged better than 40 yards a punt.
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punter in the Southwest. He also starts at
tight end for the Horned Frogs. Gargus
ranked 15th nationally last fall with his
42.7 punting average.
Out West, Jeff Kubiak of the Air Force
Academy is not only the All-Wac punter
with a school-record 43.4 average, but
he's also a strong candidate for Rhodes
scholar, with a 3.77 classroom average.
Utah ranks Scott Ganderson right up
there withKubiak, while Wyomingis high
on Jack Weil, a walk-on.
Oregon senior Kevin Hicks might be the
best on the Pacific Coast, though San Di
ego State's Marco Morales, who doubles
as a placekicker, is exceptional. He was
five out of five on field goals from 45
yards, and averaged close to 40 yards
with his punts.
But if today's college gridirons are filled
with able punters, they're glutted with
sensational, game-winning placekickers.
Penn State's Massimo Manco, is one of
two fine Nittany booters. The other is
Nick Gancitano. He came out of Coral
Gables, Fla., where he booted a 54-yard
field goal, made four goals in a cham
pionship soccer game, and had a 19-0
record in amateur boxing as well as a per
fect mark in karate. This side-saddle ju
nior booted four field goals for the Lions
to nip both Notre Dame and Pitt.
Artie Cosby came from Texas to Missis
sippi State, and MSU is expecting great
things from this placekicker who was tu
tored as a high schooler by the Eagles'
Tony Franklin.
But there's a raft of fine placekickers to
view all over the land. In the East, Boston
College is proud of soph Kevin Snow, who
hit 11 of 16 last fall. Army soph Craig
Stopa might be the best in Cadet history.
He's a soccer-stylist, who hit four in a vic
tory over Lafayette. West Virginia's ace,
Paul Woodside, has been cited above. He's
booted 36 field goals already in just two
seasons. Holy Cross has an ace scorer in
junior Tony Melnik, who'll break all Cru
sader kick-scoring marks before he's
through, maybe this fall. Brown has a
winning soph in Chris Ingerslev, who
booted a 52-yarder in high school.
Down South, there's a slew of 'em.
South Carolina senior Mark Fleetwood
owns a 58-yard FG, and has missed only
one PAT, which was blocked. He needs
only one more three-pointer to move into
first place on the school's log. North Caro
lina senior Brooks Barwick has a novel
record. He's kicked at least one field goal
the last 15 regular-season games he's
played, an NCAA record. N.C. State soph
Mike Cofer has range up to 60 yards,
while East Carolina thinks that they might
have the best in Jeff Heath, a soph. He
holds the records for the longest field
goal ever kickedby a player in the state of

MSU's Ralf Mojsiejenko has double duty as
punter and placekicker.

North Carolina, 58 yards. And he kicked
four for a 49.5 average last fall vs. TexasArlington. Meanwhile, Western Carolina
raves about Dean Biasucci, whohit 17 last
fall for a Southern Conference record.
Maryland junior Jess Atkinson kicks off
deep, hit 16 out of 22 FGs and made all 39
of his PATs.
Georgia may have lost Herschel Walker,
but they've still got Kevin Butler. Vince
Dooley thinks he could become the best
placekicker in Georgia history. Butler set
an NCAA record two years ago as a frosh
when he hit 19 field goals.
Auburn's happy with Al Del Greco, a se
nior, who set an SEC record with six field
goals in a win over Kentucky. He also
holds the school record of 55 consecutive
extra points. LSU's Juan Betanzos, who
was letter-perfect in PATs, kicks off so
high that opponents often fumble his
tricky boots. Tennessee-Chattanooga's
Jack Teichmann, with 23 field goals to his
credit, is a definite pro prospect. Ditto se
nior Oscar Speer of Southwestern Louisi
ana, who can kick with either foot, but
uses his bare right foot in games.
Miami likes senior Jeff Davis, who has a
range of up to 55 yards and consistently
kicks off into the end zone, while Tulane's
Tony Wood is a picture of power and ac
curacy combined.
In the Midwest, they're looking at a
grad student at Notre Dame, Mike John
son, who hit 19 of 22 field goals last fall.
Originally a walk-on, he's a fifth-year
chemical engineering grad who didn't
compete his frosh year. He booted 13
straight FGs to open last season.
continued

A state-of-the-art racecar.
A state-of-the-art motor oil.
The powerful Pennzoil-Penske Indy
car is a marvel of advanced auto
motive design. Over 10,000 parts go
into it—600 into the engine atone. All
state-of-the-art. All built for reliability.
It takes the skill of Rick Mears, Indy
car champ, to handle it. And when
his engine's turning over 10,000
RPMs... he needs a motor oil engi
neered for reliability. Pennzoil...for
tough engine protection.
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Pennzoil makes motor oil for all
kinds of cars. As car engines have
become more complex, Pennzoil
has kept up-to-date with their new
demanding requirements. So you
get the "today" protection your
car needs.
Pennzoil quality means protection
you can rely on.

Protection you can rely on.
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Jim Gallery of Minnesota is another vet
eran, who's booted 30 during his Golden
Gopher career, including four to trip
Iowa, 12-10. He has an extremely power
ful leg.
Other midwesterners who deserve no
tice are Northern Illinois' Vince (The
Great) Scott, a soccer-stylist, who hit five
fielders vs. Ohio U.; Toledo's Tony Lee, a
high-jumper on the track team, who won
three games with his field goal work; and
Ohio's Ron Harter, an All-Mid-American,
has a 53-yarder to his credit.
Farther West, Kansas' brilliant Bruce
Kallmeyer, a 3.5 G.P.A. engineering stu
dent, has made 29 of his 39 field goal tries.
Mexican-born Sergio Lopez-Chavero is
the rage of Wichita State, making 11of his
15 FG tries. Oklahoma State junior Larry
Roach, All-Big Eight, decided four games
with his kicking, and hit five of five vs.
Missouri. Colorado's Tom Field has click
ed on four field goals in two different
games. Air Force senior Sean Pavlich,
who hit three fielders vs. Texas Tech and
Notre Dame, enjoyed a 57-yarder, too,
which helped him make All-WAC. Down
in the Southwest, All-SWC Ricky Gann re
turns as a junior at Texas Tech. He hit 13

4

Alabama's Malcolm Simmons ranked sev
enth in the nation in punting last season.
of 16 last fall, performing assorted mira
cles against TCU and A & M. SMU senior
Jeff Harrell, who hit a 49-yarder to tie up
Arkansas and win the title, hit 13 of 17

overall.
Houston junior Mike Clendenen was an
'81 walk-on who booted winning field
goals in three games. He's a barefooted,
soccer-stylist. Tulsa is enthusiastic over a
soph, Jason Staurovsky, who was redshirted last year, after kicking 35 straight
PATs and eight of 12 field goals as a frosh.
On the Pacific Coast, Stanford's Mark
Harmon might be the best returnee.
He had a string of 59 straight PATs
broken last year against Washington, and
has converted 26 of 32 field goals. A soph,
John Lee, tallied 87 points for UCLA last
fall, making him the No. 1 single-season
kick-scorer in Bruin history. And USC's
Steve Jordan can produce game-winners,
too. The Trojans regard Steve as their
"12th man." He hit a school-record
52-yarder vs. Stanford and is taking dead
aim at his older brother Frank's record of
25 USC career field goals. Steve needs
only four to break it.
So football fans, no matter where you
live, or where you view the college game,
just remember that there'll be plenty of
exceptional kickers to keep your eyes on
this fall.
®

"/ practically live in Lee jeans1cause
Lee gives me the best fitting most
comfortable jeans. Lee Ridersf Wouldn /
tackle a day without'em!'

Iony Dorset t
All-Pro running back

Instead of catching just parts ot tne
Jim can keep track ol the entire game at once
with his Pentax 8x40 Gridiron binoculars.
They give you a full field of vision—499 feet
at 1000 yards. So you spend time watching,
not readjusting. And, to get you closer to the
action, they're the most powerful wide angle
binoculars Pentax makes.
You get coated lenses, and the
same kind of craftsmanship in Pentax
binoculars as you get in our cameras.
And we offer a loooklet to help—
CHOOSING THE RIGHT PENTAX
BINOCULARS FOR SPECTATOR
SPORTS. It's free, with the name of
your nearest dealer, when you call
toll-free: 800-323-1718. In Illinois call
800-942-8881.

The brand that fits.
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FOOTBALL
PHOTOGRAPHY
by Blaine Newnham, The Seattle Times

O

ne second remains. Cheer
leaders slump to their knees,
praying that the last-second field
goal will be good. Fans rise to their feet,
craning to watch the play which reduces
60 minutes of action into one sweep of the
foot.
All eyes are riveted on the field goal
kicker, all eyes but those of Brian Lanker,
a Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer on
assignment.
Lanker's hands reach for a camera
whose wide-angle lens makes it look more
like one you and I would use-to photo
graph the kids for Christmas cards.

The Mazda RX-7 experience. It is
a sports car enthusiast's dream
made real.
It is a rotary engine that can
propel you from zero to 50 in
just 6.3 seconds.
It is superb
directional
control made
possible by a
finely-tuned
suspension
system and anti-sway bars fore
and aft.
It is a precise recirculatingball steering gear that keeps you
constantly in touch with the
road below.
And to make the experience
even more enjoyable, the RX-7 is
an astonishing value—a sports
car enthusiast's dream made
affordable.
As you might expect of the
best-selling two-seat sports car
in America, the RX-7 has excep
tional resale value. The Kelley
Blue Book, September-October
EST.
MPG

1982, reports that a 1979 RX-7 S
has retained 111.1% of its original
sticker price, compared to 79.3%
for a 1979 Datsun 280ZX.
If you are partial to the joys
of high-performance motoring,
all that remains is for you to climb
into the RX-7's refined cockpit
and head for the open road.
That is where the real RX-7
experience awaits you.
Because its rotors turn constantly in one direc
tion, the Mazda RX-7's 100-horsepower rotary
engine is smoother, more efficient, and more
powerful for its size than a conventional piston
engine.

Mazda's rotary engine licensed by

1983 Mazda RX-7 S

$9895*

Standard features include
5-speed overdrive transmission
• Steel-belted radial tires • Powerassisted front disc brakes • Front
and rear anti-sway bars • Retract
able headlamps • Automatic
power antenna • Cut-pile car
peting • Electric rear window
defroster • Driver's seat 3-position lumbar support adjustment
• Voltmeter, temperature & oil
pressure gauges • Two-speed
wipers plus intermittent action
• Tinted glass • Coolant and
engine oil level warning buzzers
• Trip odometer • Covered rear
stowaway lockers • Side window
demisters.

The more you look,
the more you like.

EPA estimates for comparison. Your mileage may vary with trip length, speed and weather. Highway mileage will probably be less.
'Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual price set by dealer. Taxes, license, freight, options (wide tires/al. wheels $350-5420) and
other dealer charges extra. Price may change without notice. Availability of vehicles with specific features may vary.

Swinging from a strap around his neck is
another camera with a long telephoto
lense.
Lanker looks at neither. Instead, he
searches the sidelines for the coach
whose future may well hinge on the out
come of the kick. The photographer holds
the camera with the wide-angle lense to
his face, focuses quickly on the coach,
drops the camera, reaching for the others
as he, too, turns toward the field goal
kicker.
The long lense brings close the rhyth
mic twist of the kicker. Snap. The motordriven 35mm camera records one image

after another as the ball sets sail for the
goal post.
At the moment all those eyes look to see
if the kick is good, Lanker smoothly
switches from one camera to another and
finds the coach in his viewfinder. In the
next instant, the coach explodes in cele
bration, arms outstretched, face aglow
with the picture that is, indeed, worth a
thousand words. Others will photograph
the coach as he is carried from the field,
or shakes hands with the loser. Only
Lanker has recorded on film the very mo
ment the coach knows his team has won
continued
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Taste is all it takes to switch to Jim Beam
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and the future is secure.
"You just cant wait for the action to take
place," said Lanker. "There is no value in
watching it and then thinking, Hey, that
would make a good picture.' It's like
watching a boxer hit somebody in the
face and wondering what kind of picture
that would make.
"You have to anticipate the action."
O.J. Simpson could anticipate where
tacklers would be. There is something to
be said for the instincts of a photographer
and the dexterity which allows him to
"follow focus," the most demanding phys
ical trait of the great one.
But to say one photographer is better
than another just because he has better
reflexes, is to say the best wide receiver in
the Big Ten is simply the fastest. There are
points for pre-game preparation.
"You really ought to know as much
about the game as a coach does," con
tinued Lanker. "You need to know the
type of offense a team runs, its tendencies
on big plays, its key players. Only then are
you ready to shoot the game."
Lanker will allow that the special pic
ture—like the ballcarrier being flipped
upside down in the air—has little to do
with preparation and more to do with be
ing in focus, and being lucky.
But newspapers today aren't satisfied
with a "neat" action picture, one that is
photographically neat, but has little if
anything to do with what happened on
the field. They want a picture that helps
tell the story. In Lanker's words, they
want content.
"If you don't do your homework," he
says, "you'll be two steps behind the
whole game. It's similar to an athlete hav
ing a good day because he's prepared.
You've got to be in synch."
All of which means you have to know
who the quarterback is on a passing team.
And in shooting a passing team, you have
to adjust your field position. Covering a
passing offense is different than covering
a team running the option series, for ex
ample.
Most photographers try to work 10
yards to either side of the line of scrim
mage. But like an athlete, you cheat
slightly if you're prepared. You're looking
for the fastball on 3-0, the sideline pass on
third-and-short, the quarterback sneak
on fourth-and-short. You're looking for
them because you've studied the teams.
"If the team is running option all day,"
says Lanker, "then you want to be nearer
the line of scrimmage and looking for the
moment of option, and especially if there
is a fumble.
"Conversely," Lanker continued, "if

Roy Kegels' "Wrong Way Run" in the 1929 Rose Bowl was recorded via multiple images.

you're covering a passing team you might
gamble and work farther away from the
line of scrimmage, looking for the pass, or
perhaps concentrating on the quarter
back himself. You look for the picture of
him being sacked, but the moment after
the play itself you look for the defender to
reach down and pick him up ."
Walter Iooss, another nationally known
photographer, says it another way.
"I think every sports photographer
ought to take two weeks and go to sports
events with no cameras and walk around
just looking," Iooss said in an interview
with News Photographer magazine. "You
don't see the game when you've got cam
eras. You see isolated bits."
The next time you're trying to picture
yourself being a football photographer,

look down the sidelines and see your op
ponents. And they aren't the dim light or
the jackrabbit action. No, the bane of ev
ery football photographer is every other
football photographer. And anybody else
standing on the sidelines.
Rich Clarkson, an assistant managing
editor of the Denver Post and perhaps the
best-known football photographer in the
country, remembers one incident all too
well.
"It was five or six years ago at a Missouri
game," he recalled. "I'd seen a lot of sus
pect people on the sidelines before but
here were a group of alums with their
blanket and picnic lunch spread out at the
35-yard line marker.
"The worst thing about it was that they
continued
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had sideline passes."
There is no question that photogra
phers are paranoid. Every cheerleader
represents a pompom in the edge of the
picture, every recruit a leaping form in
front of the telephoto, every well-mean
ing alum a threat to rob the photographer
of the one picture he's got to have.
The NCAA has moved in recent years to
lessen the congestion on the sidelines.
The coach's friends have been removed.
The recruits are no longer on the side
lines, and when it's Father's Day the
fathers are no longer permitted.
In fact, the area between the 35-yard
lines is generally for the football team and
the space outside the 35s is for the photog
raphers. To help the photographers, the
NCAA rules now say only the head coach
and two others can position themselves
on a line one yard back from the sidelines,
while the rest of the team must be two

yards back.
"It's a rule," said Clarkson, "and a team
will be warned by the officials if too many
players get near the field. I've actually
seen a penalty called against a team."
Like many others, Clarkson often gives
up the fight of sideline interference and
seeks the solitude and safety of the end
zone.
"The situation is better now," says Brian
Lanker, "but I've run into too many fans
focusing Brownies on the sidelines to be
comfortable down there."
When it's crunch time, when a team is
about to score, Lanker will get to the end
zone and deploy a bag full of lenses and
cameras to get the right picture.
Working the end zone was not feasible
for the football photographers of the
1950s, for example. Lenses were shorter
and slower, film was slower, night-time
lighting dimmer, but the players of that

Most photographers work 10 yards to either side of the line of scrimmage.
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era were no slower.
"You pre-focused on an area about 10
yards from the sidelines," said Lanker,
"and then you took a picture whenever a
player came within your field of focus.
You got pictures, but not very often ex
citing pictures."
Some of the most interesting photogra
phy of that day came from the press box,
where cameras recorded almost every
play, much as a television camera does to
day. Multiple images of the 70-yard touch
down gallop would cover the sports page,
replete with labels identifying the play
ers, a circle following the ball and the
path of an arrow showing where the
player had been.
Today's photographers have taken a
more personal look at football. Lanker,
for example, will likely work a game with
a 600mm lense, a 300mm lense and per
haps a wide-angle for a picture that might
take place right next to him.
The long lenses not only allow the pho
tographer to reach the action in the mid
dle of the field, but they also demand se
lective focus. With a long lense, only a few
feet are in focus. Look at a new action
shot and you'll see the running back in
focus while the other players and spec
tators in the background are blurred. The
effect is to focus the eye—the reader's
eye—where you want it, on the running
back and not the fans in the stands.
•Walter Iooss normally uses a 400mm ( I
2.8 and an 800mm lense to cover football.
As a kid learning photography, Iooss said
he would organize football games with
his friends, get them all out in the snow
and shoot them catching passes.
"I learned early that the one thing I
can do really well," he said, "is to follow
focus."
Iooss often stays away from the packs
of other photographers.
"I covered a game in the Los Angeles
Coliseum," he said. "There were 30 or 40
photographers and I was the only one in
this position. I was using a 1000mm lens
which really blurred the background.
Across the entire field was a stairwell go
ing all the way up to the top, a red stair
case. On the sides were these either blue
stripes or white stripes. I sat in one posi
tion the whole game, waiting for some
thing to take place right in that area. I've
always been willing to take a gamble like
this. And out of the game there was one
shot, out of maybe 25 rolls (36 exposures
for each roll) of film, where I was able to
get the quarterback pitching with all this
red space above him."
Photographers are like the coaches and
players they cover. They win if they're
talented, prepared and lucky.
£

Across the fields of yesterday
he sometimes comes to me
a little child just back from play
the child I used to be.

When you have more to say
than just smile.
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They're all
detailed in America's
favorite Travel Guide,
our full-color 300-page
listing of2,950 great
places to stay in
2,100 cities worldwide.
A short weekend trip
away from it all, or an
extendedvacationbreak,
you'll find the right
place to stay.
At the right price.

Free Reservations.

Make reservations
at any Best Western, see
your travel agent, or call
toll-free 1-800-528-1234.
Rest Assured "
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by Mike Babcock, Lincoln
Journal and Star

T

he offense breaks its huddle,
fourth-and-goal, at a distance
from the end zone best measured
by a ruler rather than a yardstick. De
pending on one's loyalty, very little terri
tory remains to be defended or traversed.
The goal line defense is fortified with
hulking linemen who have just replaced
much smaller defensive backs.
The offensive line is strengthened by a
second tight end. The backfield is in tight
Everyone, including the conces
sionaires who have stopped in the aisles to
watch as the drama unfolds, expects a
quarterback sneak. It's strength against
strength now, football at its most basic
level.

The offensive line gets set, and the ball
is snapped. The quarterback strains to
move those final, precious inches, edging
ever-so-slightly to his right or left, hoping
to find a seam. Though acknowledging
the shortest distance between two points
is a straight line, he must move away from
the defensive penetration.
The coveted seam is a scant flaw or
opening in the defense.
The battle is quickly waged and rarely
won decisively. For an instant, it appears
neither team has moved, that both are
victims of suspended animation.
The issue is not resolved until the head
linesman rules on whether or not the
quarterback has broken the plane of the
goal with the football.
On such simple plays are national cham
pionships won and lost.
The quarterback sneak. Would you let
your son do such a thing is public? After
all, aren't sneaks the companions of liars

and thieves, and isn't this game played by
All-Americas? Something dishonest is
implied by the name, although the de
scription can be misleading, if not totally
inappropriate.
Consider the obvious question: How
can something be a "sneak" when every
one in the stadium is expecting it?
Most of the time, there's nothing the
least bit sneaky about a quarterback
sneak. The play involves no deception, no
diversionary tactics or tomfoolery. It s
basic stuff, muscle and bulk, a straight
ahead charge into an unyielding de
fensive line.
The aesthetics of it match those of a
rugby's scrum or a back-alley mugging.
Analyzing a sneak can be like trying to
expound on a ball bearing. In fact, ball
bearings and quarterback sneaks have
comparable complexity. They're elemen
tary, my dear Watson, elementary, and
continued
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FOR CENTURIES, GEESE
HAVE KEPT WARM
THE SAME OLD WAY.
Feathers, feathers and more feathers.
Fine, in their time. But now man has created
something better. Thinsulate Thermal
Insulation from 3M. A goose would be silly
not to give it a try.

WE USE FIBERS, NOT FEATHERS.
Our special microfibers trap more air
than most other insulations do. And
that's the key to our amazing warmth.
You see, the more air an insulator
traps the better it works.True.
And that means a half inch of
Thinsulate Insulation is
actually 1.8 times warmer
than a half inch of down.
Nearly twice as warm. In
Thinsulate Insulation, a
goose might not mind
staying north all winter
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IT'S EASIER TO FLAP YOUR WINGS
IN THINSULATE INSULATION.
Because it takes less of our insulation to
keep you warm, you get a sleek, lean,
look. Not bulky. In Thinsulate Insulation,

Thinsulate
Thermal Insulation

you can lead an active outdoor life. Freedom of
movement from wingtip to wingtip.

OUR INSULATION ISNT AFRAID TO GO
NEAR THE WATER.
Should you happen to get it wet, don't worry.
Unlike down,Thinsulate Insulation retains almost
all of its insulating value under damp conditions.
And it can even be machine washed or dry
cleaned, depending on the garments care
instructions.

WHAT'S GOOD FOR THE GOOSE IS
JUST AS GOOD FOR YOU.
The U.S. Navy Divers, the 1981 British
Winter Expedition on Everest, and hard
working ski patrollers and instructors
around the world use Thinsulate
Insulation. Because it works
for them. In fact, they've
been shouting its
praises, from the high
est mountain to the
deepest sea. You
will, too.When you're
out in your element.
Just look for
the Thinsulate
Insulation hang tag
on an assortment of
clothing and accessories
designed to keep you
warmer
For a free brochure,
write 3M Thinsulate
Insulation, Dept.TDI,
Bldg. 220-7W, 3M
Center, St. Paul, MN
55144.

Thinsulate
Thermal Insulation

WARMTH. WITHOUT BULK.

Doing it right since 1830.
3M hears you.

"Thinsulate" is a registered trademark of 3M ©3M Company, 1982
Thinsulate Insulation Type C is 65% olefin. 35% polyester (Type B is 100% olefin).
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any attempt to make either of them more
than that is to misrepresent them.
"It's nothing more than a short-yardage
type play, called when you don't want to
handle the football," one highlysuccessful midwestern coach said of the
quarterback sneak. "You're looking for a
half-a-foot to half-a-yard, maybe a yard at
the most. Normally, you can't expect any
more out of it than that."
According to a former college quarter
back, "Seventy-five percent of the time
when we called a quarterback sneak, only
two players even knew we were going to
run it—me and the center."
Under those circumstances, the
chances of the defense being tipped off
are significantly diminished.
To that extent, the play can be sneaky.
Usually, however, the quarterback is will
ing to confide in all of his teammates, the
assumption being that the play happens
so quickly, no one is going to give it away.
"Most teams now design the play to
where everyone is involved," the midwestern coach said. "But you might have
an automatic between the quarterback
and center or an audible so that if the
quarterback sees a seam in the defense,
he can check into a play designed to take
advantage of it at the line of scrimmage."
The quarterback sneak is so simple in
execution it's usually the last thing a
coach thinks about when he's putting in
his defense. It is to the offense what Dick
and Jane books are to reading.
Running plays which involve handoffs
or pitchouts demand a timing gained
through constant and careful repetition
during practice. Aside from the snap be
tween the center and quarterback, the
sneak does not. Success depends on the
initial charge, how quickly and power
fully the offensive line and quarterback
can set themselves in motion.
"It's so basic, you really don't consider it
a part of your offense." In practice, "you
want to get into the meat of the offense,"
an eastern coach said. So the sneak is ig
nored for the most part, the assumption
being that when the time comes, every
one will know what to do. There's nothing
to learn.
"That's ironic, though, because you get
in a situation where you need four to six
inches at a critical time in a game or
you've got fourth down at the half-yard
line, and the play can be the turning
point," said the eastern coach.
Though oft-neglected in drills, the
sneak has important uses on Saturday af
ternoons. Most notable among them is the
previously described assault on the goal
line. On a quick signal count, usually the
first sound (which may be construed by
some as sneaky), the quarterback takes
the snap and tries to get the ball into the

end zone.
That's accomplished, in theory at least,
with help from the center in particular
and, to a lesser degree, the guards and
tackles, who attempt to drive a wedge into
the defense at a vulnerable point.
On a quarterback sneak, bigger is al
most always better. The team which con
trols the line of scrimmage wins the
struggle. The key todefending against it is
to generate a stronger force in the op
posite direction.
According to one offensive line coach,
"You need that weight to move people out
of the way. The more strength you have
up front, the better you'll be able to pull
the sneak off."
At the goal line, the offensive center of
ten is the focal point of the defense, which
cuts down on its spacing—the distance
between linemen—and "sets up real tight
on the center's shoulders," a much re
spected defensive coordinator said. "So,
of course, the center is the key" to the
sneak's success or failure.
"We try to wedge out the front people;
we don't sneak right over the center any
more," a coach from the Southwest said.
"Now, a lot of quarterbacks take a
quick, lateral step first and then look for a
crease to sneak over because the defense
piles up so many people in the middle."
When they anticipate a sneak, defenders
will pinch down toward the center, a
counter move to the offensive line's
wedge blocking.
Through that mass of humanity, the
quarterback, head down, tries to push
the tip of the football across the goal line
before being driven back. Once the plane
has been broken, the defense can do noth
ing. It's six points, even if the quarterback
and the ball are pushed or carried five
yards in the other direction.
The quarterback sneak is one option at
the goal line, and it's probably the most
popular option. Both the defense and the
audience can anticipate it with a fair de
gree of success.
I-formation teams, however, might
forego the sneak in favor of an isolation
play in which the tailback attempts to go
up and over the line, a move that often
becomes something of a somersault.
In the shadow of their own end zone,
defensive linemen usually attempt to
keep low in their charge so that the line
backers can play "over"them. That means
the linebackers will vault over their line
men in an attempt to meet the offensive
back in mid-air and drive him backward.
The advantage seems to be with the of
fense in this situation because the ball car
rier has some idea of where he's going.
The defenders must guess.
Although an isolation play, or "iso," re
quires handling the football, it has a sig

nificant advantage over the quarterback
sneak. Not only does the ballcarrier have
blocking from the offensive line, but he
also gets a blocking assist from the full
back, who "leads" the play.
According to one coach:"Even if there's
no crease (in the defense), with the full
back leading, you might be able to open
something up."
Besides, the tailback has a step or two
worth of momentum built up when he
gets to the line and hurls himself into the
air. The quarterback doesn't have that
momentum. He sneaks from a standing
start.
Naturally, too, the tailback is taller,
heavier and a stronger ballcarrier than
the quarterback. Again, size and strength
are key elements in a successful attack,
especially when the defense has less terri
tory about which to be concerned.
The threat of a pass play, so close to the
end zone, diminishes significantly. As a
result, more defenders set themselves at
the line of scrimmage.
Farther from the goal line, in an openfield, short-yardage situation, the quar
terback sneak, with its quick count, can
surprise a defense.
The sneak isn't limited to fourth downs,
and in rare situations, against an un
suspecting defense overly concerned
about its perimeters or the forward pass,
the quarterback can find himself sud
denly free, running down the center of
the field, through the heart of the op
position.
The quarterback sneak isn't a big-play
call, but its mundane quality can be used
to advantage.
It also can be used to force an opponent
back into its normal defense, to keep it
honest when it begins to gamble with
stunts and blitzes.
The defense can never ignore the possi
bility of a sneak. The threat of one can
influence the defensive alignment.
Brute force, not deception, is the es
sence of the quarterback sneak. To that
extent, its simplicity defies analysis.
Might makes right. There is no secret to
defensing it. Everyone knows it's coming.
Football coaches don't spend their long
hours of preparation on the sneak. As one
midwestern offensive coordinator said,
in response to a question about the quar
terback sneak, "You may be trying to read
too much into it."
Perhaps. Even so, one seemingly obvi
ous point should be remembered. Despite
its name, there's nothing cowardly about
the quarterback sneak. It doesn't require
stealth to be executed properly.
Every football team uses it. The play is
simple and honest .straightforward, both
figuratively and literally.
£
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WEIGHT
TRAINING
Pumping Iron
Adds Strength,
Speed, Agility
by Mike Lopresti,
Gannett News Service

A

ll-America guard Steve Korte
graduated as a thoroughly mod
ern football player. He was fash
ioned by iron and created by bench
presses.
Today, that's the way.
Korte may have been college football's
strongest player last season. He could
bench press 585 pounds, squat 750,
which was 474 pounds heavier than what
he weighed. If his football career fades,
he can always work as a tow truck.
But though his results were unique, his
methods were common. He all but lived in

the weight room. In modern college foot
ball, that's the place to be.
There has been a revolution in iron the
last decade in college football. In the late
1960s, few schools even dreamed of hav
ing a strength coach. The weight room, if
there was one, would be dingy, dark and
dank; a nice place to store mops but not
all-conference tackles. Players would
spend more time at the pinball machine
than the Nautilus machine.
But that's no longer the case.
"There was a lot of misinformation back

Ot aJtotva you've come to play
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WEIGHT TRAINING
continued

weights would be bad for you and bulk
you up," said one strength coach at a
Southwest Conference school. "It was re
ally up to the individual player if he
wanted to lift weights or not. But that's
really changed in the last 10years."
It is an accepted fact now that a college
football player at every division level
likely will spend more time in the weight
room in his career than on the practice
field, training table or in the meeting
room. Instead of hiding their weight
rooms, schools now promote them in
recruiting booklets and make them one
of the first stops for prospective prep
players.

"It's an invaluable tool. Lifting weights
is fast becoming one of the most im
portant things you do in football," said a
player who spent two hours a day in the
weight room six days a week during the
off-season. "You do it for a while, and you
realize there's a tie-in between your lift
ing and the football you play. Then you
start doing it religiously."
Some weight rooms look like they've
been designed for a luxury hotel, with
carpeting and piped-in music. Consid
ering the fact that players probably will
spend a part of more than 200 days a year
in there, schools try to make it nice.
Why? Because it works.

Football gets more physical, players
get bigger, the pace gets faster. But
serious injuries have dropped. Better
equipment is one reason, but better train
ing is another.
According to one study, the average
weight for college football players in the
1960s was 192 pounds. Now it's 225. Notre
Dame's 1966 national champions, for in
stance, had only one starter in either the
offensive or defensive line who weighed
more than 248 pounds. Last year, every
Irish offensive lineman was at least 253.
"There are two reasons for strength
training. One is to prevent injury. The
other is to develop the physical qualities a
player needs," said an eastern strength
coach. "Every quality a player uses—flexi
bility, speed, agility, power—is improved
with strength training.
"When a player is hurt, sometimes it's
hard to go back out and play again after
he's recovered. Strength training helps
give him confidence, so he can go back
out. He knows the knee is strong."
"It increases your speed, your strength,
your flexibility, and it gives you the con
fidence you won't get hurt," said a major
college guard. "It doesn't mean great
weight lifters will make great football
players. But lifting weights makes good
players better."
And so it's come to pass that a football
player can expect to spend four days
every week during the off-season in the
weight room. And two to four days dur
ing the season in the same place.
The results can be stunning. Korte, for
example, came to Arkansas weighing 228
and able to bench press 385. In five years,
he gained 50 pounds, but increased his
speed and raised his bench press more
than 200 pounds.
"I started lifting in high school and
pretty soon I could see that it had helped
me become a dominating football player,"
he said. "In college, I became almost fanat
ical about it."
Every school has similar stories. One
university had a walk-on who came to col
lege weighing 180 and able to run the
40-yard dash in only 4.8. Extensive weight
training pushed him to 221 pounds, and
he dropped his 40 time to 4.34. The
former walk-on was a first-round NFL
draft choice at linebacker.
Coaches used to look unfavorably upon
weight training, particularly for the thor
oughbreds in the backfield. The idea was
that stronger muscles meant slower mus
cles. This thought carried over to other
sports, as well. One midwestern basket
ball coach would not even let his players
bowl during the season because he
thought it would strengthen the muscles
in their arms and throw off their shooting
continued
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Always On The Move
The Wild Turkey instinctively seeks "elbow room'.'
If the bird senses any encroachment on its territory, it will
travel many miles a day in search of a remote swamp
or forest preserve.
.
,
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Native only to the American continent, the Wild lurkey
is a fitting symbol for America's greatest native whiskeyWild Turkey.
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WEIGHT TRAINING
continued

touch.
That philosophy has pretty much faded
out, however.
"Skill players need strength training as
much, if not more, than anyone," said a
strength coach at a West Coast school.
"Coaches noticed that it worked on one or
two players, then saw that it helped a few
teams, and then it caught on."
Indeed, the National Strength Coaches
Association was begun with just a handful

body works more efficiently, meaning it
moves quicker and leaps higher.
"A lot of people were ignorant of the
benefits of strength training," said a
coach from the Midwest. "They thought it
slowed you down when it was exactly the
opposite. If what we're doing didn't help
make football players better, we would
have been fired a long time ago."
Modern testing can let coaches know
exactly how much body fat a player has,

As weight training becomes more popular, players at every level of college football will spend
more time in the weight room than on the practice field or in the meeting room.
of people six years ago. Now it has more
than 6,000 members, with half of them
from the high school level.
One Big Eight school talks of having a
halfback who, in four years, has in
creased his vertical jump from 28 to 37
inches and lowered his 40 time from 4.56
to 4.3, despite having put on weight.
There is a center at an eastern school
who went from 205 pounds to 257, but
dropped his 40 time from 5.1 to 4.88.
It's all a matter of where the weight is
put on, and how it's put on. If the right
muscles are strengthened, the whole
32t

and the move is on to lower it. The aver
age adult male has 16 percent body fat,
but 10-11 percent is more suitable for an
athlete.
"Fat simply takes away from strength,"
said one eastern coach. "You can't flex
fat."
Neither can you let up on weight train
ing. Until recently, lifting weights during
the season was pretty much forbidden.
Too much attention had to be paid to prac
tices, films and meetings.
But now it's common to lift at least two
days a week for 30 minutes or so to main-

tain what has been developed in the off
season, where work is done for 90
minutes or more at least four times a
week. It's a maintenance program, and
many strength coaches point to this as a
key to reducing injuries.
"Strength isn't permanent," said one.
"What you've worked to build up for
three months will start to deteriorate
after a few weeks, and that's when you
get hurt. Muscles cover joints, and when
the muscles start to weaken, the jolts start
to fall heavier on the ligaments, cartilage
and things like that."
Most schools are happy if an athlete
comes out of the season with 95 percent
of his pre-season strength.
It is not just a matter of pumping iron,
however. The workouts have become as
exotic and varied as the titles of the men
leading them. They used to be called
weight coaches, then strength coaches.
Now some schools are coming up with
strength and fitness coordinators.
In any case, running, flexibility and
agility drills all figure in. Distance run
ning has become a big part of off-season
workouts for some schools, with players
lifting weights and runningon alternate
days.
Diet is a key factor as well, and changes
have been made in recent years.
The accepted diet for a lot of years was
protein and plenty of it. Put on the steaks
and don't stop until somebody yells whoa.
The staple of the training table was the
T-bone.
But the fact is that protein can be hard
to digest, and the body can only use so
much. The recent trend has been more to
carbohydrates, meaning bread, pasta, po
tatoes and the like. Mashed potatoes may
not seem as manly as a rib-eye, but it's a lot
better for quick energy as a pre-game
meal.
"We still have steak for our pre-game
meal mostly because it's a tradition," said
one trainer from the South. "But we're
thinking of changing to pasta."
The pre-game diet many trainers aim
for now is about 55 percent carbo
hydrates and 15 percent protein.
And what of the future? The 1993 teams
surely will train differently than this
year's, and the pre-game meals may be
turbocharged pudding delivered by a
robot waitress. Computers certainly will
play a role, but it won't be Pac-Man in the
corner of the weight room.
"Soon, computers will be able to analyze
a player, test him and tell us just what he
has to do. What areas he has to work on,
how long he needs to work out, every
thing," said one long-time strength coach.
Push a button, pull a lever, read a print
out and do what the machine tells you.
Then go out and win the Big Game. £

In this complex computer printout world of ours,
't it nice to have an investment broker whose business revolves around
a simple expression of appreciation.

THE CHINESE BANDITS
XEROX

by Peter Finney, New Orleans States-Item

eoM to i

The 1958 LSU Chinese Bandits: (Front row, L-R) LT Mel Branch; LG EmileFournet;RG Tommy Lott, RT D"ane Leopard; RE Gaynell £i?°nue
(Back row, L-R) LE Andy Bourgeois; QB Darryl Jenkins; C John Langan; FB Merle Schexnaildre; LHB Henry Lee Roberts, RHB Hart Bourque.

I

The key to office productivity is finding the"sweet spot" between product and application.

t was the second week of September
and LSU was preparing for its 1958
season opener against Rice.
Tvped in red letters, over the third unit
of a depth chart sheet, were the words
"Chinese Bandits."
Within a month, this obscure bunch
that included eight non-lettermen would
be on the way to becoming the most fa
mous third team in the history of college
football.
It would not have happened except for a
dizzying set of circumstances—a coach's
love of the comics, a new set of substi
tution rules, and, of course, an unbeaten
football team.
If there was anything unique about
LSU's march to the national cham
pionship that year, it was the popularity
of the defensive unit coach Paul Dietzel
formed out of some leftovers.
"The more we looked at our squad in
the fall," Dietzel recalled, "the more we
were convinced that, after our first
eleven, we had players who were better
off if they played just one way—some on
offense, some on defense. So we decided
to put together two separate units behind
the first team that would play both ways.
We came up with a backup team for of
fense, a backup team for defense, and we

LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB
LH
RH
FB

Andy Bourgeois
Mel Branch
EmileFournet
John Langan
Tommy Lott
Duane Leopard
Gavnell Kinchen
Darryl Jenkins
Henrv Lee Roberts
Hart Bourque
Merle Schexnaildre

20
21
20
21
20
20
20
20
19
20
22

began practicing them in their specialty."
Dietzel wasn't sure what he had, but the
more he thought about it, the more con
vinced he became that a two-way first
unit, backed by two one-way speciality
units, would fit nicely into the substi
tution rules then in vogue: once a player
left the game, he could re-enter only
twice in the same quarter.
So the Bandits were born, along with
the White Team (the first unit always
practiced in white jerseys), and the Go
Team (it started out as Gold—for gold
practice jerseys—but was later short
ened through a sportswriter's mis

5-10
6-1
5-11
6-3
5-9
6-2
6-3
6-1
6-0
5-8
5-9

174
210
195
183
188
205
196
163
172
165
182

Soph.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Jr.

New Orleans
DeRidder
Bogalusa
Carbondale, III.
Texarkana, Ark.
Baton Rouge
Baton Rouge
Franklinton
North Little Rock
Gonzales
Houma

understanding).
As for the Chinese Bandits, the name
came from a popular comic strip, "Terry
and the Pirates."
"Chinese bandits," a sinister Oriental
said one day, "are the most vicious people
in the world."
At the time, Paul Dietzel was an assis
tant on the staff of Sid Gillman at the Uni
versity of Cincinnati. He was trying to
come up with a gimmick to brighten the
practice days of the defensive unit he
coached.
"When I told them they would be called
continued on page 38
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Moses Malone

Philadelphia 76'ers
Most Valuable Player
NBA Championship

I

t's time to start planning some great
tailgating parties for this fall's college
football games. Tailgating has be
come part of the American football tradi
tion, combining camaraderie with plenty
of good food and drink and setting the
mood for cheering on the home team.
Charmglow has created some recipes
that will help you put together a tailgat
ing party that's sure to raise a cheer from
your family and friends.

SWEET VICTORY
(serves 6)
6 thin rib pork chops—extra fat removed
6 pineapple slices
salt/pepper to taste
1cup brown sugar
6 buns
Vz cup (or less) pineapple juice—add to
consistency of paste
1tsp. powdered ginger
small foil pan
Set grill to low. Mix brown sugar, salt/
pepper, juice and ginger in foil pan; this
mixture should be about the consistency
of paste. Place on grill until sugar melts.
Take off grill, dip each pork chop into mix
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ture, place on grill, cook slowly about 7-8
minutes, turning occasionally. Place chop
on toasted bun, brush each chop with
glaze. Put 1 slice of pineapple on each
chop and serve.

Spoon spaghetti sauce into each boat of
bread, cover with cheese. Completely
wrap with foil and place on grill for about
10 minutes, or until sauce is heated and
cheese has melted.

THE FULLBACK
(serves 6)
3 medium size Frenchbread loaves,
sliced lengthwise
1 large jar of spaghetti sauce/meat
6 oz. mozzarella cheese, thinly sliced
heavy duty foil
Set grill to low. Scoop out inside of bread,
leaving at least 1" thickness all around.

WELL PLANTED KICK
(serves 6)
1large eggplant, sliced Vz" thick
salt/pepper to taste
1cup olive oil
Set grill to low. Dip eggplant halves in ol
ive oil, salt and pepper each side. Grill
slowly, turning frequently, from 4-5
minutes on each side.

John Riggins

Washington Redskins
Most Valuable Player
NFL Super Bowl XVII

Darrell Porter

St. Louis Cardinals
Most Valuable Player
World Series

Billy Smith

New York Islanders
Most Valuable Player
NHL Stanley Cup

Chinese Bandits
continued from page 35

Chinese Bandits," said Dietzel, "they lit up,
they seemed to develop a sense of pride."
Of course, pride goes only so far. Cin
cinnati's Chinese Bandits of 1949 did not
make media waves because there was no
climb to the top of the polls. Nine years
later, it was different.
But not right away.
Dietzel's plan was this: the White Team
would start each quarter and, ideally,
play at least half of it, with the Go Team
and Bandits splitting the other half.
It looked good on paper, but would it
work?
Dietzel would soon find out. When an
LSU team that had a 5-5 record the year
before before went to Houston for its sea
son opener against Rice, it worked almost
too well. As the Tigers unveiled the
winged-T, going on to a convincing 26-6
victory, the White Team played 30
minutes, the Go Team 14 minutes, the
Bandits 16 minutes.
Still, the names hadn't caught on. LSU
was still only 1-0.
A week later, when Dietzel took his
team to Mobile to play Alabama, LSU's
three-team concept began to make an im
pression.
One reason was that LSU was playing
an Alabama club which was making its de
but under Paul "Bear" Bryant, who had
left Texas A&M following the '57 season
to return to his alma mater.
Not surprisingly, Bear had the Crimson
Tide skv high for its season opener.
When a Bama player grabbed a fumble
out of midair and ran it to the LSU five in

Sophomore Darryl Jenkins quarterbacked
the Bandits.

the second quarter of a scoreless game,
Paul Dietzel made perhaps his biggest
decision of the '58 season.
Rather than leave the White Team in the
game, rather than allow his best athletes
to dig in for a goal-line stand, he sent in
the Chinese Bandits. In three plays the
Tide could gain but one yard and had to
settle for a field goal.
It was the turning point of the game.
The second half was all LSU, as the
three Tiger units gradually wore down
the Tide to win, 13-3.
By this time, Dietzel noticed a special
esprit de corps building within each unit.
Players began gravitating toward one an
other.
What made the Bandits darlings of the
media was their size, as well as their
name. The biggest Bandit was Mel
Branch, a 210-pound tackle. Andy Bour
geois, starting left end, weighed 174.
When LSU went to Miami to play the Hur
ricanes, Bourgeois and Hart Bourque, a
172-pound defensive back, were mis
taken for high school players by a hotel
bellman.
Soon the Bandits became a captivating
saga. Coolie hats appeared in Tiger Sta
dium. There were T-shirts, Oriental
dress, purple and gold kimonos. A Mem
phis disc jockey wrote a "Chinese" chant
that was introduced before the home
coming game against Kentucky. The end
ing: "Gonna stop a TD, chop-chop . . ."
As the season moved on, the Bandits,
composed of five sophomores and six ju
niors, saw their confidence skyrocket.
Against Kentucky, the Bandits did not
allow a first down. It was a claim the
White Team could not make.
"We wilted," admitted Kentucky coach
Blanton Collier after his Wildcats, trailing
only 13-7 at halftime, lost 32-7.
The key victory was a 14-0 decision over
Ole Miss, at the time the power in the
Southeastern Conference. With the Ti
gers protecting their No. 1 ranking, the
game turned on a goal-line stand by the
White Team in the first quarter. However,
the Bandits more than heid their own.
"Mel Branch," Dietzel was saying after
ward, "was superb. Once he spun out of a
double-team block, hit the quarterback,
made him fumble, and then fell on the
football after chasing it down. The Bandit
effort was truly amazing. After each play,
all eleven men seemed to be around the
football."
What the Bandits were doing was sim
ply filling the role mapped out for them:
holding the fort, while the White Team,
which had All-Americas Billy Cannon and
Johnny Robinson in the backfield, re
mained fresh, especially for second-half
duty, when the opposition usually
showed signs of weakening.

Mel Branch was the biggest player, at 210
pounds.
All season long, LSU's battlecry was,
"the fourth quarter is ours." It was a psy
chological gimmick reflected in the score
by quarters. Over an 11-0 season that in
cluded a 7-0 win over Clemson in the
Sugar Bowl, LSU scored 39 points in the
first period, 68 in the second, 77 in the
third, 98 in the fourth.
Meanwhile, on defense, the Tigers were
allowing 28 points in the first half, 25 in
the second.
"It all stemmed from the fact that we
remained a fresh football team," said
Dietzel. "Because we were, we did not
have a single major injury all season."
Naturally, psychology played a signifi
cant part. Although the Bandits remained
defensive specialists 98 percent of the
time, they received one of their biggest
cheers from the hometown crowd when
they scored a touchdown against Duke.
After they blocked a quick-kick and re
covered on the two, the script called for
the Go Team to come in and punch it
across. But Dietzel left the Bandits in.
They scored in one plav.
"After that," Dietzel recalled, "they
didn't think there was anything they
couldn't do. The truth is, if the substi
tution rules weren't what they were, if we
had gone with two teams that played both
ways, most of the Bandits wouldn't have
gotten off the bench, except maybe for
special teams. Once they got rolling,
though, deep down they really felt they
were as good as the White Team. And you
know what? I never let them think other
wise."
£

"Well maybe not Carnegie Hall, but with you
teaching me..."

"Don't worry. I wouldn't go anywhere without
my Yamaha."

"Hey look, the main thing is to have fun with it.
Relax. Just think of all the new people you've met
since you started playing."

Because we believe that the process of mak
ing music can be an integral part of your life,
Yamaha builds quality and value into every
acoustic guitar we make. No matter what your
level of commitment to the instrument, Yamaha
guitars are designed and built to stay with you as
far as you want to take it. The better you get, the
better your Yamaha will sound. See your author
ized Yamaha music dealer for help in choosing
the Yamaha with the sound you're looking for,
or write Yamaha Musical Products, 3050 Breton

"I've met you, that's for sure."
"And you've finally found a way to express
yourself. What more could you ask fori"
"A great tan. And I'm leaving for Spring
break tomorrow."
"Be sure to take your guitar and practice what
I've shown you."
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CALIFORNIA BOWL RACE

Who gives you investment
ideas from the same
source money managers
most?

STANDINGS

PCAA
Conference
W
L
T

I

Cal State Fullerton
San Jose State
Fresno State
Nevada Las Vegas
Long Beach State
Utah State

3
1
1
1
0
1

Pacific

0

New Mexico State

0

0
0
1
1
1
1
3
0

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Cal State Fullerton 31 Pacific 14
Utah State 20 Fresno State 12
Long Beach State 49 Texas A&l 10
Nevada-Las Vegas 35 Oregon State 21
San Jose State 44 Oregon 34
New Mexico State 24 Iowa State 17

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

Who else but
MerrillLynch.
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Abroad apart.
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Conference
T
W
L

Overall
w

L

T

4
3
2
3
3
1
1
2

1
1
2
2
1
3
4
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0

Toledo
Bowling Green
Central Michigan
Northern Illinois
Western Michigan
Ball State
Ohio University
Eastern Michigan
Kent State
Miami (Ohio)

0
0

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS

Utah State at Pacific
San Jose State at Fresno State
Cal State Fullerton at Nevada-Reno
Long Beach State at San Diego State

Bowling Green 26 Eastern Michigan 21
Central Michigan 13 Kent State 7
Northern Illinois 27 Bali State 14
Western Michigan 20 Miami (Ohio) 18
Toledo 31 Ohio University 0

Nevada-Las Vegas, Bye
New Mexico State at Tulsa

0
0
0
0
1
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Overall
w
L
4
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
2
4
3
4
4

THIS WEEK'S GAMES
Ball State at Indiana State
Toledo at Bowling Green
Eastern Michigan at Central Michigan
Miami (Ohio) at Kent State
Western Michigan at Northern Illinois
Ohio University, Bye

TODAY IN THE PCAA

•
People who know a business
really well, soon learn who they can rely
on for advice and information. In the
investment business, it's the research team
at Merrill Lynch.
For four years running, the Merrill
Lynch research team has ranked first—by
substantial margins—in the annual Institutional Investor
poll of investment professionals.
But how does that help you if you're not investing
millions at a time?
The key is your personal Merrill Lynch Account
Executive. Our Account Executives have almost instant
access to the full resources of Merrill Lynch research
through a remarkable nationwide communications
system. Current research opinions on some 1400 stocks
are as close as their computer terminals.
And our Account Executives can call on special
ists in such fields as tax investments and corporate and
municipal bonds to amplify their own knowledge of any
particular type of investment that might be appropriate
for you. No other financial services firm gives its Account
Executives such strong and diversified backup support.
And that's one reason no one else can give you
more help with more kinds of investments. No one else.

Mid-American

SAN JOSE STATE
at FRESNO STATE
In a game that will undoubtedly have
a bearing on the PCAA Conference
championship race, the Fresno State
Bulldogs find themselves in a must-win
against the potent San Jose State
Spartans.
If the defending PCAA Conference
champions are to stay in the PCAA
scramble, they must knock off a Spartan
team that has beaten up on the Pac-10
(Stanford and Oregon) the past two
weeks and have seemed to kick a po
tentially high-powered offense into gear.
Both teams possess outstanding wide
outs, and San Jose State's Eric Richard
son who snared two TD passes against
Oregon last week, may be the best in
the conference. Larry Willis, who had
10 catches and a pair of touchdowns
against UOP, is a dangerous deep threat.
Both quarterbacks are young in regard
to collegiate football experience, but
both have displayed they can lead
theirclubs.
Jon Carlson brought the Spartans
back from a 13-point second half
deficit last week and Kevin Sweeney
was once ranked fifth in the national
in passing offense.
The game could come down to the
running game and if it does, the Spartans
will have the edge as Dave Criswell
(fullback) and Bobby Johnson (tailback)
could be the best combination in the
league. Except for the UOP game, FSU
led by Ken Williams, has not rushed
for 100 yards in a contest.
If Fresno State wins, they thrust them
selves back into the PCAA race. If the

Spartans win, they will be the favorite
to catch high-flying Cal State Fullerton
currently atop the Conference heap.
Expect a wide-open game and if the
Spartans can control the ball on the
ground and can keep from turning the
ball over against the Bulldogs' oppor
tunistic defense, they should win the ballgame and up their conference record
to 2-0.
LONG BEACH STATE
at SAN DIEGO STATE
Based on past performances this
season, the Long Beach State-San Diego
State contest should be an aerial circus
and a lot of points will go on the board.
Long Beach, led by its All-America
candidate, senior quarterback Todd
Dillon, is a dangerous offensive team
that can score from anywhere on the
field. Lenny Montgomery, an AllPCAA returnee, is an explosive scat
back who also serves as one of Dillon's
primary receivers.
San Diego State on the other hand
can be explosive on offense, but is
erratic on defense. After opening the
season with a 34-9 loss to Tulsa, the
Aztecs, coached by former UOP Head
Coach Doug Scovil, shocked the West
Coast and buried Cal 28-14. Last week,
the Aztecs were tied by Hawaii.
If the game comes down to the
defense, Long Beach will hold an edge
as they rise to the occasion despite
the fact they have given up a lot of
points at times this season. Linebacker
David Howard and safety Tim Golden
lead the talented defense.
Long Beach State will go into the
game as the favorite, but, San Diego
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State, remembering the Cal game,
could be upset-minded here.
CAL STATE FULLERTON
at NEVADA-RENO
Cal State Fullerton, picked to finish
last in the PCAA at the pre-season
conference media day, is for real.
After last week's win over the Tigers,
the Titans are atop the PCAA with a 30 record and have gotten off to their
best start (4-1) since 1973.
The Titans, led by quarterback Damon
Allen and a ferocious defense led by
nose guard Joe Aguilar and linebacker
John Nevens, must battle an emotional
letdown this week when traveling to
Nevada-Reno.
Nevada-Reno has been riding high
of late as they have beaten Big Sky
Conference foes Boise State and Idaho
State in succession. Reno, led by
running back Anthony Corley, are potent
on offense as they have scored 65 points
in their last two games and scored 22
points against Fresno State. The Bull
dogs had to kick a field goal in the last
nine seconds to do in the Wolf Pack.
The key to the game will probably
come down to the Titan defense. NevadaReno has the speed and skilled position
athletes to give the Titans some prob
lems, but the Titans will more than
likely control the line of scrimmage.
Again, there's the emotional letdown
factor. After beating Long Beach State,
upsetting Utah State in Logan and last
week's win over UOP, may find the
Titans a little down. If they are too down,
the Wolf Pack is capable of pulling off
an upset.

TAKE OFF WITH TV-40I

NEWsmum
Seafood

Weeknights at
10 on TV-40!

Restaurant & Oyster Bar
•LUNCH'
• DINNER •
• SUNDAY BRUNCH •

SPORTSPLUS
WITH
DAVE GROSBY

Courtyard dining on the Lake
Cocktails

Entertainment

952*1637
4722 QUAIL LAKES DRIVE • STOCKTON
AT MARCH LANE &. QUAIL LAKES DRIVE

KTXL-TV40

TIGER FEATURE
Running Back Kirby Warren Enjoying A Banner Senior Year
Hailing from Las Vegas, Nevada, UOP
senior running back knows full well the
fate of a gambler.
Sometimes they're hot and sometimes
they're cold. Sometimes they're up and
sometimes they're down.
Warren's career can easily be com
pared to gambler's luck. He's been up at
some points of his career and he's been
down as well.
Fortunately for the Tiger offense,
Warren, a 6-1, 195-pounder, has been on
a roll his entire senior year.
The payoff?
• Ranked 17th in the nation in
rushing (prior to the Fullerton game) and
is the leading rusher in the PCAA.
• Has already rushed for more yards
this season (431) than any other season
since he's been at UOP and half of the
season still remains.
• He's ranked in the top three in the
conference in scoring with six touch
downs and has tallied more TDs already
this year than his entire career com
bined.
• If he stays on his current pace of
86.2 yards per contest, he will become
the first rusher since Bruce Gibson
(1977) to rush for over 1,000 yards in a
single season.

"Last year was very frustrating,"
reflected Warren. "We were supposed to
have a good year and I wanted to do what
i could to help the team, then I got hurt.
When I came back, I saw Gary (Blackwell) and Dave (David Brown), and I asked
to be moved to defensive back. I'll make
any sacrifice to help us win, that's why I
asked to be moved.
"I feel a lot more comfortable at run
ning back," said Warren. "I could play
DB, but it would have taken a lot of time
to master the position. I feel I'm at my
best at running back.
So does Tiger mentor Bob Cope.
Going into fall camp, the Tigers had no
proven running backs.
Coming out of spring camp, they had
one back Cope felt was "good enough to
win with". It was Warren.
Now, five games into the season,
Cope has had two players emerge at the
tailback position, Warren and freshman
redshirt James Mackey, currently a

backup to Warren.
"What was once a major concern is
now one of our strengths," said Cope,
when asked to comment on his ground
attack. "Kirby and James have done an
excellent job and because of them and
our offensive line, we can control the ball
on the ground."
When Warren wraps up his grid career
at the end of the season, he hopes for a
career in communications or public
relations. However, if he stays on his
current roll, he may get a shot at
professional football.
"If that (a shot at pro ball) comes, then
I'll take a shot at it," said Warren. "But, if
it doesn't, I have a fine education to fall
back on. The main reason I came to
Pacific was academics and I'm very glad
that I came here. I knew football was a
four-year activity and a good education
will follow me for life."
That philosophy is a safe bet for
anyone.
Warren leads the Tigers in rushing and scoring in 1983.

"It's mainly been confidence," said
Warren when asked the major reason for
the turn around in his career. "Coach
Cope came in and showed a lot of con
fidence in me coming out of spring ball.
I'll do anything I can to help the team
win. I'm happy that I'm running the ball
well, but, I'd be a lot happier if we were
winning. We have to keep our heads up.
If we do, we can turn it around and start
winning."
Let's look at Warren's up and down
football career at UOP.
UP: Warren comes in as a freshman
and shows instant promise. He set
freshman school records for carries
in a season (111), most pass recep
tions in a season (28) and most rushing
yards in season (307). He scored three
touchdowns and was instrumental in the
Tigers' upset win on the road over
Washington State.
DOWN: After a slight drop off his
sophomore year, things pretty much hit
bottom his junior year as a severe ham
string pull hindered his effectiveness.
He was moved to defensive back and
was somewhat lost in the shuffle.
Frustrated, he left the team for a short
period of time, however, his love for the
sport forced him to rejoin the team.
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PRIDE AND
TEAMWORK
that's what it
takes to win
a game...

Senior Linebacker Looking To Close Out Grid Career On 'Winning' Note
UOP senior linebacker Kevin Einck has
enjoyed a productive college football
career.
He's seen a lot of consistent playing
time since his freshman year. He's star
ted since his sophomore year which is a
credit to his ability in that some great
linebackers, the likes of Mike Merriweather (now with the Pittsburg Steelers)
and All-PCAA standout and eighth round
draft choice Kirk Harmon (now a graduate
assistant coach), were mainstays in
the program during his first two seasons.
He's been among the leading tacklers
on the team since his sophomore and is
leading the team in tackles this season
with 36 tackles and 23 assists. He's
been named UOP Player of the Week on
many occasions and was a key in the
Tigers' defeat of Oregon in the 1983
opener.
He's enjoyed the thrill of the major
upset as UOP derailed Washington
State, South Carolina and Hawaii since
he's been in the program.
Kevin Einck has done just about
everything one can do on an individual
basis, however, the one thing that has
illuded his career is something he wants
very badly — a winning season.

and run a successful
—
the Pacific Express Way!
Whether you're scoring a touchdown or
taking off to any of our 21 cities in the West,
you've got a winning combination.
At Pacific Express, we're proud to offer low
fares that compete with the cost of driving.
We're also proud of our team of friendly
professionals, and more carry-on luggage
space and jet service to express you to more
cities in California, Oregon and Nevada than
any other jet airline.

For reservations, call your Travel Agent or
Pacific Express.
Fremont
(415) 794-8441
Hayward
(415) 881-4700
Modesto
1-800-JET-TRIP
Oakland
(415) 836-6176
San Francisco
(415) 362-0676
San Jose
(408) 293-2199
San Rafael
(415) 499-0562
Stockton
(209) 474-0256
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"Individual accomplishments are nice,
but they are difficult to enjoy when you
are not winning," said Einck, who hopes
to someday open his own health club
upon graduation. "Despite what has
happened so far (four losses), we can
have a winning season. If I didn't think
so, I wouldn't be playing. We just have to
stop beating ourselves with so many
mistakes. If we can do that, we can win."
Einck came to UOP from one of the
richest high school programs in the
state — Servite High School in Anaheim.
While at Servite, Einck enjoyed the win
ning, along with individual accolades, as
his team went on to the CIF playoffs
while he was All-Angeles League and AllOrange.
With the high school success came
many recruiting letters and visits. At first
many Pac-10 schools showed interest,
but later backed off. He visited some
Division I schools outside of California,
but quickly realized that the Golden
State was the place for him.
"When I was being recruited, I thought
it would be nice to play in the Pac-10, but
after they stopped showing as much in-

Senior linebacker Kevin Einck homes in on opponent in annual Spring game.

good academics situated in California,"
reflected Einck. "When I looked at UOP, I
already knew about the academic
reputation, but I saw on the schedule
many Pac-10 and big name schools. I
figured if I couldn't play for them, maybe
I could have something to do with
beating them."
After three years at UOP, Einck came
into spring camp ready to give it his all in
preparation for his senior year. He was
clearly the Tigers top linebacker out of
spring and caught the attention of Head
Coach Bob Cope.

"We are much better this season than
we were last year," stated Einck, who
may get a chance at pro football upon
conclusion of the 1983 season. "We're
swarming the ball much better and Nick
(Holt), Mike (Greer) and Thomas
(Cowling) and the entire defense has
been super."
"It will be nice to have a winning
season, but, I'll always have great
memories of playing here. The guys I
play with now you can't replace. They're
not only good football players, but great
people. It's been fun playing with them."

"Kevin is an outstanding linebacker
with a lot of talent," remarked Cope prior
to the start of the 1983 season. "He has
good size and could be a strong can
didate for All-PCAA and All-Coast
honors."
Despite the fact the Tigers have yet to
enjoy a winning season, he's been ex
tremely happy with the improvement the
Tigers have shown on defense this
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KEVIN EINCK'S CAREER STATS
UT

PI

AT TOT TFL

QS

FR

0
1

0

0

0

0

30

0
0
1

0

0

1

59

2

1

0

0

Totals 101 139 240

3

2

0

1

1980

7

1981

36

23

1982

22

68 104
47
25

1983

36

23
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NO.
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Stockton
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952-1431

YR.

EXP.

AGE

HOMETOWN
San Francisco

DE

6-0

206

Jr.

JC

20

Petaluma

69

LEE, Richard

LB

6-3

225

Jr.

JC

DT

6-4

230

Jr.

1V

20

Stockton

39

LEONG, Tom

RB

6-0

210

Jr.

JC

20

Alameda

BARHAM, Steve

WR

6-1

200

Fr.

HS

18

El Dorado Hills

31

MacKENZIE, Sheldon

LB

6-1

205

Jr.

2V

20

Santa Barbara
French Camp

2
58

BARNES, Dan

OT

6-4

225

So.

1V

19

Fremont

5

MACKEY, James

RB

5-10

175

Fr.

RS

20

48

BATISTE, Don

DB

5-11

168

Sr.

3V

21

Compton

17

MANUEL, Lionel

WR

5-11

175

Sr.

1V

21Rancho Cucamonga

12

BERNER, Paul

QB

6-3

200

Sr.

1V

22

San Diego

11

McCAHILL, Jim

QB

6-1

186

Fr.

RS

19

Costa Mesa

MEAGHER, Seamus

DT

6-4

215

So.

SQ

19

Piedmont

RB

6-2

210

Fr.

HS

18

Stockton

43

CABOT, Mark

PK

5-9

165

Fr.

HS

18

Los Altos

60

85

CAMP, Tony

TE

6-5

230

Sr.

3V

21

Costa Mesa

34

MICHAELS, Steve

30

OSBORN, Brad

RB

5-8

165

So.

SQ

19 Mercer Island, WA

50

OVIEDO, Robert

DE

6-2

210

So.

1V

19

Los Angeles

73

PACOS, Greg

G/C

6-3

235

Jr.

2V

20

El Toro

PARCELLS, Garry

DB

5-11

180

Sr.

3V

21

Canoga Park
Walnut Creek

87

CARTER, Jeff

TE

6-4

240

Sr.

2V

22

Villa Park

37

COWLING, Thomas

DE

6-2

225

Sr.

3V

21

Sacramento

CUNNINGHAM, Troy

LB

5-9

180

Fr.

HS

18

Santa Fe Springs

33

DANIEL, Gregg

WR

6-0

170

So.

1V

19

Inglewood

21

83

DeSHANO,Ken

NG/DT

6-4

250

Sr.

2V

22

Orange

6

PELLETIER, Rich

QB

6-1

180

Fr.

HS

19

PITZ, Mike

QB

6-1

160

Fr.

HS

18

Colfax

ROBERTS, Mark

DB

6-2

185

Fr.

HS

18

Richmond

DIVINITY, Darrell

DB

6-0

180

So.

1V

20

Los Angeles

4

38

EINCK, Kevin

LB

6-2

230

Sr.

3V

21

Anaheim

14

45

FERRER,Eugene

LB

6-0

205

Fr.

HS

19

Vallejo

74

ROSS, Neil

DT

6-1

225

Sr.

3V

20

Costa Mesa

6-1

230

Fr.

RS

19

Napa

10

SHOLLIN, Bob

DB

6-0

180

Jr.

2V

20

Newport Beach

71

SIBOLE, Wes ,

OT

6-6

260

So.

SQ

20

Lodi
Bakersfield

3

64

FRANCK,Randy

C

27

FREEMAN, Anthony

DB

5-10

180

Sr.

1V

20

Albany

84

FREUDENTHAL, Kevin

TE

6-4

225

Jr.

2V

20

Modesto

62

GIBSON, Lamont

G

6-3

240

Fr.

RS

19

Oakland

20

Pico Rivara

52

SILVIUS,Jon

DE

6-3

215

Jr.

JC

21

15

SMITH, Brent

QB

6-5

210

Fr.

RS

19

Eureka

75

SMITH, Cary

OT

6-6

255

Sr.

3V

21

Walnut Creek

92

GONZALES, Henry

LB

6-3

215

Jr.

JC

42

GREENE, Kevin

DB

6-1

185

Sr.

3V

21

Ventura

76

SMITH, Steve

OT

6-8

275

Sr.

2V

21

Modesto

21

Oakland

81

STENLUND, Gary

WR

5-11

175

Jr.

JC

21

Santa Ana

28

STOCKTON, Andre

DB

5-8

185

Jr.

JC

20

Los Angeles

STOREY, Geoff

PK

6-1

187

So.

HS

20

Rolling Hills Estates
Los Angeles

GREER, Michael

DE

5-10

200

Sr.

1V

32

GRIFFITHS, Derek

WR

6-0

170

Fr.

HS

18

Huntington Beach

56

HANCOCK, Carl

NG

6-1

190

So.

1V

20

Richmond

HEARN, Jim

C

6-2

240

Sr.

3V

22

Simi Valley

36

TAYLOR,Joe

DE

6-2

210

So.

1V

19

55

21

Saratoga

89

THOMAS, Greg

WR

6-6

215

Sr.

1V

23

Richmond

Santa Barbara

47

THOMPSON, Kevin

DE

6-1

195

So.

1V

19

Sacramento
Las Vegas

9

HEINRICH, Kurt

WR

5-9

160

Jr.

2V

8

20

H0LF0RD, Mike

DB

5-10

170

So.

1V

19

68

HOLT, Nick

LB

6-0

210

So.

1V

20

Lafayette

25

WARREN, Kirby

RB

6-0

195

Sr.

2V

21

86

H0R0DECKY,Bob

WR

6-2

1$90 Sr.

1V

20

Sherman Oaks

51

WEIMERS, Stuart

OT

6-7

250

Sr.

SQ

21

Manteca

88

WILLIAMS, Howard

TE

6-2

200

Fr.

HS

18

Stockton

77

WILLIAMS, Marvin

NG

6-3

215

Fr.

HS

18

Stockton

82

WOODS. Ron

WR

5-11

170

Jr.

2V

20

Long Beach

35

WOLSKY, Bill

WR

6-2

210

Sr.

1V

21

Boulder

72

YAGUES. Eduardo

G

6-5

245

So.

1V

20

Imperial Beach

23

HURT, Fred

WR

5-10

165

So.

SQ

20

San Jose

78

JOHNSON,Dan

NG

6-3

220

Jr.

JC

20

Milpitas

19

KINNEY, Scott

PK/P

6-1

190

Sr.

2V

21

Pleasanton

19

Long Beach

LAMPS0N, Marshall

P

6-3

200

So.

1V

24

LANE. Brad

DB

5-11

175

Jr.

2V

20

Long Beach

96

LANIER, Damon

DE

6-1

205

Jr.

JC

19

Los Alamitos

18

YOUNG, Michael

DB

5-11

165

So.

1V

19

El Cerrito

G

6-8

280

Jr.

SQ

21

Jackson

53

ZOLG, Robert

G/C

6-4

235

So.

1V

19

Downey

7

LAYHER, Floyd

HmtttbTable

Pizza Restaurants
19

18

WT.

ALEJ0S, Martin

have a great pizza.

Hammer & West Lane

HT.

BANN0WSKY. Jim

And while you're at it,

1-5 & Ben Holt

POS.

59
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1
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23
24
25
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
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38
39
42
43
45
47
48
50
51
52
53
55
56
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59
60
61
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64
68
69
71
72
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75
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77
78
79
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85
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Kurt Heinrich, WR
Steve Barham, WR
Darrell Divinity, DB
Mike Pitz, QB
James Mackey, RB
Rich Pelletier, QB
Marshall Lampson, P
Geoff Storey, PK
Michael Greer, DE
Bob Shollin, DB
Jim McCahill, QB
Paul Berner, QB
Mark Roberts, DB
Brent Smith, QB
Lionel Manuel, WR
Michael Young, DB
Scott Kinney, PK/P
Mike Holford, DB
Garry Parcells, DB
Fred Hurt, WR
Brad Lane, DB
Kirby Warren, RB
Anthony Freeman, DB
Andre Stockton, DB
Brad Osborn, RB
Sheldon Mackenzie, LB
Derek Griffiths, WR
Gregg Daniel, WR
Steve Michaels, RB
Bill Wolsky, WR
Joe Taylor, DE
Thomas Cowling, DE
Kevin Einck, LB
Tom Leong, RB
Kevin Greene, DB
Mark Cabot, PK
Eugene Ferrer, LB
Kevin Thompson, DE
Don Batiste, DB
Robert Oviedo, DE
Stuart Weimers, OT
Jon Silvius, DE
Robert Zolg, G/C
Jim Hearn, C
Carl Hancock, NG
Dan Barnes, DT
Martin Alejos, DE
Seamus Meagher, DT
Troy Cunningham, LB
Lamont Gibson, G
Randy Franck,C
Nick Holt, LB
Richard Lee, LB
Wes Sibole, OT
Eduardo Yagues, G
Greg Pacos, G/C
Neil Ross, DT
Cary Smith, OT
Steve Smith, OT
Marvin Williams, NG
Dan Johnson, NG
Floyd Layher, G
Gary Stenlund, WR
Ron Woods, WR
Ken DeShano, DT/NG
Kevin Freudenthal, TE
Tony Camp, TE
Bob Horodecky, WR
Jeff Carter, TE
Howard Williams, TE
Greg Thomas, WR
Henry Gonzales, LB
Jim Bannowsky, DT
Damon Lanier, DE

when the Tigers have the ball
17
87
76
79
55
73
75
86

4
35
25

LIONEL MANUEL
JEFF CARTER
STEVE SMITH
FLOYDLAYHER
JIM HEARN
GREG PACOS
CARY SMITH
BOB HORODECKY
MIKE PITZ
BILL WOLSKY
KIRBY WARREN

WR
TE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
WR
QB
HB
RB

89 GREGKRAGEN
99 LANNY NELSON
71 MIKEHAMBY
18 HAL GARNER
53 BRUCE THORPE
86 AARON SMITH
47 JAMES JENKINS
29 PATRICK ALLEN
31 ED BERRY
44 MARVIN JACKSON
17 BILLBEAUFORD

LT
NG
RT
OLB
OLB
ILB
ILB
WCB
SCB
SS
WS

25 JAMES SAMI
70 MITCH KAISI
73 DAVEKURES
68 DANA JOHNSON
73
51
4
20

:3
;3

1 Willie Beecher, K

TIGER DEFENSE

AGGIE OFFENSE

AGGIE DEFENSE

TIGER OFFENSE

1983 AGGIE
NUMERICAL ROSTER

when the Aggies have the ball
TF
RT
RG
r
IG
IT
SF
Fl
TR
FR
OR

37
74
56
78
9
68
38
21
27
18
20

THOMAS COWLING
NEIL ROSS
CARL HANCOCK
DAN JOHNSON
MICHAEL GREER
NICK HOLT
KEVIN EINCK
GARRY PARCELLS
ANTHONY FREEMAN
MICHAEL YOUNG
MIKEHOLFORD

SDE
LT
NG
RT
WDE
LLB
RLB
LCB
SS
WS
RCB

2 Paul Jones, FL
3 Derek McPherson, SE
Solomon Miller, SE
5 Ferrante Grantham, CB
6 Chico Canales, QB
7 Doug Samuels, QB
8 Ray Farris, CB
10 Pondre Davis, CB
12 Gym Kimball, QB
13 Theodis Windham, SS
14 Willie Warren, SS
16 Russell Griffith, FS/P
17 Bill Beauford, S
18 Hal Garner, OLB
20 Fred Fernandes, FL
21 Ken Jones, FL
22 Percy Jackson, TB
23 Sam Johnson, FL
25 James Samuels, TE
29 Patrick Allen, CB
31 Ed Berry, CB
32 Eric Adams, TB
33 Marc White, TB
35 Trae Gates, TB
36 Kelly Angell, ILB
37 DwightStoray, CB
38 Andre Bynum, FB
40 Saia Hola, FB
42 Greg Snyder, FL
44 Marvin Jackson, SS
47 James Jenkins, ILB
48 Scott Killebrew, ILB
51 James Suitt, OT
52 Lem Brock, ILB
53 Bruce Thorpe, OLB
55 Paul Lavine, OLB
57 Mike Robinson, OLB
59 Navy Tuiasosopo, OC
60 Dan Kuresa, ILB
61 Tim Ruiz, OC
63 Mark Mraz, DT
65 Brent Bartz, OG
66 Kent Balls, OT
68 Dana Johnson,C
69 Jon Warden, OG
70 Mitch Kaiser, OT
71 Mike Hamby, DT
73 Dave Kuresa, OT
75 Todd Brafford, OG
76 Greg Sinnott, OT
77 Jim Pauciello, DT
78 Tony Roach, OT
79 J.L. Coon, NG
81 Tracy Duckworth, TE
82 Nate O'Neal, TE
83 Ed Ruggeroli, TE
85 Tony Johnson, DT
86 Aaron Smith, ILB
87 Ken Stratton, OLB
88 Eric McPherson, SE
89 Greg Ktagen, DT
94 Mark Stites, DT
99 Lanny Nelson, NG

Utah State

University Book Store
Your Headquarters For

Personal Computers
Whpt
mL'tiM

6-2
6-3

185
245

Jr.
Sr.

Salt Lake City, UT
Pleasanton

60
73
55
4
3

KURESA, Danny
KURESA, Dave
LAVINE, Paul
MILLER, Solomon
MCPHERSON, Derek

ILB
0T
0LB
SE
SE

5-11
6-2
6-4
6-1
6-3

222
285
215
178
185

Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.

Cucamonga
Cucamonga
San Bernardino
Compton
San Jose

88
63
99
82
77

MCPHERSON, Eric
MRAZ, Mark
NELSON,Lanny
O'NEAL, Nate
PAUCIELLO, Jim

SE
DT
NG
TE
DT

6-3
6-5
6-2
6-8
6-3

190
228
230
194
220

Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr
Fr.

San Jose
Glendora
Ogden, UT
Stockton
Trumbull, CT

78
57
83
61
7

ROACH,Tony
ROBINSON, Mike
RUGGER0LI, Ed
RUIZ, Tim
SAMUELS, Doug

0T
0LB
TE
OC
QB

6-4
6-3
6-4
6-4
6-2

250
225
218
240
208

Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.

San Jose
Ancaster, Ontario
Las Vegas, NV
Carmichael
Atherton

25
76
86
42
94

SAMUELS,,James
SINN0TT, Greg
SMITH, Aaron
SNYDER, Greg
STITES, Mark

TE
0T
ILB
FL
DT

6-3
6-8
6-2
5-9
6-4

220
270
223
157
250

Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

Atherton
Felton
Los Angeles
Salt Lake City, UT
San Jose

87
37
51
53
59

STRATT0N, Ken
ST0RAY, Dwight
SUITT, James
THORPE, Bruce
TUIAS0S0P0, Navy

0LB
CB
0T
0LB
OC

6-3
5-11
6-4
6-4
6-2

188
180
280
205
260

Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.

Orem, UT
Long Beach
Layton, UT
North Ogden, UT
Carson

69
14
33
13

WARDEN, Jon
WAHREN, Willie
WHITE, Marc
WINDHAM, Theodis

0G
SS
TB

6-2
5-11
6-1
6-1

250
190
211
195

Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.

Fruit Heights, UT
Claremont
Oakland
Cleveland, OH

Jr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.

Los Angeles
Logan, UT
Palo Alto
El Monte
Blythe

5-10
6-2
6-0
6-1
6-5

195
190
235
165
225

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.

San Lorenzo
Palm Springs
Granger, UT
Compton
Salt Lake City, UT

CB
FL
0LB
TB
CB

5-9
5-8
6-5
6-0
6-0

167
170
220
177
196

Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.

Palo Alto
Roy, UT
Logan, UT
Danville
Goldsboro, NC

GRIFFITH, Russell
HAMBY, Mike
H0LA, Saia
JACKSON, Marvin
JACKSON, Percy

FS/P
DT
FB
SS
TB

5-11
6-5
6-0
6-0
5-7

174
255
198
195
175

Fr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
So.

Magna, UT
Lehi, UT
Salt Lake City, UT
San Jose
Riverside

47
68
23
85
21

JENKINS, James
JOHNSON, Dana
JOHNSON,Sam
JOHNSON, Tony
JONES, Ken

ILB
C
FL
DT
FL

6-0
6-2
5-11
6-4
5-11

206
245
170
255
170

Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.

Riverside
Mission Viejo
Lynwood
Sandy, UT
Palo Alto

2
70
48

JONES, Paul
KAISER, Mitch
KILLEBREW, Scott

FL
0T
ILB

5-9
6-1
6-1

160
260
215

Jr.
Jr.
Sr.

Los Angeles
Mira Loma
Las Vegas, NV

32
29
36
66
65

ADAMS, Eric
ALLEN, Patrick
ANGELL, Kelly
BALLS, Kent
BARTZ, Brent

TB
CB
ILB
0T
0G

5-11
5-10
6-3
6-4
6-3

185
178
230
265
255

17
1
31
75
52

BEAUFORD, Bill
BEECHER, Willie
BERRY, Ed
BRAFF0RD,Todd
BROCK, Lem

S
K
CB
0G
ILB

6-2
5-10
5-10
6-5
6-0

38
6
79
10
81

BYNUM, Andre
CAN ALES, Chico
COON, J.L.
DAVIS, Pondre
DUCKWORTH, Tracy

FB
QB
NG
CB
TE

8
20
18
35
5

FARRIS, Ray
FERNANDES, Fred
GARNER, Hal
GATES, Trae
GRANTHAM, Ferrante

16
71
40
44
22

YR.

SS

Personal Calculators

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Next Home Game
Next week's home showdown (7:30 p.m. kickoff) with Long Beach
State will have some local significance as former Tokay High School
and Delta College standout Todd Dillon returns home to face the
Tigers.
Going into this week's game with San Diego State, the All-American
candidate has led the 49ers to a victory of Kansas State of the Big-8
and a 3-1 record.
Dillon has a lot of offensive weaponry to go along with his passing
arm namely, All-PCAA running back Lenny Montgomery.
Last year, Dillon launched a TD pass to departed tight end Darren
Long to give the Niners a 32-31 win over the Tigers in Anaheim

Plus...

the finest selection of quality books in all the Valley.
Come in and browse!

k;HI'J-

StThe

last time the Tigers beat the Beach was a 17-10 triumph in 1981.
The last time the two squads met in Pacific Memorial Stadium was
1980with the Niners winning 17-12.
Last year, current Tigers Lionel Manuel (offense) and Scott Kinney
(special teams) were named Players of the Week in the Long Beach
game.

ctj.

University Center

QB
DT

178
160
173
255
200

WT.

HOMETOWN

KIMBALL, Gym
KRAGEN, Greg

San Jose
Seattle, WA
Murray, UT
Hyde Park, UT
Arcadia

HT.

YR.

12
89

Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
So.

POS.

WT.

POS.

NO.

PLAYER

HT.

PLAYER

HOMETOWN

NO.

University Book Store

(209) 946-2329
Wide Receiver Lionel Manuel

22
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Don't Buy
Life Insurance...

THIS WEEK'S OPPONENT
Aggies Head Coach
Chris Pella

until you get the facts
Update '83. The latest innovation from a company known for its
innovations. Northwestern Mutual is offering its policyowners the
opportunity to increase their dividends — some as much as 40% —
without increasing their premiums.
For further details, call your Northwestern Mutual agent, the only one
who can handle Northwestern Mutual products. And get to know the
money-saving facts. Before you buy.
Serving your needs for personal insurance, business insurance,
employee benefits, retirement plans, and disability income.

Chris Pella, 40, is the first Utah State
alum to be named the school's head
coach. A 1965 grad, he is USU's 16th
head coach.
A former Aggie guard, linebacker and
kicker, Pella was named March 16th of
this year when Bruce Snyder departed
after seven seasons to take over the Los
Angeles Rams running game.
Following a two-week, nationwide
search, Pella was the popular choice.

He spent 15 seasons as an assistant
coach at USU, most recently serving as
Snyder's assistant head coach. At one
time or another during those 15 years, he
has been in charge of every position in
the game. He has served under Snyder,
Phil Krueger, Chuck Mills and Tony
Knap.
With just a month between his March
appointment and the eventual start of
spring football, Pella had no time to
waste in gearing USU's
football
machinery. And he made no secret of his
plans.
On defense, he is looking for good,
old-fashioned
toughness
with
a
generous dose of gambling. On offense,
he's planning to throw a lot, using plenty
of play action to keep defenses off
balance. Personally, he wants not to
dampen—too much—the enthusiasm
characteristic of 15 years as an
assistant. But, he says, the head man
does have to have a clear head at critical
moments.
"I would like to see us become more
aggressive offensively and throw the
football more," said Pella. "I like to get
the backs in motion and flood five
receivers downfield. Defensively weMI
tighten up. Big plays were fatal to us in
many games a year ago; we will aim to
eliminate those."
The past two decades, Pella and USU
football have seldom been separated.

He was recruited from his native
Brigham City by then-USU Head Coach
John Ralston in 1961. Following a year in
the program, Pella spent a season at
Dixie College in St. George, Utah, ear
ning all-America JC honors as a fullback,
prior to returning to USU for the 1963 and
1964 seasons under Tony Knap. During
that time, doubling as kicker, he set a
school record for most PATs in a game
(9, vs. New Mexico State).
He spent two years as a graduate
assistant coach under Knap and then
two seasons under Mills as a fulltime
assistant. That was followed by more
than three years in Japan as a coach and
recreation director at the Yokosuka
Naval Base. He returned to rejoin Mills'
staff in August, 1972, and has been on
board ever since.
Thus, Pella has been associated with
the last five head coaches at USU.
"This is the most exciting time of my
life," said Pella when he became USU's
head coach. "It's been a lifetime goal
and I feel I have done a lot of preparation
for it. I feel I've benefitted from a great
coaching education after working for
those great coaches.
"This is no stepping stone for me. I in
tend to remain in Cache Valley, raise my
family here and coach football at USU.
Pella and his wife Rita are parents of
three children: Aggie footballer Brian
(21), Jake (9) and Nicole (6).

MARK A. COOK
1755 W. Hammer Lane, Suite 8
P.O. Box 7125
Stockton, CA 95209
(209)957-1755
PATRICK ALLEN
Defensive Back

ANDRE BYNUM
Running Back

JJJJ FEJJAJ0ES
W,de Receiver

nAVEKURESA
DAVE KURESA
Guard

ERIC MCPHERSON
wide Receiver

LineSer"

Quarterback

Wsres?™

The Quiet Company

A tough act to follow
© The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company. Milwaukee. Wisconsin 1983

GREGKRAGEN
Defensive Tackle

25
24

AARON SMITH
Linebacker

MARC WHITE
Running Back

CODE OF OFFICIALS' SIGNALS

GAME RECORDS
Individual

Stan clock

Ball ready lor play

Time-out
Discretionary or injury time
out (follow by tapping
hands on chest)

l?ii

OPPONENT

STADIUM

39, Bruce Gibson vs. San Jose State, '77
310, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, '72
5, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, '58

35, Ollie Brown (San Diego State), '76
264, Mercury Morris (W. Texas State), '67
4, Herb Lusk (Long Beach State), '75
Richard Hersey (Arizona), '80

36, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, '72
310, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, '72
4, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, '51

56, Paul Bemer vs. Long Beach State, '82
30, Harley Miller vs. Cal State Fullerton, '80,
370. Paul Berner vs. Long Beach State, '82
4. John Read vs. Santa Clara, '70
Harley Miller vs. CS Fullerton, '80
Paul Berner vs. CS Fullerton, '82

61, Dan Pastorini (Santa Clara), '69
38, Ed Luther (San Jose State), '68
463, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), '69
7, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), '69

59, Ed Luther (San Jose State), '78
38, Ed Luther (San Jose State), '78
404, Steve DeBerg (San Jose State), '76
5, Hank Washington (W. Texas State), '66

65, Paul Berner vs. Long Beach State, '82
330, Bob Gatiss vs. Washington State, '59

68, Dan Pastorini (Santa Clara), '69
450, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), '69

62, Ed Luther (San Jose State), '78
401, Hank Washington (W. Texas State), '68

14, Gary Woznick vs. New Mexico State, '65
182, Gary Woznick vs. New Mexico State, '65
4, Tony Camp vs. Fresno State, '82

15, Lloyd Madden (Fresno State), '67
219, Dave Szymakowski (W. Texas State), '66
3, Several, last Stephone Paige (Fresno State), '82

15, Lloyd Madden (Fresno State), '67
219, Dave Szymakowski (W. Texas State), '66
3, Several, last Rick Parma (San Jose State), '78

RUSHING

mt
Touchdown!
Field goal
Point(s) after touchdown

TV time-out

UOP

Safety

Attempts
Net Yards
Touchdowns

PASSING

11

Attempts
Completions
Yards
Touchdowns

Ball dead
Touchback (move
side to side)

Incomplete forward pass
Penalty declined
No play
No score

Loss of down

First down

Legal touching of forward
pass or scrimmage kick

Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Box)

TOTAL OFFENSE
Plays
Yards

PASS RECEIVING

14

Receptions
Yards
Touchdowns

SCORING
Points
Touchdowns
Illegal procedure
False start
Illegal position

Encroachment
Offside

End of period

24, Several, last Richard Hersey (Arizona), '80
4, Several, last Richard Hersey (Arizona), '80

38, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, '58
6, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, '58

KICKING/RETURNS
Punt Rtn. Yds.
164, Mike Noack vs. San Jose State, '65
K0 Rtn. Yds.
147, Bill Cornman vs. Washington State, '69
Eddie Macon vs. Boston, '50
PAT'S Made
9, Bill McFarland vs. Cal Poly, SLO, '49,
Portland, '49
FG's Made
4, Frank Alegre vs. Hawaii, '77
Scott Kinney vs. Utah State, '82

22

148, Kent Oborn (Brigham Young), '66
No Record Available
10, Pete Smolanovich (New Mexico State), '61
4, Steve Steinke (Utah State), '78

30, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, '51
5, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, '51
136, Herman Urenda vs. San Jose State, '65
147, Eddie Macon vs. Boston, '50
7, Wes Mitchell vs. Boston, '50
4, Frank Alegre vs. Hawaii, '77

Team
Failure to wear required
equipment

Unsportsmanlike conduct
Noncontact foul

Substitution infraction

nil

Illegal participation

-

Sideline interference

35

Roughing kicker
or holder

Q

UOP

OPPONENT

STADIUM

83, vs. Hardin-Simmons, '51
527, vs. Cal Poly-SLO, '49

72, Miami (Fla.), '74
503, Miami (Fla.), '74

83, UOP vs. Hardin-Simmons, '51
459, UOP vs. San Jose State, '58

58, vs. South Carolina, '81
34, vs. Fresno State, '82
731, vs. San Jose State (19-26), '56
418, vs. Fresno State, '82

61, Santa Clara, '69, San Jose State, '78
35, San Jose State, '78
734, San Diego State (29-39), '75
523, San Jose State, '76

61. San
35, San
734, San
523, San

96, vs. Hardin-Simmons, '51, Iowa State, 79
679, vs. San Diego State, '58

106, Loyola, '50
611, San Jose State, '76

106, Loyola, '50
611, San Jose State, '76

RUSHING
Attempts
Net Yards

PASSING
Attempts
Completions
Percentage
Yards

TOTAL OFFENSE
Ball illegally kicked,
batted or touched

Invalid fair catch signal
Illegal fair catch signal

Plays
Yards

Forward pass interference
Kick catching interference

SCORING
Points
Points/Half
Touchdowns
First Downs

132, Nevada-Reno, '19
No Record Available
10, New Mexico State, '61
27, Miami (Fla.), '74, Arizona, '80

88, vs. Cal Poly-SLO, '49
54, vs. San Diego State, '58
13, vs. Cal Poly-SLO, '49
31, vs. Denver, '50

Jose State,
Jose State,
Diego State
Jose State,

'78
'78
(29-39), '75
'76

55, UOP vs. Boston, '50
31, UOP vs. Los Angeles State, '73
8, UOP vs. Boston, '50
n

iion ,is*

rirtrnior

'^fi

Ail-Time Leaders
Blocking below waist
Illegal block

Chop block

47

46

Illegal use of hands or arms

Helping runner
Interlocked interference

Grasping face mask or
helmet opening

Tripping

NOTE: Signals number 15. 16, 17. 24. 25 and 26 are for future expansion

26

Holding or obstructing

^

Player disqualification

1. Willard Harrell (1974)
2. Bruce Gibson (1977)
3. Dick Bass (1959)
4. Tom McCormick (1952)
5. Bruce Orvis (1949)
6. Mitchell True (1972)
7. Jack Layland (1967)
8. Eddie Macon (1951)
9. Gary Blackwell (1982)
10. Don Hardey (1950)

3,324
2,856
2,714
2,652
2,461
2,000
1,751
1,708

1. Eddie LeBaron (1949)
2. Sander Markel (1982)
3. Tom Strain (1965)
4. Bruce Parker (1978)
5. Paul Berner (Active)
6. John Read (1970)
7. Grayson Rogers (1981)

8. Bob Lee (1967)
9. Mickey Ackley (1969)
1,622
1.591 10. Roy Ottoson (1953)

SCORING

PASS RECEPTIONS

PASSING YARDAGE

RUSHING

3,841
2,795
2,758
2,706
2,693
2,623
2,578
2,340
2,225
2,148

1. Bob Ricioli (1967)
Tony Camp (Active)
2. Rob Wilson (1980)
Mike House (1979)
5. Ken Buck (1953)
6. John Rohde (1949)
7. Paul Schreiner (1981)
8. Honor Jackson (1970)
9. Rainey Meszaros (1980)
10. Jack Morrison (1969)
David Brown (1982)

27

96
96
86
86
82
81
77
74
68
66
66

1. Willard Harrell (1974)
2. Dick Bass (1959)
3. Eddie Macon (1951)
4. Tom McCormick (1952)
5. John Rohde (1949)
6. Bruce Orvis (1949)
Don Brown (1956)
8. John Rodriguez (1976)
9. Art Liebscher (1950)
10. Bruce Gibson (1977)

220
208
204
188
174
156
156
153
150
144

UOP FOOTBALL HISTORY
UOP Football Hall of Fame
Willard Harrell became the first
Tiger of the modern era (1968 to
present) to be inducted last June.

by the Hall of Fame Committee, a
member must be "a former Pacific
player, coach or booster who has
made outstanding contributions to
the history of Pacific football."
The first year, choices were made
from each of
the following
eras—1919 to 1937, 1938 to 1947,
1948 to 1957 and 1958 to 1967.

On June 22, 1982 at the Stockton
Golf and Country Club, the UOP foot
ball Hall of Fame was established as
22 charter members were inducted.
New members will be selected each
year and the football hall will be the
first of an overall Pacific Athletic Hall
of Fame.
According to criteria established

Current plans call for a special
Hall of Fame area to be built which
will display memorabilia of the in
ductees and capture the tradition of
UOP football.

ORIGINAL 22 CHARTER MEMBERS
Duane Putnam
Erwin Righter
John Rohde
Larry Siemering
Amos Alonzo Stagg

Eddie LeBaron
Bob Lee
Eddie Macon
Art McCaffray
Hugh McWilliams
Johnny Podesto

Tom Flores
Farrell Funston
BobGrogan
Larry Heller
Bob Kientz
Chris Kjeldsen

Dick Bass
Don Campora
John Cechnini
Bob Denton
Cecil Disbrow

1983 INDUCTEES
Willis Boyarsky
Ken Buck
Bob Eberhardt

Tom McCormick
Jack "Moose" Myers
Alex Spanos

Willard Harrell
Wayne Hawkins
Earl Klapstein
Tom Wilson

ATARI ReaiSports" Soccer

ATARI ReaiSports "Tennis
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Pacific Football Season By Season
Year

Coach

Record

1919

Sperry

1-4-0

1920
1921

McCoy
Righter

1-2-1
3-1-0

1922

Righter

6-1-0

Coach

Record

Year

Coach

Record

Year

Coach

Record

1936 * Stagg
1937 Stagg
1938 * Stagg

5-4-1
3-5-2
7-3-0

1953
1954

Myers
Myers

4-4-2
4-4-2

1970
1971

Smith
Smith

5-6-0
3-8-0

1955

Myers

5-4-0

1939 Stagg
1940 'Stagg

6-6-1
4-5-0

1956
1957

Myers
Myers

6-3-1
5-3-2

1972
1973

Caddas
Caddas

8-3-0
7-2-1

1974

Caddas

6-5-0

1941 'Stagg

4-7-0

Caddas

5-6-1

2-6-1
7-2-0

6-4-0
5-4-0
4-6-0
5-4-0

1975

1942 'Stagg
1943 Stagg

Myers
Myers
Myers
Rohde

1976

Caddas

2-9-0

1977

Caddas

6-5-0

1978
1979

Caddas
Toledo

4-8-0
3-7-0

1980
1981

Toledo
Toledo

4-8-0
5-6-0

1982

Toledo

2-9-0

Year

1923

Righter

7-0-0

1924
1925

Righter
Righter

6-3-0
5-2-0

1926
1927

Righter
Righter

5-3-1
2-6-0

1944

Stagg

3-8-0

1958
1959
1960
1961

1928
1929

Righter
Righter

5-2-0
3-4-1

1945
1946

Stagg
Stagg

0-10-1
4-7-0

1962
1963

Rohde
Rohde

5-5-0
2-8-0

1930
1931

Righter
Righter

3-6-0
5-2-2

1947 +Siemering

10-1-0

1-9-0
1-8-0

Righter

4-4-0

7-1-2
11-0-0

Campora
Campora

1932

1948
1949

1964
1965
1966

Scovil

4-7-0

1933
1934
1935

Stagg
Stagg
Stagg

5-5-0
4-5-0
5-4-1

1967
1968

Scovil
Scovil

4-5-0
6-4-0

1969

Scovil

7-3-0

Siemering
Siemering

1950

Siemering

7-3-1

1951
1952

Jorge
Jorge

6-5-0
7-3-1

28

'Far Western Conference champions
+ CCAA champions
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THOMAS HAMILTON
All-America Hero

by Gene L. Ward, Jr.

Tom Hamilton was an All-America on
Navy's 1926 national championship team.

A

Hiring college grads is something the
Army has always done. And lately, we've
been doing a lot more of it.
In fact, last year alone nearly 7,000
college grads chose to begin their future as
Army officers.
Why? Some wanted the opportunity
to develop valuable leadership and manage
ment skills early in their career.
Others were impressed with the amount
of responsibility we give our officers starting
out. And still more liked the idea of serving
their country around the world.
Interested? Then you can start preparing
for the job right now, with Army ROTC.

ROTC is a college program that trains
you to become an Army officer. By helping
you develop your leadership and manage
ment ability.
Enrolling can benefit your immediate
future, too. Through scholarships and other
financial aid.
So the next time you're thinking about
job possibilities, think about the one more
recent college graduates chose last year than
any other.
For more information, contact the Army
ROTC Professor of Military Science on your
campus. Or write: Army ROTC, Dept. FB,
P.O. Box 9000, Clifton, N.J. 07015.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

dmiral Tom Hamilton is an au
thentic American hero. He was
an outstanding athlete, an AllAmerica in football at the U.S. Naval Acad
emy, an award-winning coach, a confer
ence commissioner and administrator. He
served as a naval aviator, air officer, exec
utive officer and, then, commanding offi
cer, of the USS Enterprise during the
height of World War II naval action in the
Pacific.
He owns a chest full ot medals, includ
ing the Bronze Star with Combat-V, two
Legion of Merit Citations, and "The Gold
Medal," which represents the highest
honor the National Football Foundation
and Hall of Fame (he was inducted in 1965)
can bestow.
I didn't see Hamilton perform as an AllAmerica halfback in the 1920s nor did I
cover the 1926 National Championship
Navy team on which he played. But as a
Boswell to the world of sport, I started fol
lowing Hamilton's career in the mid-'30s
when he was head football coach at the
Naval Academy. His teams won 19 and lost
but eight during the seasons ol
1934-35-36, capturing two of the three
games played against Army and Notre
Dame, respectively, during that span.
I also knew the Admiral, then a captain,
as the founder and director of the highly
acclaimed Naval Aviation Physical Fitness
(V-5) Program which trained 100,000
flyers-to-be.
In November of 1943 the Admiral and I
were within a few nautical miles of each
other at the taking of Tarawa in the Gil
bert Islands, Hamilton as the CO of the
USS Enterprise in the supporting Task
Force and this reporter as a marine com
bat correspondent attached to the Second
Mar-Div assault troops.
I was back in the pressbox and Hamilton

Illinois, who grew up far from the sea in
Columbus, Ohio. Tommy, as he was called
by his fellow Middies, proved to be some
thing special. He earned a total of nine
varsity letters in football, basketball and
baseball. He played halfback on Navy's
1926 national championship team and
was named to several All-America teams.
He swam, wrestled, boxed, played golt
and tennis, rode horses and surfboards
right on through his middle years and is
still fitter than men many years his junior.
He took top athletic honors in his grad
uating class, winning the Naval Acad
emy's Athletic Association Sword lor ath
letic ability and leadership and the
Thompson Trophy as the Midshipman
who had done most to promote athletics
at the Academy.
Hamilton got a head start on his coach
ing career when he was assigned to the
Academv as an assistant football coach
for the 1927-28-29 fall campaigns. He had
received his B.S. degree from the Naval
Academy in 1927 and his Naval Aviator's
Wings in 1929. After serving in torpedo
and scouting squadrons aboard the USS
Lexington and Milwaukee, he returned to
Annapolis as head football coach in the
mid-1930s.
"The game I remember best as a player,"
he wrote recently, "was the Army-Navy
game of 1926 in Chicago. It had been given
a mammoth buildup because it was the
dedication of Soldier Field and because it
was a match between two teams con
tending for the national title. We were un
beaten and Army had lost only to Notre
Dame.
"Armv started its second team and we
got away to a 14-0 lead by running from
double wing formation and by using one
wingback in motion as designed by our
continued
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AC-Delco gives yon
the right gear while your car
gets the right parts.
The right hattery. The right filters. The right plugs. For
just ahout anything that moves, AC-Delco has the right part.
And now, when you buy any AC-Delco part at the usual
price, you can get a terrific deal on "The Right Stuff
Collection."
Right out of the pages of World War II. There's never
been a collection like it before.And for a very good reason.
Test pilot Chuck Yeager — who was a decorated World War
II fighter pilot before he broke the sound barrier in
the X-1 rocket plane — helped put it
all together.
The collection features authentic World
War II design, and everything is of

high quality. And as an added touch, each
item bears our exclusive X-1
emblem —embroi
dered on the cloth
ing, stenciled on
the sunglass case.
The X-l emblem
will be a sure sign to
everyone that you know
what's "the right
stuff." And that you
also know AC-Delco
is the way to go for the right parts.
U

(A) Pilot's A-2 Leather Jacket. Identical to original in all
details. Oil-tanned naked calfskin leathers. Lining: 65/35
polycotton blend. Knit trim of nylon acrylic blend for
durability.

(B) Pilot's Coverall. 50/50 cotton
polyester. Updated with front zipper and
VELCRO® closures on all pockets and
waist. Chest pen slot in breast pocket.

(C) Tank Commander's
Jacket. Warm, lightweight.
Shell: 65/35
polycotton military
twill. Lining: melton
wool. Brass zipper.

Knit trim of nylon
acrylic blend for
durability.

(D) Plight Vest.

„

Shell: military
specification nylon flight satin.
Lining: survival orange nylon.
Epaulets. Cigarette/pen
pocket. Knit trim is nylon
acrylic blend for durability.

(E) Aviator Sunglasses.

Bausch 6? Lomb Mirage. Gradient lens.
Nonreflective matte finish
frames. Case included.

Purchase of any AC-Delco product
qualifies you for this offer.
Include proof of purchase with order.
Name
Address.
City.

_ Zip_

_ State.
Price

(A) Pilot'sA-2 Leather
Jacket—Sizes: 36,38,
40,42,44,46,48,50

$135.00

(B) Pilot's Coverall"

$ 44.00

(C) Tank Commander's
Jacket*

$ 52.00

(D) Plight Vest'

$ 39.00

(E) Aviator Sunglasses

$ 20.00

Qty

Size

Total

•SIZES: S-M-L-XL
All sizes are men's sizes
Subtotal
4% Michigan Sales Tax
(Michigan residents only)
(Price includes shipping UPS)
Grand Total
( ) Charge it. Please charge to my credit card acct.
No:•••••••••••••••
( ) BankAmericard/VTSA®
( ) MasterCard™
( ) American Express®
Exp. Date
Signature

Offer good through 3/31/84 or while supplies
last. Void where prohibited by law. Offer valid
in U.SA. only. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
Check or money order only—no cash. Make
payable to — and send to — THE RIGHT
STUFF, MICHIGAN MAILERS, 222 South Elm,
I Owosso, MI 48867.
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AC-Delco. The smart parts.

Delco
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

THOMAS HAMILTON
continued

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Gene L. Ward, Jr. was a.sport=

co-author o^F^all'mand^urmr.

WaTd covered ^wral1oM?ed Blaik^Daftmoulhleams and M45-59 wrote about thePcoach's Army teams for the New York News. Now a
freelance writer and commentator, Ward is still covering Army football.

great coach, Bill Ingram. But the Biff
Jones-coached Army team retaliated to
take a 21-14 lead on the stunning perfor
mances of their star backs, Chris Cagle
and Lighthorse Harry Wilson, and they
held that edge into the closing minutes.
"Our team captain, Frank Wickhorst,
called time-out with something like six
minutes to plav and the goal-line 65 yards
awav. We gathered around him and he
convinced us that we were going to score
. . . and we did."
It was Navy's fastest back, Alan Shapley,
who got the TD on a double reverse
around end and it was Tom Hamilton
whose dropkick conversion (his third of
the game) tied the score at 21-21. Hamilton
played the full 60 minutes as linebacker
and wingback while doing the kicking
and most of the passing.
His biggest thrill as a player was the 10-0
victory over Michigan in Navy's cham
pionship season of '26.
"The previous year in Ann Arbor, Mich
igan had taught us about the forward pass
with their superb players, the two Ben
nies, Friedman and Oosterbaan. It was a
most satisfying game for all of us, with
our tackles, Wickhorst and Tom Eddy,
putting the rush on Friedman for several
sacks."
Hamilton was involved in all the scoring
that day. He dropkicked a field goal and
threw a pass for the only touchdown off a
fake dropkick.
His biggest thrill as a coach was the
Army-Navy Game of 1934."It was my first
vear as head coach and we beat Army for
the first time in13 years. This was a great
squad and in Buzz Borries we had one of
the all-time great college backs. We also
had Slade Cutter, an outstanding tackle
who kicked the field goal for a 3-0 victory
in the mud."
But his most memorable game as a Navy
head coach was the one with Army in '46.
"Coach Red Blaik of Army had won 25
straight with Blanchard, Davis, Tucker,
Poole & Co. At Navy we still were on a
three-year class system and had allowed
many of our top players to resign, while
Army held onto theirs. And we'd had a
snake-bit season, winning our first game,
then dropping the next seven.
"But those people on that team were
fighters. They were led by a great cap
tain, Lee Bramlett, and our All-America
center, Dick Scott. Army scored twice in
the first half and that crowd of 102,000 in
Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium, inclutl-
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Hamilton went on to have an honor-laden
naval career.

ing President Truman, thought we'd had it.
"Armv went ahead 21-6 but Reaves Bavsinger's aerials set up our second touch
down and Bill Earl threw to Bramlett for
our third TD to make it 21-18, our inex
perienced placekicker missing his thirdstraight extra point.
"At this point I sent in Lvnn Chewning,
our fastest hack but lacking in experience
and, with less than two minutes left to
plav, he broke off a 50-yard run to the
Army two-yard line.
"Now we really tasted victory. But, as
we lined up for our first down plav, the
crowd burst onto the field as security,
loosened by the early departure of the
President, broke down completely. And
so it was that game ended amid confusion
and controversy and we were only able to
get off three plays before time ran out."
Hamilton recalled that Army stopped
two plays coldand that he took a five-yard
penalty for an illegal substitution in order
to stop the clock.
"So, it was third down with 30 seconds
remaining at the Army seven. Bill Hawk
ins faked an off-tackle run and pitched
out to Pistol Pete Williams who headed
around end only to disappear from my vi
sion in the surging crowd.
"To this day I don't think anybody
knows whether or not he went out of
bounds. The officials just let the clock run
out and the game film was inconclusive.

So, we missed out on what certainly
would have been the biggest upset of the
Service Series. But that still is my most
memorable game as a coach and that was
my guttiest team."
There was another victory which gave
Hamilton great satisfaction, not a victory
as a Navy coach but a victory over Navy
when he was coaching the University of
Pittsburgh.
This is how it happened:
"It was in '54 whenI was athletic direc
tor at Pitt. Red Dawson was our coach and
had been hospitalized on the Tuesday be
fore the Navy game with a heart attack.
So,I was forced to take over for Red. We'd
already been badly beaten by USC, Min
nesota and Notre Dame but the Pitt play
ers came up with a tremendous effort to
win a thriller, 21-19, over a very solid
Navy club which was coached by Eddie
Erdelatz and had George Welsh at QB.
The team was headed for the Sugar Bowl
where it knocked off Ol' Miss."
Hamilton is convinced there are ways to
improve today's college football. "Today's
two-way specialists probably would be
better players than the 60-minute men of
my day if they had a chance to prove it.
They're bigger, stronger and faster. Per
sonally, I would like to see the rules
changed to bring back the requirement
for a player to play hoth offense and de
fense. I think it would make for a better
game."
Hamilton feels that today's separate of
fense and defense platoons make for less
demanding training programs; also, it is
his observation that coaches don't teach
tackling as it used to be taught.
After 10 years of coaching at Pitt and
serving as athletic director, and also as
the director of physical education, he
moved West to become executive director
of the Pacific-8 Conference. He directed
its athletic activities until his retirement
in '71. Today Hamilton and his wife,
Emmie—they have two sons—live in La
Jolla, California.
Among his many honors—in addition to
his WWII medals—are the National Foot
ball Foundation Gold Medal and his instal
lation into the Hall of Fame, the NCAA
Teddy Roosevelt Award, and the Amos Alonzo Stagg Award from the American
Football Coaches in 1978.
Above all else, Tom Hamilton was a
great leader, and throughout his career
he has served his country and his fellow
man in a multitude of capacities.
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HOW TO MAKE LEASING TROUBLE-FREE

ONE STOP LEASING
FALS is All You Need.
One stop at your Ford Author
ized Leasing System Dealer can
solve all your transportation has
sles quickly and easily You can
custom-tailor your own car or
truck leasing package. Just
choose the leasing features and
benefits that best fit your needs
from your FALS Dealer's compre
hensive program. Your vehicle,
license, taxes, insurance and
maintenance can be handled at
one convenient location and cov
ered in one monthly payment.

Professional Maintenance
for Peace of Mind.
In addition to the excellent
Ford new car limited warranty,
you can choose the extra parts
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and service protection of Ford's
Extended Service Plan. Another
way to keep your car or truck
running smoothly is the FALS
Maintenance Leasing coupon
book. The handy coupons are
programmed to correspond to
your vehicle's maintenance
schedule with service fees aver
aged into your regular monthly
lease payment, for minimum has
sle. Whatever plan you choose,
your FALS Dealer's Ford-trained
service professionals use the
latest diagnostic equipment and
tools to keep you rolling.

proper insurance protection in
your lease payment? Your FALS
Dealer can arrange both when
you lease using the Preferred
Insurance Program and the Ford
Auto Club. Just another example
of one-stop leasing. Your FALS
Dealer puts it all together to save
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Pages for your nearest Ford
Authorized Leasing System
Dealer.
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TOP
RETURN MEN
FOR 1983

THE SALES PROS XI FOOT LOCKER.
EXPERTS EVEN THE EXPERTS
LOOK UP TO.
M When I play basketball I
know the right shoes to
put on my feet. But now
I'm into other sports,
too. So I came to Foot
Locker because only
Foot Locker has all
the top name sport
shoes for most every
sport in all styles
and sizes.
^What f found out is
that the Foot Locker
salesmen—the
guys in the striped
shirts—know sports
and sports shoes
like I know
basketball and
basketball shoes.
And that's saying
something. Real pros,
those guys! 99

Nebraska's Irving
ir.
punt returner last year.

Fryar was the nation's fourth leading

Napoleon McCallum, Navy's versatile running back, had a 72yard punt return against Virginia In 1982.

by Ron Bergman,
Oakland Tribune
"He's a guy who'll hit the play expecting
the hole to be there," says West. "If it's
there, he's the hero. If it's not, he gets
killed. It's a courageous guy who will run
it up in there just as if the hole is going to
be there every time.
"A kickoff man doesnt have to be a
good, elusive runner in terms of juking
defenders. He just hits the hole straight
ahead and blazes. A punt return man has
to be niftier. He has to have the wiggle a
kickoff man might not have."
West returned kicks for the University
of Texas-El Paso in the late 1960s and re
members being courageous, if not too
speedy. He recalls with painful resigna
tion repeatedly getting caught from be
hind after going 80 yards.

W

America's most complete athletic footwear store"

Major credit cards accepted.

hat makes a good kick return?
Or a good kick returner? An
unknown authority named
Charlie West knows. He was the assistant
coach in charge of special teams on the
squad that turned in what might have
been the most famous kickoff return in
college football history.
"The idea of kickoff returns," says West,
now coaching defensive backs for a pro
fessional team, "is that whether they re
designed to go left, right, or to the middle,
they must all look alike at first to the kick
ing team.
"We try to kick out (block to the outside)
and create vertical holes. If the kicker
gets it to the goal line, the point of contact
is somewhere between the 20 or 30yard lines."
And a good kickoff return man?

Auburn's Lionel Jamesled the nation's punt
returners last season, averaging 15.8 yards.

continued
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Michelob
Light
for
the
Winners.
A rich, smooth taste you can compare to any beer you like.

His technique qualified him to be stand
ing there on the sideline last November 20
as the special team he had coached so well
broke one for a touchdown.
West coached at the University of
California. And the return was the fa
mous desperate five-lateral scramble that
boosted the Bears over Stanford, 25-20.
That this was the first kickoff return
for a TD by a Cal team in 19 years indi
cates the growing emphasis on special
teams.
Back in 1970, for instance, 83 percent of
all kickoffs were returned. Last year, only
56.1 percent were run back. That means
five out of every 11 kickoffs weren't
returned.
"The kickers are so much better," West
says. "Some teams don't have good cov
erage, but the kickers are so good, they
can kick it out of the end zone or put it
anywhere they want."
Punt returns also have decreased over
the years, although not as dramatically as
kickoff returns. Punters also are better.
In 1970, 45.6 percent of all punts were

As a freshman last year, Cleve Pounds of Georgia Tech led the Atlantic Coast Conference
in kickoff returns.
run back; last year 40.9 percent. Punts
traveled almost a yard farther, on the av
erage, last year than in 1981. Punt returns
also went up, but only by one-tenth of a
yard. Punts averaged 39.8yards and were
returned an average of 8.0 yards.
This year should be better for punt re
turners, thanks to a new rule. All players

Besides ranking seventh in kickoff returns
last year, Florida State's Greg Allen led the
nation in scoring with 126 points.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. • ST. LOUIS, MO

A wide receiver for Kansas, Darren Green
led the Big Eight in both punt and kickoff
returns last season.

on the kicking team now must remain two
yards away from the returner while the
ball is on its downward flight. Rulesmakers were worried about injuries on
those crushing hits that used to arrive
simultaneously with the ball.
This is the biggest change in the rules
since 1967 when only four players on the
punting team were allowed to run downfield before the ball was kicked. The ob
ject was to promote runbacks and cut
down on fair catches. That rule was
dropped after one year.
Back in 1950, by the way, no fair catches
were allowed. That wrinkle was dropped
after one year, too, for obvious reasons.
The new leeway rule for 1983 should
help Lionel James, the leading punt re
turner from last year, who's back for an
other season at Auburn. James averaged
15.7 yards for his 25 returns, but didnt
have any touchdowns.
Irving Fryar, a Nebraska senior, was the
fourth leading punt returner in the nation
last year in addition to being the leading
pass receiver on the Cornhusker squad.
Fryar had a 70-yard TD romp against
Hawaii and also runs back kickoffs.
Temple is justly proud of Anthony
Young, a junior from Pemberton, N.J.,
near Philadelphia. Considering how
many good punt returners didn't score at
all last year, Young's two TDs are remarkcontinued
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able. He broke one for 58 yards against
Louisville and another for 65 yards
against Colgate. Another TD against Bos
ton College was called back because of a
penalty. Young ranked 14th on the NCAA
list for last season's accomplishments.
Eugene "Choo-Choo" Young is an Ore
gon senior who still is waiting for the first
touchdown punt return of his career.
Only 5-6 and 160, Choo-Choo is one of the
most popular figures on campus and an
Academic All-America. He disdains the
fair catch, which makes him a real crowd
pleaser.
Then there's Gerald McNeil, who makes
Choo-Choo Young look like a down line
man. McNeil, who has ballooned four
pounds to 142 on his 5-7 frame by using
the weight room, was a consensus AllSouthwest Conference wide receiver at
Baylor. He led the SWC in punt returns
with a 12.7 average, sixth best in the
country.
Navy's Napoleon McCallum is a big (6-2,
208), versatile running back. He rushed
211 yards from scrimmage against Duke.
Although he didn't return any punts for
TDs, he did have a 72-yarder against Vir
ginia in last season's opener and ran back
four kickoffs for 80 yards against Boston
College. In that game, he also caught eight
passes for 72yards.
Darren Green of Kansas is a wide re
ceiver and also led the Big Eight in both
punt and kickoff returns. He ran back a

Against Rice last year Southwestern Louisi
ana's Clarence Verdin ran a kickoff back 95
for a TD.

A split end from DeLand, Florida, Akins is
a junior this season.
Sophomore Allen Pinkett has the Irish
up at Notre Dame. This 5-9,175-pounder
ranked ninth last season in kickoff re
turns and went all the way for 93 yards
against top-ranked Penn State.
As a freshman at Georgia Tech, Cleve
Pounds led the Atlantic Coast Conference
in kickoff returns, although it took a
while for him to earn the job. He had only
one return in the first half of the season,
but finished averaging a respectable 23.4
yards a return, 18th best in the NCAA.

Just a junior, Billy Allen, a 6-0, 200pounder, specializes in long kickoff re
turns for Florida State as West Virginia
found out when he scored on a 95-yard
runback in the Gator Bowl. He also can
play either tailback or defensive back. Al
len was an Air Force veteran who walked
on to the Seminole squad.
FSU's Greg Allen (no relation to Billy) is
another top return man. He was seventh
in the nation last year with a 25.7 average,
and the leading scorer with 126 points.
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Harry Roberts of Oklahoma State averaged
24.9 yards to rank fourth among the na
tion's 1982 kickoff returners.
punt return for 77 yards and a TD against
Tulsa.
Another return man who found six
points at the end of a punt return last sea
son is Jack Westbrook of Georgia Tech.
This senior is the Yellow jackets' starting
strong safety and stunned Tennessee last.
season with his 72-yard TD jaunt.
In the Sugar Bowl against Georgia, Penn
State's Kevin Baugh returned five punts
for 106 yards. Earlier in the season, he
returned seven for 108 yards against
Rutgers.
Steve Griffin, a hot freshman last year
at Purdue, ran back a punt 71 yards for a
touchdown against Iowa and had a singlegame high of 87 yards in kickoff return
yardage against Ohio State.
Another slight return man at 5-8, 150,
Leonard Harris still strikes fear into the
hearts of Texas Tech opponents. A trans
fer from Austin College, Harris ranked
second in Southwest Conference punt re
turns with an 11.1 average and also aver
aged 29.4 yards on kickoff returns. His
82-yard kickoff return against Arkansas
was the longest ever against a team
coached by Lou Holtz.
Back for another year at Arizona is
Vance Johnson, the nation's No. 2 man last
year in kickoff returns with a 27.2 aver
age. He took one back 93 yards against
Oregon State. Johnson is expected to han
dle punt returns this season as well as the
starting duties at tailback. He runs the
in 4.3 seconds and is the NCAA's
long jump champ.
Elton Akins is the only kickoff
to score more than once last year. He ran
one back for Army 93 yards against La
fayette and another for 100 yards, a
Miche Stadium record, against Columbia.

Arizona's Vance Johnson ranked number
two among the nation's kickoff returners in
'82.

In the 1983 Sugar Bowl against Georgia,
Penn State's Kevin Baugh returned five
punts for 106 yards.

The Ragin' Cajuns at Southwestern
Louisiana have a good one in Clarence
Verdin. Against Rice in the 1982 opener,
Verdin ran back a kickoff for a 95-yard
touchdown. He finished as the sixthranked return man in the major college
ranks with a 26.3 average.
Ken Williams, a highly touted freshman
at Stanford last season, nearly broke a
kickoff return against Southern Califor
nia last season, but was brought down af
ter 69 yards. This lean (6-2, 186) allaround athlete plays professional
baseball in the summer for the Chicago
White Sox organization.
Rounding out the list of return men to
watch is Harry Roberts, the fourth lead
ing kickoff returner last year. Roberts, a
good-sized 6-2, 206-pounder, averaged
24.9 yards a return as a freshman for
Oklahoma State. He has been moved from
running back to the defensive secondary
this season.
£
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quality and
dependability;
shouldn't you have
a Quasar?

It doesn't take a fancy contraption to have two great
stereos in one. Just get the Quasar® Double Play.™ You
can go public with a multi-feature AM/FM cassette
recorder for the big sound you share with friends.
Or go private. Snap out the center deck and
you have a personal headset stereo that
gives you AM/FM radio, plays cassette
tapes and records on a built-in
microphone. It's just one of many
great Quasar radio cassette
recorders, tape recorders, home
audio systems and microcassette
recorders. Come hear the audio
excitement at your Quasar Dealer!

duasar
ONE GREAT IDEA AFTER ANOTHER...

Quasar. Franklin Park, Illinois 60131—Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America
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STUNTING,
BLITZING, T
RED DOGS

Some Defensive Terms Explained

by Wayne Lockwood,
San Diego Union

hey are the cavalry tactics of defensive football, those rare
times when folks trying to keep the ball out of their own
end zone are permitted to attack rather than react.
Fans love such moments. So do players, at least those who
perform on defense. Coaches ... well, coaches view them as they
would an opportunity to cross Niagra Falls on a tightrope. It's
exciting, but maybe not something you'd want to do on an every
day basis.
They carry exotic names, these maneuvers, names like "stunt
ing" and "blitzing" and "Red Dogs." Clearly, they are not exercises
for the faint of heart.
They are gambles—calculated risks, if you will—taken by the
defense in hopes of forcing the offense to do something disas
trous. Fumbles and intercepted passes are preferred, but any
tackle behind the line of scrimmage will be accepted.
The idea is to make something happen rather than to prevent
something from happening. Make the offense play defensively, in
other words.
continued
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STUNTING, BLITZING, RED DOGS
continued

It sounds simple, but so does making ni
troglycerine. One false move and either
enterprise can blow up in your face.
"See those W's?" said one successful
coach, pointing to his won-lost record.
"Being willing to take some defensive
risks accounted for a lot of those.
"See these gray hairs?" he added, point
ing towards his distinguished profile.
"Taking risks accounted for a lot of those,
too."
Although the tactics under discussion
may vary in their execution and design,
all have a common goal. It is to confuse the
opposition, to attack them where they
least expect it in sufficient numbers to
overwhelm those who are there. Jeb Stu
art would understand. Or Crazy Horse.
The keys to success in such undertak
ings are stealth, surprise and speed. The
defense must accomplish what it is about
before the offense can react and take ad
vantage of it. It must do what the offense
is attempting to do, only sooner. No won
der people call this sport "contact chess."
"It may look like a lot of big guys knock
ing each other down," says one coach.
"But if you can really appreciate what's
happening, it's fascinating. Did the of
fense guess right, or the defense? Did one
side guess right and lose anyway because
somebody made a mistake, or a great
play? There are always enough surprises
to keep it interesting."
To understand what is going on, a foot
ball fan must first understand what each
of these maneuvers is, and what each one

is intended to accomplish.
A "stunt" is just that—a trick or diver
sion to make it appear that one thing is
happening when, in truth, the defense
has something else in mind.
A stunt will involve defensive linemen
and, frequently, linebackers as well.
Rather than take their usual straightahead path, or stand their usual ground,
linemen will charge at an angle, loop be
hind another defensive lineman looking
for an area not defended by a blocker, or
drop off the line of scrimmage entirely to
man another defensive zone.
In combination with this, a linebacker
may bolt forward to assume the line's re
sponsibilities or take advantage of a gap
caused by confusion among the blockers.
"A lot of times, you still have the same
number of people doing the same things
defensively," explains a coach. "It's just
that they're different people than the of
fense expects to have doing them, and
they're attacking from different angles.
"The idea is to create a split-second of
confusion or hesitation. You can't hope
for much more than that against a good
football team."
"Red Dog" has become a commonly ac
cepted term for rushing linebackers as
well as defensive linemen, although most
teams have their own, usually colorful,
terminology for such tactics.
In conventional defensive situations, a
linebacker will move laterally to the point
of attack if he senses a running play, or
carry out certain specific coverage as

signments if it appears to be a pass. But in
a Red Dog, he attempts to beat a surprised
blocker into the offensive backfield so
that he can disrupt a running play before
it gets underway or tackle a passer before
he can throw the football.
"It's a roll-the-dice thing," says a coach.
"If you can get in there right away, you
have a chance of making a big play. If you
don't, you've left yourself vulnerable in
some area and it's likely to result in a big
play against you. If you're going to try it,
you'd better have some pretty good ath
letes playing linebacker."
A Red Dog can involve one linebacker,
or several. When defensive backs are ad
ded to the package, you have a blitz.
The defensive back most likely to blitz is
the safety, although there are occasions
when a team will choose to employ a cornerback for this purpose.
A safety, charging up the middle of the
field, has an excellent chance of finding
an unblocked lane into the offensive
backfield. But he also has farther to run
and leaves more open territory behind
him.
"If you blitz the safety, he'd better make
the tackle or you stand a very good
chance of looking at six points," observes
one coach. "It's the kind of thing most
teams would want to do only once or
twice a game, unless there are unusual
circumstances."
Since any of these plays involves an ele
ment of risk, why would a coach choose to
continued
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The main idea behind these defensive maneuvers is for the defense to go on the offensive and make something happen.
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STUNTING, BLITZING, RED DOGS
continued

use them at all?
"You wouldn't, if you knew you had the
better team," one says frankly.
"If you could just sit there in a con
ventional defense and beat the other team
with superior personnel, that's what
you'd do. Why take a chance?
"The trouble is, you're not always in
that situation. Most teams these days are
reasonably equal. And you're going to

aMB£D

surprise, blitzing on first down or in
short-yardage situations in hopes of stop
ping the other team in its own backfield.
Some coaches feel the best time to at
tack defensively is when the offense is
deep in its own territory and likely to be
playing more tentatively. Others prefer to
attack in the shadow of their own goal.
"They're already in scoring range," ex
plains one of these. "It's time to try some-

"If you blitz and you don't get to the
quarterback, what happens?" asks a
coach rhetorically. "You have a lot of re
ceivers out there with single coverage.
You'd better have some people who can
cover them."
No matter why or when they choose to
blitz, all coaches seem agreed on one
thing: It had better come as a surprise.
"If you don't disguise what you 're doing,
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play a certain number of teams—
hopefully not too many—that have better
personnel than you do. You can't just sit
there and let them beat you, especially if
they're a good passing team. You have to
shake up the odds a little bit."
There are almost as many ideas about
how and when to do this as there are
coaches. Some prefer to gamble only
when they feel they have the opposition
at a disadvantage—third down and long
yardage, for example.
"The chances are they're going to throw
the ball," explains one coach. "That's go
ing to take them longer, and there are
more moving parts. If you blitz, you have
a better chance of getting to them before
they can attack you in the area you have
weakened."
Other coaches prefer the element of

thing else. You've got to gamble more."
Likewise, opinion is divided as to
whether it is more advisable to blitz when
your defensive secondary is weak at pass
coverage, or when it is strong.
Those following the first school of
thought feel that the blitz is a necessary
tactic to relieve some pressure on the de
fensive backs.
"If the defensive backs aren't real
strong, then they're going to have trouble
covering anyway," reasons one coach. "If
you blitz, you give the passer less time
and have a better chance of forcing a mis
take."
Advocates of the second point of view
note that a blitz is likely to leave you in
man-to-man coverage over some parts of
the field, a circumstance favoring a team
with good defensive backs.

sooner or later you're going to get killed,"
says one coach. "A good quarterback can
pick you apart if he can tell what you're
up to.
"It's important to keep him guessing un
til the last second. You have to blitz when
he doesn't expect it, not blitz when he
does, and come with different people
than he is prepared for."
Whatever happens, good or bad, there
is liable to be a big play when the blitz is
involved.
"You have to understand that when you
try it,"says a coach. "If you play with fire,
sometimes you are going to get burned.
The idea is to burn the other team more
than they burn you. Otherwise, there's
not much reason to do it."
Except, of course, that it is a lot of fun. ®
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his year the College Sports Infor
mation Directors of America
(CoSIDA) have chosen a 25-man
squad from the University Division and a
24-man squad from the College Division
as the 1982 Academic All-America foot
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It pays to get physical.

Mark Carlson
Iowa State University
I feel it's the greatest award any football
player can receive, because it shows you put
as much time into your studies as you do on
the field. (It meant) later hours, fewer par
ties, and weekends when I sacrificed some
social life. I came to Iowa State with the idea
of getting the best education I could, and 1
wasn't going to cheat myself out of it.

FIRST TEAM OFFENSE
Pos. Player and School
Todd Blackledge, Penn State
QB
Mark Hundley, Kansas State
RB
Derrick Harmon, Cornell
RB
Cormac Carney, UCLA
WR
Kevin Guthrie, Princeton
WR
John Frank, Ohio State
TE
David Rimington, Nebraska
C
Stefan Humphries, Michigan
OG
Rob Fada, Pittsburgh
OG
Joseph Smith, Ohio State
OT
Harvey Salem, California
OT
Chuck Nelson, Washington
KS
FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
DL
Dan Gregus, Illinois
DL
J.C. Pelusi, Pittsburgh
DL
John Bergren, Stanford
DL
Mike Terry, Tennessee
LB
Scott Radicec, Penn State
LB
Kyle Borland, Wisconsin
LB
Robert Thompson, Michigan
LB
Mark Carlson, Iowa State
DB
Terry Noage, Georgia
DB
Darren Gale, Kansas State
DB
Dave Folsom, Brown
DB
Harry Hamilton, Penn State
P
David Heppe, Nevada-Reno

ball players.
To be eligible for the teams a player
must be a regular performer for his
school's team and must have at least a 3.2
grade point average (on a 4.0 scale) for the
previous year.

Jeff Kubiak
U.S. Air Force Academy
This is the most prestigious honor I've ever
received. I think it 's a great honor to be rec
ognized for being more than just a punter.
You have to have a strong desire to keep your
grades up here—it really all boils down to a
lot of time and a lot of work. I look forward
to the challenge of (receiving this honor) next
season.

GPA
3.9
3.8
3.4
3.67
3.5
3.75
3.21
3.94
3.26
3.95
3.3
3.47

4.87*
3.38
3.64
4.0
3.41
3.71
3.21
3.22
3.85
4.0
3.85
3.57
3.79

At the University level, the offensive
team combined for an average CPA of
3.60 while the 13-man defensive team had
a 3.65 CPA. In the College Division, 20 of
the players had CPAs of 3.7 or above and
the team's average CPA was 3.81.

Todd RIackledge
Perin State
Winning (this honor) last year was as im
portant to me as any award I received in my
Penn State career. I've always felt that aca
demic work and activities off the football
field were as important to a football player
as anything he's involved with in college.

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE
Alan Risher, Louisiana State
Mike Dotterer, Stanford
RB
Tom Holt, Drake
RB
Michael Redding, Holy Cross
WR
Tim Stracka, Wisconsin
WR
Phil Denfeld, Wake Forest
TE
Rick Chitwood, Ball State
C
Blake Wingle, UCLA
OG
Pat Rowe, Yale
OG
Randy Theiss, Nebraska
OT
Ellis Gardner, Georgia Tech
OT
Bruce Kallmever, Kansas
KS

3.25
3.20
3.75
3.65
3.46
3.37
3.90
3.45
3.2
3.48
3.40
3.5

SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
DL
Ed Reynolds, Virginia
DL
Ivan Lesnik, Arizona
DL
Joe Margolis, Harvard
DL
David Bullek, Holv Cross
DL
Bill Weber, Nebraska
LB
Joe Donohue, Long Beach State
LB
Mark Stewart, Washington
LB
Michael Johnson, Virginia Tech
DB
Mark Robinson, Penn State
DB
Kris van Norman, Nebraska
DB
Matt Vanden Boom, Wisconsin
DB
James Britt, Louisiana State
p
Jeff Kubiak, Air Force
"on a 5.0 scale

4.0
3.42
3.5
3.73
3.71
4.0
3.26
3.45
3.36
3.7
3.4
3.6
3.61

QB
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Mike Wynn
Southwest Texas State
I viewed the Academic All-America honor as
an effort outside of football ... it gave me
something else to strive for off the field,
apart from the team concept, which is allimportant on the field.
^
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Dave Butler
Shippensburg State College
The Academic All-America award is more
gratifying to me than any other award I have
ever received. I was an All-Pennsylvania
Conference player, hut that award did not
recognize work in the classroom. This
award is more meaningful to me because it
tells people that I did not go to college just to
be a football player. It tells them I wanted to
eyce! in the classroom.

Jim Donnelly
Case Western Reserve University
(This honor) means more to me than being
selected to the regular All-America team ...
(It) means that not only have I played foot
ball well, but also achieved academically at a
fine university like Case Reserve—it fulfills
a double challenge.

Kenny Moore
Indiana University, Pennsylvania
As a football player and student, it's an
honor to be recognized at the national level
... This was probably one of the most grat
ifying awards I have received ... Working
hard—that's the key, (and) I can use my
studying habits on the football field.

^
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combination,

Pos.

Player and School

GPA

QB
RB
RB
WR
WR
TE
C
OG
OG
OT
OT
KS

Dave Broecker, Wabash
James Donnelly, Case Western Reserve
Jim Bright, Northern Colorado
John Ward, Cornell
Tom Schott, Canisius
Curt Rodin, Pacific Lutheran
Kurt Brinks, Hope
Lee Schaefer, Macalester
John Dickinson, Hampden-Svdnev
Tom Jones, Wittenberg
Scott Shier, LaVerne
Daniel Deneher, Montclair

3.9
4.0
3.32
3.9
3.74
3.64
3.9
3.95
3.83
3.88
3.61
3.74

FIRST TEAM DEFENSE
DL
DL

DL
DL
LB
LB
LB
DB
DB
DB
DB
P

Chris Matheus, Lawrence
Jerus Campbell, South Dakota
Jeff Kurtzman, Heidelberg
Dave Butler, Shippensburg
Bruce Drogosch, Albion
Clark Toner, Nebraska-Omaha
Bob Cordaro, Rochester
Kenny Moore, Indiana
Neal Davidson, Bates
Kirk Hutton, Nebraska-Omaha
Buster Crook, Puget Sound
Ron Johnson, Fort Hays

QB
RB
RB
WR
WR
TE
C
C
OG
OG
OT
OT
KS

Kyle Blickenstaff, Harding
J.C. Anderson, Illinois Wesleyan
Andv Howard, Butler
Jerry Turner, Delta State
George Troutman, Capital
Scott Lilja, Macalester
Dave Schanbacher, Shippensburg
Grant Feasel, Abilene Christian
Mike Wynn, Southwest Texas
Steve Milo, Bridgewater
Dan Leveille, Northern Michigan
Brian Threlkeid, Puget Sound
H. Hiter Harris, III, Hampden-Sydney

3.95
4.0
3.45
4.0
3.90
3.92
3.3
3.82
3.71
3.84
3.66
3.6
3.84

;
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SECOND TEAM DEFENSE
3.88
3.89
3.88
3.6
3.7
3.91
3.73
3.77
3.83
4.0
3.83
4.0

DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
LB
LB
LB
DB
DB
DB
P

Mike Sidor, Allegheny
Bob Pressley, Missouri-Rolla
Roy Pettibone, Northeast Missouri
Bill Wheeler, Wabash
Dan Borgenheimer, North Dakota State
Nick D'Angelo, John Carroll
Mike Logan, Merchant Marine Academy
Mark Weeks, Newberry
Randy McCall, North Colorado
Dave Robertson, Emporia
Randy Edwards, Baldwin-Wallace
Marty Stupek, Millikin

3.82
3.63
3.9
3.69
3.60
3.8
3.66
3.72
3.51
3.93
3.70
3.82
© 1983 SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO., N Y C. AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND. 80 PROOF.
"Seven-Up" and "7UP" are trademarks of the Seven-Up Company.
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1.) Oklahoma holds the record
for the longest winning streak
in NCAA history at 47 games
(1953-57). The second longest
success skein of 39 straight
belongs to which school?
a.) Texas
b.) Washington
c.) Alabama
d.) Nebraska
2.) With 261 catches, Tulsa's
Howard Twilley holds the NCAA
mark for most career
receptions. Who ranks number
two on the list?
a.) Darrin Nelson, Stanford
b.) John Jefferson, Arizona
State
c.) Emanuel Tolbert, SMU
d.) Ron Sellers, Florida State
3.) Which quarterback ranks
second behind BYU's Jim
McMahon (9,536) in NCAA
career passing yards?
a.) Jack Thompson,

Washington State
b.) Chuck Hixson, SMU
c.) Mark Herrmann, Purdue
d.) Marc Wilson, BYU
4.) In 1981, USC's Marcus
Allen set the NCAA rushing
mark for average yards per
game in a season at 212.9
yards a contest. Which running
back holds second place?
a.) Herschel Walker, Georgia
b.) Ed Marinaro, Cornell
c.) O.J. Simpson, USC
d.) George Rogers, South
Carolina
5.) In 1978, Eddie Lee Iveryof
Georgia Tech gained 356
yards against Air Force to
establish the NCAA single
game rushing standard. That's
six yards better than the
second highest one-game
effort by:
a.) Ron Johnson, Michigan
b.) Mike Adamle, Northwestern

c.) Mercury Morris, West Texas
State
d.) Eric Allen, Michigan State
6.) Notre Dame, at
.770, holds the collegiate
record for all-time winnning
percentage. Which team ranks
second?
a.) Michigan
b.) Oklahoma
c.) Army
d.) USC
7.) Yale has produced more
consensus All-Americas (100)
than any other NCAA football
team. The runnerup spot
belongs to:
a.) Notre Dame
b.) Harvard
c.) Ohio State
d.) Penn State

in 1935. Who won the second?
a.) Davey O'Brien, TCU
b.) Tom Harmon, Michigan
c.) Larry Kelley, Yale
d.) Doc Blanchard, Army

CORRECT ANSWERS
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8.) Chicago's Jay Berwanger
won the first Heisman Trophy
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Without Jensen speakers, you're not all there.

(Time-out! Let's hit the beach!) You've got a point.
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Some folks settle for the end zone.
I'll take the 50-yard line every time. Which is not to say
I'm always a spectator. I mean like right now
I could tackle the surf, catch some rays, run down the beach.
You name it!
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by David Davidson,
Atlanta Journal

A

football game couldn't start
without one, but the kickoff in
today's game has evolved into
much more than simply a way of begin
ning a half, or a means of turning the ball
over to the opposing team following a
touchdown, field goal or safety.
The primary thrust of rules changes
since the first legislation was written in
1876 has been fairness to both sides and
safety.
In the beginning, the team which
scored was rewarded by receiving a
continued
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ball rules committee.
There are those who feel the kickoff
should be moved back again, to the
35-yard line, because of the increasing
frequency with which today's placekickers put the ball deep into or through
he end zone. However, most coaches are
satisfied with the status quo because even
inder modern day rules the kickoff is a
ligher injury risk than, say, a running
day off right tackle. Those same coaches
sually dispense with kick returns in
heir intrasquad games at the end of
pring practice because of the injury facir, even though they admit that it would
enew interest in what has become a molotonous and boring phase of an othervise exciting game.
Different coaches have varying philoophies on kicking off. A daring coach
jrefers his kicker to send the ball only
Jown around the opponent's goal line,
maximizing the possibility of one of his
layers making a tackle inside the 20-yard
:ine, or better still, causing a fumble.
A more conservative coach prefers that
he ball be kicked either deeply into or

through the end zone, minimizing the
possibility of a return, thus minimizing
the possibility of a return for a touch
down.
NCAA statistics reflect a shift toward
the conservative approach over the last
12 years. In 1970, there was an average of
8.9 kickoffs per game and 7.39 (roughly
83 percent) were returned. By 1982 the
average number of kickoffs had climbed
to 9.57 per game, but the number of re
turns dropped to 5.37 (56 percent). The
downward trend in returns is ammuni
tion for those who would move the kickoff spot back to the 35-yard line.
"But more kickoff returns means the
risk of more injuries," said one conser
vative coach. "There's no doubt it would
put more interest back into the kicking
phase, but in my mind it isn't worth the
increased injury factor."
Said one Southeastern Conference
coach, "Our kicker puts the ball through
the end zone 65 or 70 percent of the time,
and we wish he would do it even more.
We feel it's better for the other team to
take over at its own 20-yard line with no

danger of return than to have them field
the ball at the goal line and try for a tackle
at the eight- or nine-yard line. That's sim
ply because we dont want to give up the
long return."
In fact, much of the strategy on kickoffs
is psychological rather than physical.
"I look at a kickoff as a defensive play,"
said one Big Ten Conference kicker. "It's a
psychological plus for our team if the op
ponent is denied the opportunity of re
turning a kick and thus is denied the
chance of scoring a fast touchdown on a
long return, and they have to go 80 yards
for a touchdown."
For those kickers who don't have leg
enough to get the ball deep enough to pre
vent a return, hang time is the most essen
tial factor. The longer the ball hangs the
more time coverage has to bear down on
' the receiver. Some coaches prefer to kick
from one hash mark to the opposite cor
ner to maximize hang time. The average
(even among the pros) is 3.6 to 3.7 sec
onds, but good kickers can keep the ball
in the air 3.8 to 4.2 seconds.
continued
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kickoff from the opposing team, a rule
which lasted until 1903 when the team
scored upon was given the option of
receiving or kicking off. And except for
very rare instances, the option was invar
iably to receive.
Pioneer coaches such as John Heisman
and "Pop" Warner, like "Bear" Bryant dur
ing college football's modern era, studied
the rule book with the idea of gaining the
maximum advantage allowable.
So, while the original rules in 1876 re
quired the receiving team to line up at
least 10 yards from where the ball was
spotted (which was the 50-yard line back
then), there was no onside kick rule as we
know it today. Therefore, the kicker
could drive the ball as far as he could, or
he could barely nudge the ball, then pick
it up and run with it. Not until 1893 was
the rule changed to say the ball must
travel 10 yards before the kicking team
can recover.
Stagg considered the first of his many
contributions to American football a tac
tic used on kickoff returns: the infamous
flying wedge, conceived in 1884 but not
widely used until four years later. The re-

ceiving team formed themselves, by actu
ally locking arms, in the shape of a'V' with
the ballcarrier inside, just behind the
apex. It was a formidable, but not always
totally successful strategy.
Yale's Walter Heffelfinger is generally
credited with discovering the most effec
tive method of combating the human
wedge. He would rush straight at the for
mation, then leap high in the air, over the
forward blockers and flatten the ball
carrier.
In 1888, Stagg countered the Heffel
finger method by having two players
advance outside the wedge to block
would-be tacklers.
The wedge was outlawed, but in 1911 a
rule was added which still stands today
barring a player from concealing the ball
beneath his clothing or substituting any
other article for the ball. The rule was
adopted because Warner's Carlisle Indian
team would huddle on the kickoff and
place the ball under the back of one of the
players' jerseys. And when Warner had
silhouettes of footballs sewn on Carlisle
jerseys, Harvard coach Percy Haughton
informed Warner that a crimson football

would be used in the game.
In time, the rules were refined, a pro
cess that continues today.In 1912 the field
was reduced to 100 yards with two
10-yard end zones, and the kickoff was
moved from midfield back to the kicking
team's 40-yard line.
In a further effort to discourage wedge
like formations of blockers on kickoffs,
the college football rules committee re
quired receiving teams to have at least
five players within five yards of the line
from which the ball is kicked. Tees were
first legalized in 1948, but when the size
of those platforms got out of hand the
rule was amended in 1965 restricting the
height to no more than two inches.
Since then, there have been only two
rules changes. In 1972, a rule allowing
teams to recover kickoffs in their
opponents' end zones was repealed, and
in 1974 blocking below the waist was
banned. "The 1974 rule has prevented
untold knee and ankle injuries which
were the result of vicious blocks," ob
served David Nelson, who serves as
secretary and editor for the college foot-
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Another factor in the decline of returns
is the emergence of the soccer-style
kicker. A straight-on kicker gets only
about two inches of his shoe on the ball,
while a "sidewinder," as the late Auburn
coach Shur Jordan called him, hits the
ball with the top of his shoe, thus bringing
four to six inches to bear on the ball.
Of course, the art of returning kicks is
more sophisticated, if less imaginative,
than it was in the days of Heisman and
Warner. When Herschel Walker was at
Georgia, for instance, the kickoff invari
ably went to the opposite side, so his
coaches lined him up in an "I-formation"
behind the other deep back, equidistant
from the sidelines, so he could get to the
ball no matter which side went.
"The suddenness of a long kickoff re
turn has great psychological impli
cations," said one Big Eight Conference
coach. "And it's a versatile play. For exam
ple, the receiving team can punt the ball
back over the heads of the kicking team, a
tactic that was quite common in the
game's formative years.
"It was like a quick-kick on the fly,"
added one Pac-10 kicking coach. "The
trouble nowadays is that nobody wants to
give up the football, so you just don't see
it. It's gone the way of the quick kick on
third down. It's still legal, but rarely
used."
Another obscure rule provides the re
ceiving team with a free kick—including a
field goal attempt—if it fair catches the
kickoff. But unless the receiving team has
an excellent kicker and the ball is popped
up and fielded in the vicinity of the
50-yard line, the chances of successfully
converting a field goal are minute.
One option that is still very much a vi
able part of college football is the onsides
kick. If the situation is obvious and the
other team is expecting it, 10 players nor
mally line up on one side of the ball. If the
element of surprise is part of the strategy,
however, the kicking team ordinarily will
line up as usual, then quickly shift every
one to one side of the kicker when the
official blows his whistle, just before the
kicker strikes the ball.
Virtually every coach has his idiosyncracies concerning kick coverage, but
most have their players run along imag
inary lanes once the kicker hits the ball.
Players on either end are responsible for
funneling the returner to the middle,
where presumably there will be more
tacklers. Only when a would-be tackier is
within 10 or 15 yards from the runner
does he want to take on a block and/or
break for the ball. The theory is to fill the
lanes so that the runner has no avenue of
escape.
The kicker usually is the last line of de
fense when all else has failed, but if a
70t
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coach has a fast, tough player who is par
ticularly good at knifing through and
tackling the returner, he may be used as a
"wildcard." Such a player would have no
lane responsibilities to fulfill and would
be free to get to the runner as hard and as
fast as he can.
"The best returners have what I call an
'intelligent fanaticism,"' said one South
west Conference special teams coach.
"But if the ball is kicked to one side of the
field and the blocking wall is set up on the
opposite side, then he will spend too
much time trying to get to the wall and
have no chance of popping a long one. For
that reason, we like to set up our returns
either to the middle or along the hash
markers."
The real importance of the return, of
course, is field position.

"It's a lot easier to play defense on the
other team's 10-yard line than the 30," said
a coach at a major independent school,
"because the offense is that much more
conservative and wary of making mis
takes. That way, making a first down
from inside the 15 is almost a must so that
a punt will put the other team beyond the
50-yard line."
Most coaches also prefer speed and
quickness to size on both kickoff and re
turn teams.
"The bigger guys are slower getting to
an advantageous position to make the
block or tackle," an Ivy League coach ob
served. "And, as in the case of any phase
of the kicking game, it's a matter of desire
as much, if not more, than ability. But you
have to have a certain amount of ability to
achieve the desire."
C
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Home finance
Printing labels
Administrative reports
Geometric graphics
Color graphics
Addressfile updating
Spelling checker
Name directory
Word games
Bar graphs
Utility billing
Retail management
Project costing
Mail list managemetU
Hotel management
Investment analysis
Playing blackjack
Electronic mail
Activity»organizer
Survey analysis
Information management
Statistical study/cross tabulation
Project tracking
Business marketing
Hypothesis testing
Quantitative decision making
Time bitting
Filing system
inventory control
Scheduling/organizing
Cash flow analysis
Database sort/index
General ledger
Cataloging diskettes
Home budgeting
Learning Pascal
Fantasy games
Payroll
Project planning
General accounting
Accounts payable
Accounts receivable

Arithmetic drill
Ibuch typing lesson
BASIC programming
Financial analysis

Hou> many pieces of software can
you use on the IBM Personal Computer?
1,000 and up.
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Ohio State's cheerleading squad took top honors in Honolulu tnis year.

B

ecoming one of the top five col
lege cheerleading squads in the
country is a difficult task, but all
the effort involved in making that climb
was rewarded at the 1982-83 College
Cheerleading National Championships.
This competition provides national recog
nition for the best cheerleading squads
and their schools.
The Universal Cheerleaders Associ
ation, which trains college and high
school cheerleaders at summer camps,
sanctioned and directed the Cham
pionship, which was sponsored by Ford
Motor Company. The semi-finalists were

Ohio State University, North Carolina
State University, the University of Utah,
Penn State University and Kansas State
University. These schools' cheerleading
squads competed against each other on
January 13, 1983, in Honolulu, Hawaii,
then two squads—Ohio State and Kansas
State— were chosen to compete on NBCTV during halftime of the Hula Bowl on
January 15. After putting on an exciting
routine, the Buckeyes were declared the
winners.
Penn State's cheerleading coach, Lee
Giannone, says of the contest, "The com
petition was a nice thank you for us. It s

nice to feel that you've been recognized
for doing a good job at something most
people don't realize is so time-consuming.
It was a pat on the back and a great experi
ence." John Taylor, Utah's advisor and
coach, adds, "Competition gives (the
cheerleading squad) a chance to find out
how good they are. Competitions give the
cheerleaders a taste of victory. And win
ning the Western Regional Championship
(in 1982) makes the cheerleaders another
source of pride for the university."
During the year many hours of practice
go into preparing cheerleading routines,
continued

Redskins, 1983 World Champions

Dolphins, 1983 AFC Champions

49ers. 1982 World Champions

Bengals. 1982 AFC Champions

QANTEL^ Computer of Champions

THE SHAVE THAT SAVES

There's no arguing with
John McEnroe when he says,
Why pay more for fancy handles
and tricky tops when I get lots of
close shaves with Bic!

QANTEL, computer of champions. MDS, company of champions.
QANTEL
• lm BUSINESS
COMPUTERS

SHAVE

5 Shavers

a Mohawk Data Sciences Company

4142 Point Eden Way, Hayward. California 94545 (415) 887-7777 Tall Free: (800) 227-1894

continued

whether for college sporting events or
cheerleading competitions. North Caro
lina State's squad practices at least 20
hours a week. Says their coach, Cathy
Buckey, "The cheerleading program here
is vigorous—like a part-time job." Other
top squads practice about the same
amount of time. For example, Utah's ses
sions last four to five hours each and total
around 18 hours a week. Their coach
says, "It takes the squad from an hour to
an hour-and-a-half to warm up because of
the difficulty of stunts and tumbling."
As a supplement to practice time, many
squads participate in several days of for
mal training during the summer at cheer
leading clinics such as those run by the
UCA. At these camps cheerleaders from
colleges around the country are taught by
instructors—often former cheerleading
champs—who concentrate on gymnastic
routines. The reason for this concen
tration is that, as an executive in charge of
one training camp says, "It (gymnastics) is
extremely active and attention-getting.
It's interesting to watch, because there's
definitely a lot of skill involved."
Another concept cheerleaders learn at
the camps is how to keep a step ahead

of the crowd in planning cheers and yell
sessions. It's important that no time is
lost when there are opportunities to
cheer and that the squad never appears
disorganized.
Simple, easy-to-shout cheers are usu
ally taught, as they make it easier for the
cheerleaders to encourage fans to yell
along with them.
One training camp leader says that the
main purpose of cheerleading is to in
crease the home-field advantage. He says,
"What's the home field advantage? It's
really the crowd, the noise the crowd
generates, that creates a kind of dynamic
tension which communicates with the
players and motivates them. That's the
real advantage, and we teach our cheer
leaders how to create that and enhance
it."
At the UCA's camps private coaching
sessions emphasize new sideline chants,
pompon routines for pep rallies and time
outs and fight song routines. Daily
awards are given for spirit, achievement
and improvement. Squads learn gym
nastics, including proper climbing and
spotting techniques, and are encouraged
to develop an overall spirit program.

Since cheerleading squads, which add
so much to the color and excitement of
college sporting events, work so hard for
little reward, competitions like the Col
lege Cheerleading Championship are ex
cellent opportunities for top squads to
enjoy some limelight of their own Kansas
State's coach Bea Pray feels that the com
petition "gives the squad a sense of accom
plishment and prestige. My squad prac
tices from about the first of August
through mid-May. During this time
there's not much recognition—of course,
there is crowd response and recognition
in public relations appearances—but the
second place finish in the (Cheerleading
Championship) gave the cheerleaders a
real boost. It made all the hard work
worthwhile."
North Carolina State's coach agrees.
"The competition gives the squad mem
bers a chance to cheer for themselves —
they're always supportive of others and
are cheering for the teams. Most people
don't recognize that cheerleaders are ath
letes and work very hard. Being one of the
top five squads in the nation helps us to
look good for the university and gives us a
chance to be recognized."

BUSHNmi^

farther than the
eye can see.
Bushnell Binoculars.
Superb, precision optics
put you on stage at the
theatre or concerts. And
they won't let you miss
a detail when traveling,
or a key play at a
sporting event. Bushnell
binoculars make the
perfect companion
wherever you go in the
great outdoors.
Available in a full range of sizes, styles and
powers, and of course, all with Bushnell
Quality Optics, in the Bausch & Lomb
Tradition since 1853.

* Built to last, backed by a Limited Lifetime
Warranty. See your Bushnell/Bausch & Lomb
dealer for details.

BUSHflELL

DIVISION OF

BAUSCH& LOMB

2828 E. Foothill Blvd.Pasadena, CA 91107 (213)577-1500

THE
BUMP
STOPS
HERE.
Monroe® GasMatic. For a comfortable small car ride.
AA ere's great news for the Foster fam
ily and every other small car owner. The
Monroe Gas-Matic shock absorber is
here. Gas-Matic is an advanced small
ear shock that features a sealed-in,
A
low-pressure gas charge to cushion jf|
the small car ride against bumps,
A
potholes, tarstrips, and other
J1
small car road hazards. It helps
Jl
eliminate ride harshness, road
Jjfl

HI \
jjf I

noise, and shock fade better
than conventional shocks.
»~J|Bjkr
The ride is so good, we cover
the Gas-Matic with our famous
Monroe Ride Offer: "If in 60 days
^ft\
you don't agree Gas-Matics
I v i
give you the best ride ever,
Monroe will replace them, at no
charge, with any comparably
n
priced shock."
So, if you've been getting creamed
Wf
by bumps and potholes, put a cushf
ion between you and the road. With a
set of Gas-Matics for your small car.
And say good-bye to bump #42... #43...
#44. See your Monroe retailer today.
The bump stops there.

ShkMGA,/Jm/uai'f&deA THowioe.

TMONROEF
Monroe Auto Equipment
Division of Tenneco Automotive
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THE OUTLAND TROPHY
secretary-treasurer, would select the
winner; Outland would provide the tro
phy. That was in 1946. Thirty-seven Out
land Awards later, college football's line
men still labor in obscurity.
"My father's feeling was that the line
man doesn't get the recognition he de
serves," said Outland's son, John G. Out
land. "He is the unsung hero of the
trenches. So they worked it out that the
football writers would select each year
the athlete whom they thought was the
outstanding interior lineman in collegiate
ranks."
Each year, members of the FWAA are
polled for their Outland choices as part of
the association's All-America selection
process. The votes are counted and sent
to the FWAA All-America committee. The
committee can return a different verdict,
but only on rare occasions has it exer
cised that option.
The winner can be either an offensive
or defensive player; the offense currently
holds a 21-16 lead. In another indication of
the interior lineman's plight, only since
1978 has the Outland award been given
out at a special banquet. In 1974, winner

Presented by
the
FOOTBALL
WRITERS ASSOCIATION OF AMER
ICA to the outstanding college inte
rior lineman.

D

r. John H. Outland played college
football. In terms of glory gar
nered, he toiled in the most ne
glected area of the game—the interior
line. If the backfield is the Beverly Hills of
football, Outland and his peers remained
stuck in the south Bronx.
And Outland was no ordinary lineman.
He made Walter Camp's All-America team
as a tackle in 1897. Though he earned the
same honor as a halfback in '98, Outland
always considered himself a lineman.
After going on to a successful career as a
surgeon, Outland decided to do some
thing about the interior lineman's impov
erished state of recognition. So he con
tacted Des Moines sportswriter Bert
McGrane and told him he wanted to estab
lish an annual award honoring the best
interior lineman in college football.
The Football Writers Association of
America, which McGrane served as

A

GRAND
GETAWAY
$33

&

PER PERSON
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
SUN. THRU THURS ARRIVALS

Your Package includes:
&

. Accommodations for One Night.
• The Cocktail Show of Donn Ardens
—
Hello Hollywood, Hello!"
Stage Extravaganza.
. Taxes and Tips on Package Items.
Dinner show option $49 per person. Extra
nights $22 per person. All rates based on
double occupancy. Offer valid thru
November 3,1983. subject to availability.

For Reservations See
Your Travel Agent or Phone
Toil Free (800) 648-5080
IHOTEL

PCNO

This is what the best is all about!

Randy White of Maryland received his
through the mail, while the first winner,
Notre Dame's George Connor, picked up
his in Coach Frank Leahy's office.
Some Outland trivia; Oklahoma and Ne
braska are tied for most Outland awards,
with four each. The Big Eight and Big Ten
share the lead in the conference race,
with eight winners apiece. USC's Ron
Yary (1967) has been the lone West Coast
winner.
The Nebraska and the Big Eight success
is due largely to Cornhusker center Dave
Rimington. Last year, the 290-pound Rimington became the first two-time Outland
winner, having also captured the award
in 1981.
Actually, Rimington didn't receive the
Outland Trophy itself, nor has any win
ner since 1967, the year the trophy mys
teriously disappeared. Now the winners
receive a plaque representing the trophy.
Hopefully,the FWAA will find the tro
phy and college football's men in the
shadows will find the recognition that has
so long been denied them and which is so
richly deserved.
1946—George Connor
Notre Dame
1947—Joe Steffy
Army
1948—Bill Fischer
Notre Dame
1949—Ed Bagdon
Michigan St.
1950—Bob Gain
Kentucky
1951—Jim Weatherall
Oklahoma
1952—Dick Modzelewski .... Maryland
1953—J.D. Roberts
Oklahoma
1954—Bill Brooks
Arkansas
1955—Calvin Jones
Iowa
1956—Jim Parker
Ohio State
1957—Alex Karras
Iowa
1958—Zeke Smith
Auburn
1959—Mike McGee
Duke
1960—Tom Brown
Minnesota
1961—Merlin Olsen
Utah State
1962—Bobby Bell
Minnesota
1963—Scott Appleton
Texas
1964—Steve DeLong
Tennessee
1965—Tommy Nobis
Texas
1966—Loyd Phillips
Arkansas
1967—Ron Yary
USC
1968—Bill Stanfill
Georgia
1969—Mike Reid
Penn State
1970—Jim Stillwagon
Ohio State
1971—Larry Jacobson
Nebraska
1972—Rich Glover
Nebraska
1973—John Hicks
Ohio State
1974—Randy White
Maryland
1975—Leroy Selmon
Oklahoma
1976—Ross Browner
Notre Dame
1977—Brad Shearer
Texas
1978—Greg Roberts
Oklahoma
1979—Jim Ritcher
N. Carolina St.
1980—Mark May
Pittsburgh
1981—Dave Rimington
Nebraska
1982—Dave Rimington
Nebraska
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THIS IS PACIFIC
The Best of Both Worlds
Founded in 1851 as California's first chartered university, University
of the Pacific has developed a reputation as one of the finest
academic institutions in the West.
The only private school in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association,
Pacific offers a diversity of programs that would normally be
associated with a much larger university than the 6,000 students
currently attending classes at the main campus in Stockton,
Sacramento and San Francisco.
Pacific is now comprised of 10 schools and colleges, including a
dental school in San Francisco and McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento. On the main campus in Stockton are two liberal arts
colleges and schools of music, engineering, education, pharmacy,
business and public administration and a graduate school.
The liberal arts colleges include College of the Pacific, the largest
arts and sciences college with more than 50 major programs and
Elbert Covell College, the only Spanish-speaking college in the United
States
Throughout Pacific, the emphasis is on teaching, although research
is recognized as having a need in the various disciplines.
The students at the university are represented on nearly all policy
making committees and the Associated Students play an active role in
campus life through social and cultural programs for the community.
The Stockton metropolitan area, with a population of more than
200,000 is also the scene of many programs that take the students off
campus in a multitude of community involvement and work experience
activities.
The university athletic program has excelled in conjunction with its
proud academic heritage. Such names as Amos Alonzo Stagg, Eddie
LeBaron, Dick Bass, Tom Flores, John Gianelli and Ron Cornelius have
graced the UOP athletic fields and courts.
In 1981, Pacific dedicated the 6,000-seat Alex G. Spanos Center.
This on-campus facility, named for UOP regent and benefactor Alex G.
Spanos, serves as home for several Tiger athletic teams as well as
other university and community functions.
The University has been directed by President Stanley E. McCaffrey
since October of 1971. McCaffrey recently returned from a one-year
leave of absence as President of Rotary International, a duty which
saw him travel to all corners of the world.
Stockton, renowned for its inland, deep water port, is located in the
Central Valley of California, 75 miles east of San Francisco and 50
miles south of Sacramento. It is within easy driving distance of Lake
Tahoe, the scenic national parks of the Sierra Nevada, the picturesque
wine country of Napa and Sonoma Valleys and the Bay Area.

22 million dollars' wotth of ballplayers listen to me.
1 listen to E.E Hutton.
When EFHutton talks,people listen.

President Stanley E. McCaffrey
Morris Chapel
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THE PCAA

ATHLETIC STAFF
Athletic Director

A Growing Force in Division 1-A

Since taking over as UOP athletic director in July of 1979, Elkin "Ike" Isaac has set the Tiger
athletic department on a course that is sound competitively and financially.
Isaac's three years guiding the UOP program have seen an upgrading of the football program,
the opening of the 6,000-seat Spanos Center on campus, the rise to national prominence of the
women's volleyball team and the vast improvement of the entire women's program. In 1982, UOP
will host the NCAA Volleyball Finals.
Isaac, 60, a professor of kinesiology and trainer at UOP for four years before becoming first interim
and then full-time athletic director, is not new to his current position.
He served in a similar post at Albion (Michigan) College for 15 years (1959-74). Before stepping
up as Albion's athletic director, Isaac was the school's head basketball, track and cross country
coach for seven seasons (1953-59), winning one league basketball championship, seven track titles
and four cross country crowns.
Isaac received a B.A. from Albion in 1948 and earned his masters there in 1950. He is married
(wife Edith), has a son (Ron) and a daughter (Sue).

BILLBENTLER
Business Manager

DR. JOHN BLINN, JR.
Team Physician

DONNA CROSS
PAF Administrative Asst.

KEN GROSSE
PAF Executive Director

TERRY LISKEVYCH
Asst. Athletic Director

One of the country's up-and-coming conferences, the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association enjoyed another banner year in 1982-83. The PCAA en
trant, Fresno State, won the second annual California Bowl, which pits the
PCAA and Mid-America Conference champion. The California Bowl,
established in 1981, is held in Fresno in mid-December.
Besides the PCAA's first triumph in the California Bowl, the conference
added a new member when New Mexico State, formerly of the Missouri
Valley Conference, became a full-fledged member. The Aggies officially
became a member August 1,1983.
Classified as NCAA Division 1-A in all sports, the PCAA has flourished
under the active and dynamic leadership of former Commissioner Jesse T.
Hill and his successor Lewis A. Cryer, who begins his fifth year at the con
ference's helm.
A desire to form a Division 1-A football conference was the spark that led
to the formation of the PCAA on July 1, 1969. The 14-year-old conference
now consists of ten members (seven play football) of which five—Pacific,
Long Beach State, San Jose State, Fresno State and UC Santa Barbara—are
charter members.
Cal State Fullerton joined the conference in the summer of 1974, followed
by UC Irvine in July of 1977. When Utah State was admitted in October, 1977,
the PCAA was transformed into a regional conference and becomes even
more so with the addition of Nevada-Las Vegas last year and New Mexico
State in 1984.
Known as one of the most innovative conferences in collegiate athletics,
the PCAA was the first league on the West Coast to use a postseason tour
nament as a means of selecting its NCAA Basketball Tournament represen
tative. The 1983 tournament, was played at the Los Angeles Forum.
Dr. Allen Agnew, Athletic Representative from Fresno State, is the con
ference president while Norman Jones of Utah State serves as vice
president. Jack Roberts is the PCAA's supervisor of football officials.

LEWIS A. CRYER
PCAA Commissioner

Past Champions
FOOTBALL
1969 San Diego Slate
1970 Long Beach State
San Diego State
1971 Long Beach State
1972 San Diego State
1973 San Diego State
1974 San Diego State
1975 San Jose State
1976 San Jose State
1977 Fresno State
1978 Utah State
San Jose State
1979 Utah State
San Jose State
1980 Long Beach State
1981 San Jose State
1982 Fresno State

BASKETBALL
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Cal State Fullerton
Long Beach State
San Diego State
Fresno State
San Diego State
Pacific
Utah State
Fresno State
Fresno State
Nevada-Las Vegas

The California Bowl

TOM McBRATNEY
Equipment Manager

RICK MELLO
Sports Information Director

ANITA WALSH
Asst. to Business Manager

BARBARA PARKER
Ticket Manager

MIKE WILBORN
Athletic Trainer

DICKWOODDELL
Equipment Manager
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TOM STUBBS
Assoc. Athletic Director

STAN VOLBRECHT
Athletic Representative

In just two short years, the
California Bowl has established a
reputation as perhaps the most ex
citing and unpredictable of the
nation's 17 postseason contests.
Inaugurated in 1981, the game an
nually pits the champions of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
and the Mid-American Conference.
The 1981 game saw Toledo of the
MAC score in the last 15 seconds to
decision PCAA kingpin San Jose
State, 27-25, and then last season,
host
Fresno State staged a
miraculous fourth quarter rally to
nip Bowling Green, 29-28.
California Bowl III will again be
held at 30,000-seat Fresno State
Stadium and is slated for Saturday,

December 17. Kickoff is slated for
1:00 P.M.
The contest is one of just two
close-ended (the Rose Bowl is the
other) bowl games in the country
and
will
again
be
televised
nationally by the Mitlou Television
Network out of New York, which
shared last year's wild affair with
ESPN among others. Station KMJ
(Fresno) originates the radio broad
cast of the game.
The three-year-old Fresno facility
that serves as home for the California
Bowl was funded by community
donations and features natural turf,
a computer-operated scoreboard
and a field 37 feet below ground

RON YAMADA
Team Physician
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level, insuring a good view from all
seats.
Sponsoring the California Bowl is
the Greater San Joaquin Valley
Sports Association. John Brocks
serves
as
the
organization's
President, the Executive
Vice
President is Ken Purcell and Bob
Schumacker is the Executive Direc
tor.
The Valley Children's Hospital
and Guidance Clinic has been
designated the game's official
charitable beneficiary and will
receive any profit derived from the
game. The winning team receives a
perpetual trophy, designed and
sculpted especially for the California
Bowl.

PACIFIC MEMORIAL STADIUM

ATHLETIC FEATURE
No. 2 Ranked Women's Volleyball Team In Line For Coveted National Crown

THE STADIUM
Pacific Memorial Stadium, a 30,163-seat, earth-fill
structure was dedicated on October 21, 1950 when the
Pacific football team entertained Loyola. Built on land
donated in part by the legendary Amos Alonzo Stagg, it
is one of the largest on-campus facilities in the PCAA.
It was funded in main by a two-month drive in the
spring of 1950 which raised $165,000. Initially having a
capacity of 35,975 with room for expansion to over
44,000, the stadium has undergone several structural
changes that have reduced the seating to its current
level.

In regard to all the pre-season
forecasts, this season is no different
than any other for the University of the
Pacific volleyball team.
There are a solid six teams who accor
ding to the experts can win the national
championship, and again, Terry Liskevych's charges are among the Top Six.
What makes this season any dif
ferent? Attitude, according to Liskevych
who has amassed three conference
titles and over 200 wins in his seven-plus
seasons at UOP.

TICKET OFFICES
The University Box Office located near Long's Theater
on campus is open from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday Friday, and from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on game Saturdays
(8:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. on day games). The ticket
booth southwest of the stadium on Pershing Avenue
is open two hours before kickoff on game days and
is the site of Will Call. Ticket Office phone number is
946-2474.

"We are going to take one match at a
time," said Liskevych, who returned five
of six starters in 1983. "We've always
been prepared physically going into and
throughout each season. This season,
we're paying much closer attention to
the mental aspects of the game and
defense. Hopefully, this will result in a
national championship down the line,
but, right now, the only thing I'm
thinking about is our next match."
On paper, the Tigers have the
firepower to grab the coveted crown.
Add the array of talented athletes to a

REST ROOMS / CONCESSION STANDS
Rest rooms and concession stands are located on the
rim of the stadium behind sections O, H and ZZ.

The Tiger middle may be the strongest
it has ever been and is certainly the most
improved aspect of the team as NCAA
All-America and junior Eileen Dempster
has played well in the early going and
Robin Burns has upped her offensive
output of a year ago, giving the Tigers a
quicker and more diversified attack.

FIRST AID

LOST AND FOUND
Lost and found items should be given to a stadium
usher or brought to the pressbox on the west side of
the stadium. During the week, check with UOP
Security. Lost children should be brought to the
pressbox on the west side of the stadium.

A trained nurse is present throughout the game at the
pressbox on the west side of the stadium. In addition,
the UOP team physician is present on the field with a
mobile life support unit in cases of severe medical
problems.

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

PACIFIC CLUB

Other members of the 1983 Tiger
volleyball team are: senior Cathy Lumb,
currently out of the lineup with a
shoulder injury and sophomores Andrea
Markel and Denise Jezycki.
The 1983 season is still very much in
its teething stage, but already, the Tigers
have displayed their might. 8-0 against
any competition is a credible feat, but
when seven of the eight teams were
ranked in the Top 20, the record reaches
awesome proportions.
"We've played well against some very
good teams," stated Liskevych, who's
team returns home on October 18 to face
Fresno State in a NorPac Conference
match. "People don't realize that the
Ohio States and Northwesterns, Tennessees and Kentuckys and Texases
and Arizonas are very good teams.
Volleyball is no longer just a California
sport. There are a lot of programs putting
a lot of money into volleyball."

The Pacific Club, a 1972 gift to the University by alum
nus and regent Alex Spanos, is on the east side of the
stadium and is one of the finest stadium club facilities
in the country. Club privileges, as well as theatreseating below the club, are reserved for members of
the Pacific Athletic Foundation. For information, con
tact PAF Executive Director Ken Grosse, 946-2472.

All announcements must be approved by the Sports In
formation Director. No special announcements will be
made except in case of gravest emergency. Any other
announcements should be cleared with sports infor
mation office (946-2472) the week prior to the game.
Those expecting emergency calls should leave word
with the SID or at the pressbox during the game.

FALL SCHEDULES
1

VOLLEYBALL

WATER POLO
HEAD COACH: DENNIS NUGENT

HEAD COACH: TERRY LISKEVYCH
SEPT,

8
16
17
20
29

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday

Ohio Stale
UOP Invitational
fBYU. Cal Poly. Northwestern, UOP)
UC Santa Bartrara
'Santa Clara

OCT. 18
21
23
27
28
30

Tuesday
Friday
Sunday
Thursday
Friday
Sunday

"Fresno State
Arizona State
Arizona
•Washington (Main Gym)
•Washington State (Mam Gym)
•California

NOV.

2 Wednesday
12 Saturday
13 Sunday

•San Jose State
5th Annual Wendy's Classic
(UCLA, Hawaii, Stanford, UOP)

7:30 PM
5:30 & 7:30 PM

SEPT. 9 Friday
24 Saturday
29 Thursday

7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7.30 PM
4.00 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
4.00 PM

8 Saturday
9 Sunday
27 Thursday

Alumni Oay
UC Irvine
Long Beach

T8A
10:00 AM
3:00 PM

NOV.

4 Friday
12 Saturday

Santa Clara
UC Davis

4:00 PM
11:00 AM

7:30 PM
5:30 & 7.30 PM
3:00 & 5:00PM

BRUCE

HEAD COACH :CARLAK0NET
•San Jose State

OCT.

4 Friday
15 Saturday
26 Wednesday

lung Beach State
•Stanford
*Cnta>

NOV.

4 Friday

•California

"No longer can we just go out there
against an Eastern team and expect to
win," added Liskevych.

SOCCER

FIELD HOCKEY

28 Wednesday

3.00 PM
10:15 AM
3:00 PM

OCT.

•Not Pac Match

SEPT.

Cahldrnta
Stanford
UC Santa Barbara

Tuesday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday

3.30 PM
3 .00 PM
2:00 PM
7:30 PM

OCT. 18 Tuesday
25 '
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NOV.

7:30 PM

SEPT. 20
23
27
30

3 30 PM
3:00 PM
11 00 AM
3:00 PM
3:00 PM

'•

UOP's Chicago connection Cathy Lumb (left), Therese Boyle (top right) and Julie Maginot (bottom).
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new defensive philosophy which is
making the other teams take notice and
you could have the best Tiger team of a
very fine lot.
Leading the way for UOP is the quar
terback of the team, NCAA First Team
All-America setter Jan Saunders. Saun
ders, who has run an exclusive 5-1 her
first two seasons, is now a shade more
of an offensive threat with the insertion
of fiery sophomore Julie Maginot into
the setting scheme.
The outside hitter position is an
chored by one of, if not the best left front
hitters in the country in sophomore
Therese Boyle, noted to be the best prep
player to come out of the Chicago area.
The other outside hitter, junior Lisa
Franco, currently paces the Tiger attack
with a whopping .333 hitting percentage.
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NOTE: Stockton fans can catch a
preview of the national championship by
attending the 5th annual Wendy's
Classic, Saturday and Sunday, Novem
ber 12-13 in the A.G. Spanos Center. The
tournament will feature defending
national champion Hawaii, No. 2 UOP,
No. 3 Stanford and No. 4 UCLA.

PACIFIC ATHLETIC FOUNDATION
These People Keep UOP's Tiger Roaring
A-Plus Electric
Dr. William Aaron
Abbey Rents
Dr. Howard Abrams
Acme Furniture
Airport Way Pharmacy. Inc.
All Phases Electric
Chuck & Durlyn Anema
Jim Anthony
Angelina's Restaurant
Arctic Ice Company
H.O. Arnaiz Corp.
John Atwood Graphics
Aurora Body Works

Babka Distributing Co.
Harry Bader, D.D.S.
Charles Bailey
Armando Baldocchi
Bank of Stockton—Bob Eberhardt
Ted F. Baun
Bill Beauchamp
Beck Construction
I B. Benedict Co.
Bill & Betty Bianchi
Big Valley Cablevision
Big Valley Ford. Inc.
Mike Blatt
Blincoe Trucking Co.
John F. Blinn III, M.D.
John Blinn. Jr.. M.D.
Bob's Country Club Chevron
Bockmon & Womble Electric
Boulevard Auto Service
Ronald Brackney
Brannon-Doherty Tires
Brea Agricultural Service
Mort Brown
Lyle Burgess
Dr. L.C. Buscaglia

CAR Fence Company
Jerry Cabral
California Construction & Coatings
California Copy, Inc.
California First Bank
California Floral Co.
Cal-Sierra Pipe, Inc.
Campbell's in the Village
Tom Campora
Canepa's Car Wash
Carando Machine Works
Carmen's Restaurant
Jack Carter
Chapin Bros., Inc.
Pat & Mike Charles
Chase Chevrolet
Chef's Tire & Auto
Fritz Chin Photography
Dan Clabattari
Stanley Clark, M.D.
Kathy & Tom Coble
Donald F. Collier, D.D.S.
Willard Collins, D.D.S.
Howard D. Conn. Attorney
Mike Conroy Photography
Conti Trucking. Inc.
Continental Insurance
Mark & Margo Cook
Copy Quick
Creative Additions
Walter Cribbins Co., Inc.

Delta Container Corporation
Delta Office Systems
Delta Podiatry Group
Delta Safety Supplies
DeParsia's Restaurant & Catering
De Vinci's Deiicatessan
Jim Dobbins
Dohrman-King Company
Dominguez Roofing, Inc.
J.F. Donaldson & Sons Tires
Durst Office Design

E.F. Enterprises
Envar Communities, Inc.
Dick Eichenberger
Elkhorn Golf & Country Club
Alan Estes
Richard F. Evans
Wesley Evans, M.D.
Evergood Meat Company

F&H Construction
John Falls' Men's Shop
Fayette Manufacturing Corp.
Robert Ferguson
Richard Filice
Fireside Carpets
Fish Market/Oyster A the Duck
John Fitzgerald
Florin Box A Lumber Co.
Foletta Brothers
Ken Fong Advertising
Four Seasons Catering
Fox A Company
Freeman & Rishwain, Attorneys
Frey Distributing

Bill Gaines
Geiger Manufacturing
Gemeni Investments
David Gerber
Geweke Ford—Daryl Geweke
Richard J. Gibson
Gil's Heating & Air Conditioning
Walter Gleason
Gold & Son
Golden State Steel
Dr. Harvey Goodman
Gotelli Trucking Co.
Edward T. Graham, D.D.S.
Tom Graham
Granite Construction Co.
Virginia Graves Inc.
Chris & Barbara Greene
Golden Grimsley
The Grupe Company

Richard Haines
Loyal Hall
Richard Hall
Norman Halleen
Hammer Lane Shell, Inc.
Hansel A Ortman Leasing
Hansel A Ortman—Don Mann
Norm Harris
Hatchcover—Shannon's
Hawley Chemical Co.
Steve Heinrich
Ken Heinz
Al Heiser
Dr. George Herron
Hickinbotham Bros., Ltd.
Robert J. Hnath
Jim & Denie Hodges
Henry Hoff A Son
Holiday Inn
Holt Bros.
Holt Motors
Chuck Huber

J&H Drywall
Donald Jessee
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Johnsen
Dr. Dale Jost
KHOP Radio
KJAX Radio
KJOY Radio
KQKK Radio
KWG Radio
KWIN Radio
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Kaeslin
Clarence Kamps
Kamps Propane
Keith's Trophy Supplies
Ben Kessler
John Kipp, Inc.

Jerry Kirsten
Klein Bros., Inc.
Bud Klein
Oscar Budd Kleinfeld
Robert Klinger
Knapp Ford—Jerry Knapp
Yale Kroloff

Harold A. Lane
Larimore's Catering
Jeffrey Larson
Arthur Leiba
Walter Lennox
Howard Lenz
Art J. Lewis
Lloyd Copy Equipment
Dennis Lloyd Construction
Lodi Video Station—Jim Peek
Louise's Employment Agency
William Low, D.D.S.
Clarence A. Luckey, M.D.
Thos. Luckey Construction
Lurtsema-Patick Financial Co.
Capt. William Lynch

Dave McCann
Dwayne McClendon
Ralph McClure
McLaughlin Air Conditioning

Tim Machado
Main & Wilson Shell
Don Mann Advertising
Manteca Bulletin
Manteca Leasing—David Knapp
Manteca News
Darrow Marcus
Paul Mariani
Merit Janitorial Supply
Mid-Cal Tractor
Midas Mufflers
J. Milano Company
Mills Press
Minatree Signs, Inc.
Miracle Mile Martinizing
Morita Bros. Mobil
Ken Mork
Stan Morri Ford
Morris Auto Supply
R. Kris Morton
Weldon Moss
Eugene Mullen
Mrs. Donald Murphy

John F. Nelson
Nelson Ready Mix
New York Life—D.A. Ehlert
Mr. & Mrs. Sil Nogare
Nunes Hay Service
Mrs. Esther Nusz
Nylen Development, Inc.

Oakwood Lake Catering
Frances Okamoto
H. Oliver's Historic Brickworks
Dr. John Overton

Quail Lakes Athletic Club
Randik Paper Co.
Keith Reeve
Ripon Farm Service
Dr. Anthony Rishwain
Reed Robbins
Roek Construction
Kenneth G. Rose
Ronald & Peggy Rose
Fred T. Roseberry
Round Table Pizza
Rue. Hutchison. DeGregori,
Gormsen & Co.

S.F. Floral
Sanborn Chevrolet—Dick Sanborn
San Joaquin Lumber
Robert Sankus. M.D.
Eugene H. Sanguinetti
Saylor & Hill
Don Schrader
Scott Bros. Sign Co.
Scott. Warded & Sands
Search Devt. & Real Estate Co.
Seawell, Van Noate & Jones
Ernie Segale
Wayne Segale
Julian Sepulveda
Dr. Joseph Serra
Carl J. Sette
Mary Sharp
Jack Shaughnessy
J.C. Shepherd
Kyser Shimasaki
Kenneth W. Shunk, M.D.
Pat Silvey
Simard Printing
J.H. Simpson Company
Snyder Lithograph
Solarex of Stockton
Gene Sosnick
Joe Sousa
Alex Spanos
Dale Spoonhour
Jos. G. Spracher. M.D.
Steven Spurgeon
Stanfield & Moody
Stanislaus Roofing, Inc.
Dale Stanton
State Savings & Loan Assoc.
Gary Stead
Theodore Stephens
Steves Chevrolet-Buick—Frank Steves
Stockton Business Machines
Stockton Datsun—Woody Woods
Stockton Fence Co.
Stockton Fireplace Center
Stockton Hilton
Stockton Manufacturing
Stockton Plating, Inc.
Stockton Poultry
Stockton Record—Robert Uecker
Stockton Savings A Loan—David Rea
Stockton Scavenger Assoc.
Stockton Terminal A Eastern Railroad
Stockton Tri Industries
Straw Hat Pizza—Quail Lakes
Sumiden Wire Products
Sumitomo Bank of California
John Swingle Photography

Union Safe Deposit Bank
USA Emergency Towing Products

Vagabond Travel
Valimet, Inc.
Valley Electric
Valley Lumber Co.
Valley Volkswagen—Jay Friedman
Vanbilt
Vanguard Press
Van's Greenbriar Garden Centers
Frank Vaughn
Village Liquors

Wagner Corporation
Walker Business Forms
B.C. Wallace & Son, Inc.
Jack Ward
The Warehouse Restaurant
Wendy's Inc.
West Coast Chemical Company
Robert Whittington
Wholesale Printing
Paul Wiemers
Jack Wilcox
Edward Lee Williams
Roy 0. Williams
Harold Willis
Wilson Way Tires
G.M. Winchell & Sons
Thomas Witter
David Wong
Wright's Stationers

Yagi Brothers
Bill Yamada
Bob Yamada
Carl Yamada
Clarence Yamada
David Yamada
Richard Yamada
Dr. Ronald Yamada
Shoji Yamada

TOP TIGER BOOSTERS
The people listed below were the
premier
fundraisers
from
last
spring's Pacific Athletic Foundation
(PAF) fund drive which brought in
more than $650,000. The University
of the Pacific athletic department
sincerely appreciates the outstan
ding support given by each and
every Tiger booster.
Here is the Top 20
1. Bob Yamada
2. Max Paulsen
3. Liz Rea

$94,650
$30,675
$25,700

4. Jerry Knapp
5. Don Mann

$23,900
$21,975

6. Jack Hutchison
7. Daryl Geweke
8. Gary Marchetti
9. John Falls

$20,750
$16,450
$16,250
$15,550

10. Steve Heinrich
11. Bob Eberhardt
12. Char Schwyn

$15,250
$15,050
$14,400

13. Pete Gormsen
14. Dale Spoonhour
15. Joe Travale
16. LeRoy Minatre

$14,300
$13,200
$12,650
$12,350

17. John Kamps
18. Dick Eichenberger
19. Frank Portale

$11,300
$10,699
$10,025

20. Bill Beauchamp

$10,000
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Taylor, Scott & Nichols
Teichert Construction
G. Preston Thompson
Harold W. Thompson
Henning Thompson
3M National Advertising
Ticor Title Insurance
E.P. Tiscornia, Jr.
Tony's Pizzeria
Toyota Town
Tracy Press
Bill Travaille
Travel by Charles
Butch Trebino

Char Schwyn

Bob Yamada

Quarterback Club
Charles Baker
Bank of Stockton
Bill Bentler
Thomas Blackmun
George Briare
Ken Brown
D.C. Burnham
C&B Equipment
Calcagno Yacht Sales
Chapel of the Palms
Emerson Cobb

Jim Cox
Forrest Darby
Bruce Davies
Diablo Farm Equipment
Gary Dingman
Doyle's Barbershop
Leon Eakes
Morrison England
George Ernest
Susan Fletcher
George Fowler

Lee Fowler

L.M. Henry

Jeff Gaines
Bill Gaines
Pete Gaines
William Gaines, Jr.

Carl Johnson
James & Sandra Landis
John Lopez
Edwin Markel

Jerry Poletti
Pombo Real Estate
Dave Pope
Patrick Ribeiro
John Rickman

Dom George
P.H. Gillaspy

The Marley Co.
Richard McCurry
Gladys McKeever

Mike Rousey
R.W. Siegfried & Assoc.
Wm. Striegel, Jr.

Tom Mellis
O.K. Floral

Chas. & June Thompson
Tracy Liquors
Yuki Ueda

Gingham Gal
Brad Gott
John Hammer
Julius & Faye Hastings

Robert Pacos

Van & Bob's Chevron
G.W. Van Vlack
Waterloo Athletic Club
Bruce Whiteley
Doug Wilson
Walter Wolterstorff
Calvin Yamada
Ken Yasui

Tiger Boosters / Bengal Backers
Lloyd Lundstrom
Mike Macedo
Fillmore Marks

Dick Park
Parkwoods Variety

A.J. Matteucci

Joseph Patick

Geo. L. Jacklich
Lowell L. Jensen

Mazzera, Snyder, DeMartini
Wm. J. McGregor

Oscar A. Francis, Jr.

Bill Johnson
David W. Johnston
Robert V. Kavanaugh

Payters
Robert Perasso
Joel T. Perisho
Piolo's Art Floral Shoppe

Jack Fraser
Mark Friend

Ed & Roberta Kinney
Kenneth L. Kjeldsen

George K. Fujita
Angeio Galindo

Phil Laughlin

All Star Sports

George Diaz

Wm. P. Bacon
Reno Berbano
Bertilacchi Insurance

Douglas Tires—Ken Rusk

Bob Borsdorf
John F. Brouwer
Nat Brown, Jr.
Ellis Calija
Bryce Carey
Robert V. Cavanaugh
John B. Cecchini
Coldani Realty

Pacific Valley Motor Co., Ltd.
Pacoast, Inc.
Jim Paige Chevron
Chuck Patmon
Max J. Paulsen
Pelton Shepherd Industries
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Pereira Photography
Picchi Farms
Charles Plumb
Polar Water Company
Frank Portale, D.D.S.
Rachelle Prince
Prospect Motors—Bill Halvorson

Liz Rea

Max Paulsen

Carla Cole
Russ L. Colwell

Wes Dunn
Channing Eayrs
Eddie's Carriage Trade Lqrs.
Hank Eilers
Ralph W. Epperson
Dominic Errecart

Anthony E. Geremia

Jacquelin M. Conn

Peter Gormsen

Irving Corren
Ray & Betty Costa

The Graduate
Guarantee Savings & Loan

Jean & Roy Crabtree
Crestwood Mngmt. Services

Tony Gutierrez
Charles David Hall

Dawson Distributing Co.

Rodda W. Harvey
Harvey Amusement Co., Inc.

Delta Paint
Delta Welding Products, Inc.
Lawrence DeRicco
DeYoung Memorial Chapel

Mrs. Loretta Holt
Tim Hopper
Chuck Huber
YoshioTed Itaya

Stanley E. McCaffrey
Dan McManus

Edgar W. Parsons

Sib's Markets
Donald J. Smith
Myron R. Stahl
John Stark
Stockton Travel
Swan Pools
Buster Takechi
Robert B. Talley. M.D.
Dan & Erin Thiele

Chad Meyer
Ronald Monroe

Felix Poletti & Co.
Cal Poly Plastics
Les & Beth Potter

Jeanne Morando
Kay Niegel
George P. O'Dell

Craig Prosser
Ralphs Upholstery
Walter Rathhaus

Overhead Door Co.

Bob Rauzi

Robert Lewis

Donald A. Padilla

Rory K. Reeves

Dr. &Mrs. Paul Waters
Weberstown Shopping Center

Hans J. Lund

Pardini's

Bill Reynolds
Bill D. Ringer

John L. White
Doug Wilhoit

JoeT. Rishwain
Leo Rolandelli

Owen Wilkinson

Ned Leiba
E. Rick Lenzi
Greg & Jane Lewis

Bob Sanguinetti
Emil & Melba Seifert

Marvin Haun

Gerald Sherwin
Thomas Shollin

LeoT. Helms
Robert L. Heyborne
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Jack M.Toedt
Fred Tozi
Vanbilt
Verner Construction
Gary S. Verzani

Gary Woehl
Rt. Rv. & Mrs. R.M.
Wolterstorff
Ron Woxberg
Xclusive Linen Supply

IHHIHH

TIGER WHEELS
Among the important supporters of Pacific athletics are the members of Tiger Wheels — those who donate a
new car for use by UOP coaches and administrative personnel.
These automobiles are vital to the efficient and successful operation of the athletic department and everyone in
volved with Pacific athletics is appreciative of the role played by the boosters pictured below and on the adjacent
page.

STOCKTON DATSUN of Stockton
Owner Woody Woods and Ken Grosse

SANBORN CHEVROLET of Lodi
Owner Dick Sanborn and PAF Executive Director
Ken Grosse

GEWEKE FORD/MERCURY/AMC of Lodi
Owner Daryl Geweke and UOP Athletic Director
Elkin Isaac

STAN MORRI FORD of Tracy
Owner Stan Morri (right) and son Jeff Morri

PROSPECT MOTORS of Jackson
Owner Bill "Skip" Halvorson and Ken Grosse

STEVES CHEVROLET/BUICK of Oakdale
Owner Frank Steves and son Jeff Steves

BIG VALLEY FORD of Stockton
Owner Paul Umdenstockand UOP volleyball coach Terry Liskevych
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HOLT MOTORS of Stockton
Owner Bob James (right) and Ken Grosse

KNAPP FORD & MANTECA LEASING of Manteca
Owner Jerry Knapp (right) and son Dave Knapp

TOYOTA TOWN of Stockton
Owner Bob Zamora

CHASE CHEVROLET of Stockton
Owner Bill Chase and UOP basketball coach
Tom O'Neill

HANSEL & ORTMAN CADILLAC/OLDS MOBILE
of Stockton
Owner Don Mann and UOP coach Bob Cope

VALLEY VOLKSWAGEN of Stockton
Owner Jay Friedman and Ken Grosse

BOOSTER PROFILE
Rink Babka
Be it University of the Pacific football,
basketball, volleyball or Softball, Rink Babka,
owner of Babka Beer Company of Stockton,
has touched the Tiger athletic program
with his generous support since arriving
in Stockton in 1970.
The 46-year-old Babka came to the San
Joaquin Valley after a star-studded atli!
letic career and on the heels of a success
ful 10-year stint in the computer business
in Southern California.
"There's no way to measure the contri
butions Rink Babka has made to UOP
athletics," said Ken Grosse, PAF Execu
tive Director. "No matter what segment
of the program you're talking about, he
usually comes up with some means of
support, be it a contribution or promotion.
The University is very fortunate to have
him involved in the program."
A three-time All-Pacific Coast discus
champion while at USC, Babka was an
all-around prep star at Palo Alto High
School (won state discus champion and
the Peninsula Athlete of the Year award
as a four-sport letterman. After high
school, he went to Menlo JC for one year
before transferring to USC. Along with
his three PCC titles, he captured the
NCAA and AAU titles in his specialty.

Rink Babka

His athletic prowess did not end in
college as he held the world discus
record on four different occasions and
was the first athlete to break the 200-ft.
barrier. He won a silver medal in the 1960
Rome Olympics in the discus throw.
Besides excelling in track and field, he
also played football at USC and was drafted
by the San Francisco 49ers but an old knee

injury hindered his opportunity in pro
football.
He received his B.A. in business and
industrial management from USC in 1959
and later earned a master's in marketing
there. In the early 60's, he opened his own
computer company — Systems Data
Network.
As a youngster, Babka had worked for a
beer distributor and wanted someday to
have his own distributorship. When the
old Pacific Beverage Company became
available in Stockton, he left the computer
business and has been the area's Coors
distributor ever since.
A firm Pacific booster since his arrival in
Stockton, Babka has been a PAF member
since 1971 and served on the Board of
Directors for six years. Along with dona
tion products, he has sponsored special
events for several sports, most recently
tonight's game and the UOP-UC Santa
Barbara women's volleyball match.
He has also helped athletes with indi
vidual weight programs and has been solid
ly behind the UOP women's program.
Babka is also involved in Rotary Inter
national, Boy Scouts of America and the
Children's Home of Stockton. He has three
children, Beau, 21, a football player at
Delta College, Kord, 17, a basketball player
at Linden High School, and Dirk, 13.

PSA

UOP FOOTBALL
IS "LIVE" ON

The Official Airline
of the PCAA.

KJOY(1280AM)

For the 16th consecutive
year, KJOY will be your
Tiger football station. Will
Watson and Duane Isetti,
in their eighth and fourth
seasons, respectively, will
bring you all the action—
at home and on the road.

Will Watson

PSA is famous for low fares, frequent
flights and the friendliest servicein the air.
So next time you're flying our way, fly
PSA — and enjoy the airline that's in a
league all it's own.

Broadcasts begin 40 minutes prior to
kick-off and are brought to you by:

Bank of Stockton
Anheuser-Busch
Chase Chevrolet - Chrysler - Plymouth

PSA. The airline that won the West...witha Smile.
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UNIVERSITY FEATURE
Burns Tower: Focal Point of UOP
Adding a Gothic touch to the Stockton skyline is University of the
Pacific's Robert E. Burns Tower. The Tower is yet another feature of
Pacific's picturesque campus and is often used as a directional focal
point, as it stands tall above its backdrop of brick and ivy, and its bells
provide a time standard. From the basement floor (14 feet below ground
level) to the top of a 91-foot radio antenna, the total tower height is 256V4
feet.
First thoughts for a Gothic Tower on the UOP campus began in 1958.
The idea became a reality later when Robert R. Winterburg, financial vice
president, completed a study on the need for a campus water tower to ac
complish monthly savings on water purchased from the California Water
Company. By incorporating a water storage tank in such a tower, a multi
purpose facility could result. The Tower was eventually dedicated on Mar
ch 8,1964.
The Tower was named by the Board of Regents in honor of the first
alumnus to serve as president of the University and in recognition of his
long service and great influence on its progress. Dr. Burns served as
president for 25 years and spent his entire career at the University. He first
became associated with the University in 1927.
In designing the Tower, special challenges had to be met since it was to
be unique among towers, campaniles or similar structures on campuses
around the world. Usually towers are built for architectural effect with no
practical use except for bells, clocks, or observation purposes. However,
the Robert E. Burns Tower was constructed to include these effects plus
serving as an office building and a water tower.
Built of reinforced concrete, the Tower is painted to match the terra
cotta trim of other campus buildings. Walls are eight inches thick and the
Tower is 30 feet square inside. Construction required 40,000 man hours,
skills of 25 different building crafts, 200,000 pounds of reinforced steel
and 6,000,000 pounds of concrete.
The 150,000-gallon water tank, which sets at the top of the tower behind
stained glass windows, weighs 1,200,000 pounds filled. Interior flood
lights reflect off the tank to illuminate the windows at night.
The composition of the interior of the Tower is as such:
basement—storage; first floor—Lobby, Carillon Console, Information;
second floor—Capital Campaign; third floor—Alumni and Parent
Relations; fourth floor—Central Records Office; fifth floor Office of
Development; sixth floor—Vice President Executive Assistant; seventh
floor—Tower Conference Room; eighth floor—Office of the President;
ninth floor—KUOP-FM transmitter.
The transmitter equipment installed in the ninth floor of the Tower
gives the University of the Pacific the strongest and finest FM broadcast
facilities of any college or university in the West. With its inaugural
broadcast in 1964 (from these facilities) KUOP-FM became the first major
West Coast university station to broadcast in multiplex stereo.
Effective radiated power is 30,000 watts. The antenna mounted on a 91foot mast at the top of the 155-foot Tower, gives KUOP-FM a valley-wide
coverage including Modesto, Turlock, Merced, Tracy, Sacramento, the
Mother Lode district and part of the Bay Area.
Another well-noted characteristic of the Tower is its carillon. A total of
122 miniature bell units of bronze bell metal, including 61 Flemish bells
and 61 harp bells are played from a keyboard located in the Tower lobby.
The two-manual console has expression pedals for harp bells, Flemish
bass bells and Flemish treble bells.
When the bells are struck by metal hammers, exact true bell tones are
produced which are almost inaudible to the human ear. These bell
vibrations are amplified over one million times by specially designed elec
tronic equipment to produce true bell music with all the depth and
richness of traditional cast bells of massive proportions. The carillon
provides the tonal equivalent of over 100,000 pounds of cast bells, tuned
to the finest standards.
Through use of a special device called a "Melody Player," the strains of
the University's alma mater, "Pacific Hail," are heard each evening at 11
p.m.; the bells also can be heard at 12:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. The bells
sound the traditional Westminster Chime and they strike the hours
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UOP BASKETBALL, 1983-84
1983-84 SCHEDULE
Nov.
Dec.

25
26
29
2-3
9
16-17
27-30

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

5
7
9
12
14
19
21
26
28
2
6
9
11
16
20
23
26
29
4
8-10

at Weber State
at Montana
OREGON
Shocker Classic

(Wichita State, UOP, Hawaii, Loyola-Marymount)

CALIFORNIA
CASABA CLUB CLASSIC

(UOP, Georgia Tech, Pepperdine, Cen. Mich.)

Rainbow Classic

(Hawaii, UOP, Alabama-Birmingham, Duke, SMU,
Holy Cross, Navy, Tennessee)

PORTLAND
*at Fresno State
*at San Jose State
•CAL STATE FULLERT0N
*UC SANTA BARBARA
*at Nevada-Las Vegas
*at UC Irvine
•LONG BEACH STATE
•NEW MEXICO STATE
•FRESNO STATE
*at Utah State
*at UC Santa Barbara
•at Cal State Fullerton
•NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
•UC IRVINE
'at Long Beach State
•at New Mexico State
•UTAH STATE
*SAN JOSE STATE
PCAA Tournament (L.A. Forum)

All UOP home games (except San Jose St. & UCI) will begin at 7:35 p.m.; SJS
and UCI to be determined. Road times have yet to be confirmed.
'Pacific Coast Athletic Association game

O'Neill's Young Tigers to Come of Age
After a 7-21 season against one of the toughest schedules in
school history last season, second-year Head Coach Tom O'Neill
and his young Tiger basketball team should begin to make some
headway in the tough PCAA Conference in 1983-84.
"We have a lot of outstanding young men in our program and as
we improve, we are going to develop into a winning basketball
team," stated O'Neill, who's charges upset NIT Champion Fresno
State in front of a frenzied crowd of 6,000 in the Alex G. Spanos
Center. "We will be vastly improved this season and I'm confident
that we will provide the style of basketball our community will be
proud to support."
The Tigers will be counting on a talented group of under
classmen, and a pair of experienced seniors, starting guard John
Leidenheimer and reserve forward Graham Taylor. All-PCAA
Freshman Team members Andy Franklin and leading scorer Rich
Anema will team with the likes of talented Drew Rodgers to form a
solid front line.
Franklin, rugged redshirt Joe Fabian, junior Dave Korkenny and
freshman Brent Counts will battle for the center spot while Taylor,
sophomore Greg Davis, Kevin Crabtree and Jeff Reibel will be
looking to earn playing time along the front line.
The Tigers backcourt situation could be the brightest it has
been in quite some time as redshirt freshman Kyle Pepple has the
ability to orchestrate the Tigers wide-open offense along with the
experienced Leidenheimer. Flash Dean Andretta, a redshirt
freshman, Don Thomas, Reibel and Rodgers could also play
guard.
The Tiger schedule will sport 10 teams which participated in
post-season play, including NIT champion Fresno State, PCAA
champion Nevada-Las Vegas, Missouri Valley Conference cham
pion Wichita State and Sun Belt Conference champion AlabamaBirmingham.
The talent on tap for the Spanos Center is again of high quality
as Pac-10 foes Oregon and Cal will be in and the 2nd Annual
Casaba Club Classic will feature two Top-20 ranked teams in Pepperdine and Georgia Tech.
Obviously, the 1983-84 UOP Tiger basketball season will be one
of excitement and top-caliber college basketball action. To order
season tickets for the 13-game home slate, call (209) 946-2472.
That's Tiger basketball at the Spanos Center.
Tiger head coach Tom O'Neill.

The beautiful A.G. Spanos Center, home of Tiger basketball.
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THE SIGN OF
A FAIR DEAL
Good Luck,Tigers!
Hansel & Ortman

Oldsmobile — Cadillac
GMC Dealer

715 North Hunter Street
Stockton, CA 95202
(209) 465-5875

HANSEL & CQTMAN
YACHT SALES
462-9228 or 465-5875
The Waterfront Marina "F" Dock
Stockton, CA 95202
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c 1983 Adolph Coors Company.Golden. Colorado80401 • Brewer of Fine Quality Beers Since 1873

BABKA BEER CO
STOCKTON, CA

